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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Piston ring/cylinder liner wear in coal/water slurry fueled engines involves soft
abrasive polishing wear and a hard-abrasive three-body wear process. The hard abrasive
process is of primary concern. The magnitude of wear rate is highly dependent on whether

, contaminant particles are in a critical size range where they are small enough to enter the
wear zone, but large enough to contact both wearing surfaces. Because of this dependency,
the size of particles relative to surface roughness and hydrodynamic film thickness are the

• critical parameters determining wear magnitude. There was little apparent advantage of
putting various configurations of slots in the cylinder surface, but the wear process seemed
to be highly sensitive to lubricant formulation. A mixture of baseline oil and a calcium
sulfonate detergent additive resulted in the lowest wear when the lubricant was
contaminated with a coal ash.

The conclusions stated above were reached through the completion of the multi-task
program outlined in this report. The program involved bench scale wear tests and detailed
analysis of wear specimens with the intent of defining the wear mechanism, and investigating
traditional approaches to wear prevention. Included in the test matrices were variations of
contaminant particle size, contaminant composition, cylinder specimen surface roughness,
orientation of grooves in the surface finish, slot configurations cvt into the cylinder surface,
and lubricant formulations. Analyses were performed using weight loss and dimensional
measurements to determine the wear magnitude, and photomicroscopic and profilometric
analyses to study details of the wear scar profiles. Ferrographic techniques were also used
to separate out and analyze wear particles.

In addition to the coal/water slurry work described above, this program also included
a task devoted to Locomotive Engine Testing using a mixture of diesel fuel with a coal-
derived liquid fuel. A 500 hour endurance test was completed, and wear evaluations were
made based on measurements of engine components before and after the test. Engine
performance and emissions were also evaluated before and after the endurance test to
further test the effects of the coal-derived fuel. No significant increase in wear was
observed, nor was there any significant change in engine performance. Somewhat more than
normal varnish deposits were observed on the injection nozzles. Emissions were not
affected by the coal-liquid fuel other than an increase in SO2 emissions corresponding to the
higher sulfur content in the coal-liquid fuel.
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INTRODUCTION

Coal fueled diesel engines present unique wear problems in the piston ring/cylinder
liner area because of their tendency to contaminate the lube-oil with high concentrations

. of highly abrasive particles. This program involved a series of bench-scale Wear tests and
engine tests designed to investigate various aspects of the ring/liner wear problem and to
make specific recommendations to engine manufacturers as to how to alleviate these

. problems. The program was organized into tasks, designed to accomplish the following
objectives.

• Task 1 - Define the predominant wear mechanisms causing
accelerated wear in the ring/liner area.

• Task 3 - Investigate the effectiveness of traditional approaches
to wear prevention to prevent wear in coal-fueled engines.

• Task 4 - Further refine information on the most promising
approaches to wear prevention.

• Task 5 - Present detailed information and recommendations

to engine manufacturers on the most promising approach to
wear prevention.

• Task 6 - Present a final report covering the entire program

• Task7 - Complete engine tests with a coal-derived liquid fuel,
and investigate the effects of the fuel on engine wear and
emissions.

Tasks 1 - 6 were the original plan, and primarily focussed on wear in coal/water slurry
fueled engines. The original plan also included Task 2, an investigation of novel piston and
ring designs, but that was dropped from the program in favor of more extensive investigation
in the remaining tasks. Task 7 was added at a later date, as a parallel study of wear in an
engine fueled by a mixture of diesel fuel, and a coal..derived liquid fuel.

" This "final" report is intended to meet the requirements of Task 6 and to conclude
the program. Subsequent sections of this report summarize the results of each of the tasks
described above, and discuss the most important conclusions. For each task, a topical reporti.

was also written which contains a detailed accounting of the test conditions, apparatuses,
results and conclusions reached. Those reports are included in appendices A- E.



RESULTS

Task 1 - Definition of the Wear Mechanism

Task 1 involved bench scale experiments with two different apparatuses, the
Cameron-Hint High Frequency Friction Machine, and the Engine Friction and Wear Rig.

The Cameron-PUnt Machine is a small scale apparatus that uses pieces of the ring
and cylinder liner as wear specimens. The ring specimen is attached to a reciprocating arm,
and a load is applied normal to the direction of travel. The two wear specimens are
immersed in a bath containing a baseline lubricant that has been contaminated by various
coal-related solids. For the tests in Task 1, the goal was to determine the wear mechanism
and the relative roles that soft carbon and hard abrasive particles play. With that in mind,
wear tests were conducted with several different contaminants ranging from pure carbon-
black to coal ash. Concentrations tested varied from 5 to 15 percent contaminant (by
weight) in the lube oil. Four-hour wear tests were completed during which averaged friction
force and electrical resistances between the wearing specimens (a measure of the presence
and thickness of a hydrodynamic film) were continuously recorded on a strip-chart recorder.
Following each test, specimens were analyzed for weight-loss, and using a photomicroscope,
and profilometer.

The Engine Friction and Wear Rig is a complete Labeco cylinder liner that is
reciprocated against a stationary ring. Ring load is applied by constant gas pressure in the
compression zone. Wear is determined continuously by the measurement of relative
radioactivity of a previously irradiated piston ring. Tests were completed using the same
coal ash contaminant used in the Cameron-Plint tests and at equivalent concentrations. The
Engine Friction and Wear Rig is one step closer to the actual engine conditions, and was
used to test the Cameron-Plint's ability to simulate real engine wear.

Conclusions from Task 1 are listed below.

• Primarily, two wear mechanisms were observed:

• Soft abrasive "polishing" wear was caused by carbon panicles.
The wear tended to remove the original surface finish and leave
a highly polished surface.

• Hard abrasive wear was caused by hard (mostly quartz and
alumina) particles found in the coal ash. The hard abrasive
wear continued to increase as ash concentration in the lube-oil
was increased.



• Wear scars consisted primarily of long straight grooves, and it appeared that "
the two wear scar patterns conformed to one another (_he ring wear scar
pattern was a mirror image of the cylinder pattern).

• The hard abrasive wear mechanism was primarily three-body abrasion. This
• was confirmed by photomicroscopic and profilometric analysis that indicated

there was no evidence of embedded particles in either of the wear specimens.
Later ferrographic analysis (presented in the Task 3 topical report) confirmed

- that the wear particles were consistent with three-body abrasive processes, and
there was no evidence of the cutting-wear panicles expected with a two-body
process.

• Evidence was presented that there is a significant affect of contaminant
particle size on wear with the smaller particle size distribution causing more
wear than a larger size distribution.

• Wear trends observed in Engine Friction and Wear Rig tests were consistent
with trends observed in the Cameron-Plint tests.

Task 3 - Traditional Approaches to Wear Prevention

Task 3 was a continuation of Cameron-Plint tests using one of the coal ash
contaminants from Task 1. The tests in Task 3 were designed to investigate various
approaches to wear prevention, and to determine how engine manufacturers should use each
approach to help mitigate the wear process. The three items studied in Task 3 were as
follows.

• Investigation of the Effects of Cylinder Surface Finish Conditions (including
the effects of asperity height, and predominant orientation of the asperities)

• Investigation of Various Configurations of Siots in the Cylinder Surface

• Investigation of Various Types of Lube-Oil Additives Added to the Baseline
Lubricant

Surface finish investigations involved Cameron-Plint tests with cylinder specimens
honed with various surface roughnesses and cross-hatch angles. Surface finish has always
played a role in diesel engine design because of its effect on the engine break-in process,
and the need for sufficient oil retention on cylinder surfaces. It was felt that, in coal/water
slurry fueled engines, cylinder surface features might also play a role in enhancing
hydrodynamic film thickness and/or allowing avenues of escape for abrasive contaminant
panicles. Roughnesses in the range from 0.15 to 2.1 Ra micrometers (Ra is an arithmetic
average of the height of surface asperities) and cross-hatch angles from 0 to 90 degrees were
evaluated in terms of the resulting wear magnitude, any changes they might have made in



the wear mechanism, and their effects on the hydrodynamic film thickness (film thickness
is evaluated using the electrical resistance strip-chart data).

Investigations of slot configurations were carried out using cylinder specimens in
which slots of various widths, spacings, and orientations were cut. The idea of slots in the
cylinder surface was to provide some means for contaminant panicles trapped in the wear
zone to escape, and/or to enhance the flow of clean oil from the bottom side of the ring to
dilute the high concentrations of contaminant on the combustion side of the ring. The slot
widths and spacings ranged from 0.15 to 0.35 mm wide, and the test matrix was designed so
that tests were conducted with different widths at equivalent spacings, and vice versa. Each
width/spacing combination in the test matrix was done in a circumferential orientation
(normal to the direction of ring travel) and a longitudinal orientation (parallel to the
direction of ring travel). Once again the tests were designed to investigate the effects of
slots on wear magnitude, wear mechanism, and hydrodynamic film thickness.

Lube-oil additive investigations were conducted by choosing representative additives
from some of the general classes, adding them to the baseline lube-oil in their maximum
recommended concentrations, and conducting wear evaluations in the Cameron-Plint
machine. The hope was to find sort _.additive that was effective in coating the wearing
surfaces, excluding contaminant panicles from the wear zone, and/or coating the
contaminant particles to make them less abrasive. A detergent, a dispersant, zinc aryl and
zinc alkyl dithiophosphate additives, a VI improver, and a thickener were chosen, and each
was mixed with the baseline oil (no combinations of additives were used in this program).
The tests evaluated wear magnitude, the appearance of the worn specimens and the
presence of any chemical or hydrodynamically generated films.

Conclusions from the Task 3 investigations can be summarized as follows.

• Wear increased slightly with increased surface roughness, but cross-hatch
angle did not have any discernible effect on wear magnio_de.

• Hydrodynamic film thickness increased with surface roughness.

• Hydrodynamic film thickness was also enhanced by orienting the surface finish
grooves normal to the direction of ring travel (0 degree cross-hatch angle).

• All the slotted specimen configurations resulted in at least as much, if not
more wear than an unslotted specimen.

• In many cases, there was evidence the presence of slots enhanced the
hydrodynamic film thickness. Slots oriented normal to the ring travel
direction were most effective at enhancing hydrodynamic film thickness.



• The use of a constant concentration bath in which wear specimens are
immersed does not allow for a fair evaluation of the effectiveness of slots in
diluting and channeling contaminant particles away from the wear zone.

• In surface finish and slotted specimen tests, there was not a clear indication
, of the effect of hydrodynamic film thickness on wear.

• A calcium sulfonate detergent additive was effective in reducing wear almost
° to the level achieved with an uncontaminated lube-oil test.

• There was evidence that the detergent additive created a chemical or
hydrodynamic film that was much thicker than films created with any of the
other configurations tested in this program.

• An ashless dispersant increased wear substantially above the level achieved
with no additive in the lube-oil.

• Wear seemed to be much more sensitive to lubricant additive formulation

than to surface finish or slot configurations.

Task 4. Refinement of the Most Promising Approach to Wear Prevention

The results of Tasks 1 and 3 left some unanswered questions, which were investigated
in Task 4. The major issues dealt with in Task 4 were as follows.

• All of the Cameron-Plint wear tests evaluated in previous Tasks were for test
durations of four hours. Questions remained as to whether the entire wear
process proceeded at a constant rate over those four hours, or whether there
were accelerated wear periods.

• The Cameron-Plint tests in previous tasks were completed using a 100 MPa
contact pressure between the wearing specimens. While this loading is low
relative to loads typically used in the pin-on-disk or four-ball wear tests, it is
still an order of magnitude higher than the typical load at Top Dead Center
in the engine. Questions remained as to whether the same wear modes
applied at the higher load conditions.

• The conclusions in Task 3 above indicated that the use of a constant
• concentration bath lubricant supply was not a fair means of evaluating the

effectiveness of slotted specimens. Dripped oil supplies that supply clean oil
to one side of the ring and contaminated oil to the other would be a more
accurate simulation of the actual engine situation.



In response to these issues, three test matrices were formulated involving continued
Cameron-Plint testing with various test durations, under lower load conditions than were
used in previous tests, and using the double dripped oil supply configuration described
above. Once again wear evaluations were made based on weight loss, photomicroscopic
observations, and profilometric measurements. Micrometer measurements of the depth of
the ring specimen wear scar were also added in an attempt to obtain a more accurate v

measurement at the lower wear conditions expected.

Also, after completing the low-load wear test matrix, it became apparent that a
simple wear calculation might be a useful tool in explaining the trends observed. The model
was developed, based on the supposition that abrasive wear is proportional to the
concentration of particles that are in the right size range to enter the wear zone. Various
coefficients were adjusted to fit the calculation to the data obtained. Calculations were then
extrapolated to predict the effects of surface finishes, hydrodynamic film thicknesses, and
contaminant particle sizes not specifically tested in the program.

The conclusions from Task 4 work can be summarized as follows:

• There appears to be a short region of accelerated wear at the beginning of
the Cameron-Plint tests (within the first 15 minutes) which is associated with
a "break-in" period. The "break-in" wear, however, is much smaller in
magnitude than the total wear for two or four hour duration tests.

• There is a significant effect of load on the wear magnitude and on the trends
observed in Task 3. In particular, it was found that wear is much more
sensitive to surface finish at the lower load conditions than it was at the
higher load conditions used in Task 3.

• The wear model, which assumed the abrasive wear was proportional to the
number of contaminant particles that could enter the wear zone, was
successful in fitting the Cameron-Plint data obtained at low-load conditions.

• Based on the wear model assumptions, the parameters determining abrasive
wear characteristics are the mean contaminant particle size relative to the size
of surface finish asperities, and the hydrodynamic film thickness (these
interactions are discussed in detail in the Task 4 and Task 5 topical reports).

• Profilometer traces indicated that the cylinder specimens with longitudinal
slots were effective in promoting mixing of clean and contaminated oil
supplies separated by the ring. There was not, however, any significant wear
reduction with zhe longitudinal slots.

• Data with the slotted specimens indicates that longitudinal slots with relatively
wide spacing and relatively narrow width (although the slot width should still



be much larger than the contaminant particle size) resulted in the lowest
wear.

Task 5 - Presentation of the Most Promising Approach to Wear Prevention

o Task 5 involved a discussion and representation of the Task 1 - 4 conclusions in a
format that could be easily used by engine manufacturers looking for specific
recommendations on wear redaction strategies. The Task 5 topical report discusses

- contaminant particle size, cylinder surface finish, and hydrodynamic film thickness as
separate issues, and makes specific recommendations on the ideal values of each of these
parameters, and the tradeoffs that result if those ideal values cannot be attained. The
report also discusses the effects of lube-oil additives and cylinder surface slots, although
specific recommendations could not be made in these areas because of the inconclusive
results.

Conclusio_ presented in the Task 5 report can be summarized as follows.

• Cylinder surface finish should be held as smooth as possible, and everything
possible should be done to promote a tight clearance between the ring and
cylinder liner, lt is especially critical that the liner asperities be at least an
order of magnitude smaller than the contaminant panicles.

• If contaminant particle size can be controlled, it would be best to maintain it
at a moderate size (at least 3 micrometers). As indicated above, this allows
for a surface finish much smaller than the particle size using conventional
honing techniques. The model predicts that wear will continue to decrease
as particle size increases, however, common sense dictates that there must be
a limit at which large particles Would begin to cause problems somewhere else
in the system.

• The model also predicts that wear can be reduced if the contaminant consists
of extremely small particles (much smaller than the hydrodynamic film
thickness). This suggests an alternate strategy of attempting to reduce particle
size while at the same time increasing hydrodynamic film thickness. In either
the case, the idea is to avoid a situation where the film thickness + surface
roughness is approximately the same as the mean contaminant particle size.

w

• If hydrodynamic film thickness can be controlled, it is not obvious how it will
affect the wear. In a situation where most of the contaminant particles are
much larger than the film thickness + surface finish, a thicker film could
allow more abrasive panicles into the wear zone. On the other hand, a real
engine depends on having some hydrodynamic lubrication at the mid-stroke
of the ring.



• Despite Cameron-Plint data indicating there is little advantage to using slots
in the'cylinder surface, it is still felt that slots in a real engine might play a
constructive role in diluting and channeling contaminants away from the wear
zone. If slots are to be used, they should be oriented longitudinally, at a
relatively wide spacing (at least 0.5 mm) and using a slot width of 0.15 mm.

t

• Data presented in this program indicates the wear process can be extremely
sensitive to lube-oil additive formulation. Because of unknown additive
interactions, it cannot be predicted what would happen if similar additives are

added to a fully formulated oil, but it seems that the magnitude of wear
reductions experienced here warrant some further experimentation. It should
be possible to tailor the oil formulation to the coal/water slurry fueled engine
application.

Task 7. Extended Wear Testing

As discussed earlier, Task 7 was a parallel program added after the initial program
was started. The intent of Task 7 was to test a mixture of diesel fuel and a coal-derived
hquid fuel in a locomotive engine. The test followed standard procedures including engine
part measurements and load curve determinations before and after a 500 hour endurance
test. In addition, emissions measurements were also recorded both on pure diesel fuel and
on the diesel/coai fuel mixture before and after the endurance test. Conclusions following
the completion of locomotive engine testing can be summarized as follows.

• The coal-derived liquid fuel did not cause any catastrophic increase in engine
wear.

• There was more than-the usual amount of varnish deposits on the fuel
injectors following the endurance test. These deposit levels should be closely
monitored in any future engine tests with the coal-derived fuel.

• Emissions measurements were not significantly affected by the coal-liquid fuel
with the exception of a higher SO2 level. The higher SO2 corresponds
directly with the higher sulfur content in the coal-liquid fuel.

CONCLUSIONS

The most important results from the tasks discussed above can be summarized as
follows.

• The mechanism causing accelerated piston ring and cylinder liner wear in
coal/water slurry fueled engines is a three-body process involving both soft
abrasive "polishing" wear, and a hard abrasive scratching and gouging type
wear. The hard abrasive process is of primary concern.



• Surface finish was found to have a significant affect on wear, especially under
low load conditions typically seen in the diesel engine combustion chamber.
It is always to the advantage to have as smooth a surface finish as possible.

• The abrasive wear process is primarily governed by the size of contaminant
• particles relative to the clearance between the wearing surfaces. If particles

are substantially larger than the clearance, they will not be able to enter the
wear zone and will not accelerate wear. On the other hand, if particles are

. sufficiently smaller than the hydrodynamic film thickness, they will not be able
to participate in the three-body mechanism either. If possible, parameters
should be adjusted so that the particles are either much larger, or much
smaller than the critical size range.

• Tests with various slot configurations in the cylinder surface did not determine
any clear advantages to having slots. However, if attempts are made to test
slotted cylinders in the future, the longitudinally oriented, 0.15 mm wide, 0.25
mm spaced slots seemed to have the best chance at succeeding.

• The abrasive wear process was extremely sensitive to additive formulation.
A fundamental explanation for this behavior is difficult to attain, but it does
seem apparent that future experimentation aimed at tailoring the lube-oil
formulation to coal/water slurry fueled engines might lead to significant wear
reductions.

• The coal-derived liquid fuel tested in this program did not cause any obvious
detrimental effects on engine wear or engine performance.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The multi-tasked program described here was successful in defining some aspects of
the wear mechanism in the piston rings and cylinder liners of coal/water slurry fueled
engines. A large number of parameters were investigated in bench-scale wear experiments,
and from the results some specific recommendations to coal/water slurry engine
manufacturers were made. lt has become apparent, however, that there are still numerous
issues to be addressed before a full explanation of coal/water slurry fueled-engine wear can

" be made. Foremost among the issues still outstanding are the following.

• How should the Task 4 wear model, which was developed for a constanto

contaminant concentration and constant applied load, be applied to the real
engine situation where concentration and load are continuously varying?

• What is the effect of contaminant on the adhesive and/or abrasive wear
mechanism at high load conditions?



• What is the fundamental explanation for the reduction in wear observed when
a calcium sulfonate detergent was added to the lube-oil?

• How do the temperature variations present in the engine affect the wear
process?

The most direct approach to dealing with these issues would involve using the same
ring and cylinder materials and the same lube-oil formulation used in the present coal/water
slurry fueled engines. Wear tests would then be completed in an apparatus as close to an
actual engine configuration as possible. A few data points under these relatively expensive,

• but accurate wear test conditions could be used to refine the wear model presented above
and to extend its application to varying concentration, load and temperature conditions.
lt is doubtful that the model would ever be accurate enough to predict wear in a un-tried
engine design. If properly developed, however, the model could be a useful tool to an
engine manufacturer who wants to predict the effects of varying slurry properties, varying
lubricant properties, and varying cylinder surface conditions based on only a small amount
of wear data.

10
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I. Introduction

Considerable interest has arisen recently in the development ofcoal-f'n'cd diesel engines which

could efficiently u_2c the large coal reserves of the United States and reduce dependence on

foreign oil. The iaea is not new, but development of such engines has proved elusive for several

reasons. One of the major obstacles is the inevitable contamination of the lube oil by unburned

coal particles, ash, and combustion products. The contaminated oil is then responsible for extremely

laxge increases in the wear rates of cylinder liners and rings. Tests in experimental engines reported

by Kamo and Valdmanis (1988), Clingenpeel, et al. (1984), Prater and Courtright (1985), Nydick,

ct al. (1987), Hsu (1988), Leonard, ct al. (1989), Rao, et al. (1988), Kahwani and Kamo (1988) and

Pratt (1982) indicate an increase in wear of up to 150 times when fired with coal/water slurry instead

of diesel fuel. This trend is consistent with the experience of Southwest Research Institute on

p_vious coal/water slurry studies.COrban, et al., 1988; Likos and Ryan, 1988; Mecredy and Jell,

1987) In addition, some tribological studies have been carried out by Odi-Owei and Roylance

(1986) using the four ball machine and by Mehan (1988) and Fusaro and Schrubens (1987) using

the pin on disk tribometer. These tests confmn that even a small amount of contaminant can have

a significant effect on the wear characteristics of sliding surfaces.

What can be done to reduce the wear rate to an acceptable level? That question is difficult

to answer because of the general lack of understanding of the we_ mechanism andhow contaminants

in the lube oil participate in it. So far, the approach by many researchers (Kamo and Valdmanis,

1988; Prater and Couru-ight, 1985; Mehan, 1988; Flynn, et al., 1989) has been to develop various

metallic and ceramic coatings which would provide the hardest ring and cylinder surfaces possible.

, The presumption was that most of the wear was caused by ash from the coal getting into the lube

oil, and the only way to stop it would be to develop a ring and cylinder surface that is harder than

the ash itself. The harder rings and cylinders did in fact reduce wear, but so far have not proved

economical because of the cost of materials andapplication processes, lt is also noted in the literature

that surface finish has a significant effect on wear rate. Richez, et al. (1983) and Janczak and

. Wisniewsld (1987) observed a slight increase in hydrodynamic film thickness with surface

roughness when an uncontaminated lubricant was used. The effect of adding contaminant, however,

probably depends on the relative size of the contaminant and the asperities. Under conditions where

the asperity size was much smaller than particle size (approximately 0.13 micrometer size asperities

were used where the particle size was 2 micrometer), Mehan (1988) reports an increase in wear

with surface roughness. When the asperity size is larger than the particle size, however, the trends
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may bereversed, lt is possible thatthelargeasperitiesprovide avenuesof escape for particleswhich

would otherwise be trappedbetween the sliding surfaces. If this is true, it may be possible to

engineer the size, spacing and shape of asperities to enhance this effect.

The properties of the contaminated lube oil have also been studied in the literature. The

typical average panicle size seems to be approximately 3 micrometers with the majority being

unburnedcoal or char in agglomerates with metallic wear panicles (Gaydos, 1989). During

combustion, some fragmentationof the ashpanicles takesplace and they tendtofuse into a spherical
shape. Although there is little change in the size distribution, Flyrm,et al. (1989), Gayc!os(1989),

andDunn-Rankinand Kerstein (1988) reportthat only the smaller ash panicles tend to be trapped
in the lube oil, resulting in an average ash size of approximately one m/crometer. How these

propertiesaffect wear is somewhat uncertain. In general, the literatureindicates that wear increases

with particle size, particle hardness, and concentration of panicles in the lube oil, however, the

effects are somewhat complex. The panicle size seems to cause increased wear as it gets larger,
and is especially critical when it is approximatelythe same as the thickness of the hydrodynamic

film (Mehan, 1988) (although studies by Perform,et al. (1979) on bearings indicate that significant

wear stiU occurs when the panicles are smaller than the film thickness). While this was u'uein

standardu'ibological tests, Nydick, et al. (1979) indicate that in an engine a minimum wear rate

was found when panicles in the 6 - 10 micrometerrange were used. These wear characteristicsare

most Likelydependent on the ratio of particle size to hydrodynamic film thickness, butconfirming
that correlation has been difficult because of the difficulties in measuring film thickness in an

operating engine. Particle hardnesswas expected to play a role in determiningwear rate and, in

fact, slightly h/Oer wearrates wereobserved when higherashconcenwations wereused. Theeffect,

, however, was not as large or as predictableas one might expect. Clingenpeel, et al. (1984) report
that undersome conditions, even clean (ash-free) char caused significant increases in wear rate.

Finally, increasing panicle concentrationin the lube oil was expected to increase wearrate, andthe

literatureseems to bear this out. There is, however, a tendency for wear to level off at a certain

satunting concentration(Mehan, 1988).

qr

The above paragraphsindicate that a significant amount of work has been done on this

problem. Much has been learned about hardenedcoatings, and a general understanding of the
effects of contaminatedlubricanthasbeenobtained,butthere arestill complex interactionsoccumng

in the engine tests that are not accurately accounted for in the standardpin on disk or four ball

tribological tests. A detailed understandingof the wear mechanism would go a long way towards

explaining these complex effects. If, for example, the presence of contaminant in the lubricant

causes significant changes in its rheological properties(studies by Sekar,et al. (1988) and Ryan et
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al. (1989) of the rheological properties of slurries indicate they have a highly complex, non-

Newtonian behavior which can be either shear thickening, or shear thinning at high shear rates) it

would affect the formation of a hydrodynamic f'flm. Breakdown of the f'flm might be characterized

by adhesive wear in the engine, especia.IIy at TDC, and would not be higldy dependent on the

hardness of the particles. Such a situation might bc remedied by inu'cxiucing chemically reactive

lube oH additives which aid lubrication under mixed boundary, or boundary lubrication conditions

(Kanakia and Lcst_, 1989). If, on the other hand, the wear mechanism is an abrasive two-body or

" thtr-body process, the wear characteristics would be different, and particle hardness and size would

play a more important role (their effect on wear rate is approximately the same for two-body and

three-body mechanisms)(Misra and Finnie, 1981). Such wear is usually characterized by straight

clean furrows as opposed to the rough tom surfaces and plastic deformation seen in adhesive wear

(Nydick, et al., 1979). Two body abrasion tends to remove material by scratching or curling leaving

sharp clean edges, whereas thr_-body abrasion involves some plastic deformation and smoothing

of the edges (Misra and Finnie, 198 I). In either case it is also possible that the metal is being

work-hardened, making it more susceptible to cutting processes (Gahr, 1988; Torrance and d'Art,

1986; Buckley, 1981). Abrasive wear of either of these types might be dealt with by the use of lube

oil additives (dispersants, lube enhancers, viscosity enhancers, etc.) which coat the particles and

change their surface characteristics and flow properties. If these changes inhibit the ability of

particles to enter the wear zone, or allow them to slide through the wear zone with less abrasive

interaction, then they would be beneficial in reducing wear. Engineering the asperity size, spacing

and shape may also be effective in reducing this type of wear, especially if it is a three body

mechanism. Finally, specifications on the fuel ash content, ash particle size, and overall particle

size should be effective in dealing with abrasive type wear also.

The above paragraphs have established the need for a detailed understanding of the wear

mechanism. Mayvflle (1989) attempted to address that need by conducting wear experiments with

coal product contaminated lubricants in a reciprocating wear device. His results indicated a linear

increase in wear with contaminant concentration and hardness of the contaminant. The approach

of this study was similar to that of Mayville. Wear was simulated in a laboratory apparatus called

the Cameron-Plint high -frequency friction machine. It was intended to be as close to actual engine

conditions as possible, but still allowed for detailed control of the lubricant, its contaminants, and

the load conditions. In this way, the attempt was made to bridge the gap between the tribological

studies and the actual engine tests. The basic outline of the project was to conduct these wear tests

on sample specimen made of typical ring and cylinder materials, and then analyze each piece for
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its wear characteristics. The lubricant would be contaminated with various concentrations of

unburned coal, pure carbon (carbon black), and pure ash so that an understanding could be obtained

of the effects of concentration and composition of the contaminant.

In paraLlelwith the Camemn-Plint tests, a second set of tests was also conducted in an apparatus

called the Engione Friction and Wear Rig. This apparatus included actual rings on a piston inside

a reciprocating cylinder. It is one step closer to the actual engine, and was intended to provide

confirmation of the Cameron.Plint machine's ability to recreate actual ring/cylinder liner wear.

IL Experimental Apparatus and Procedures

A. Cameron.Plint Tests

The apparatus chosen for these tests is the commercially available Cameron-Print high

frequency friction machine; a schematic of which is shown in Figure 1. (Detailed descriptions

of the machine are included in the paper by Cameron and Pumphrey (1983).) The machine

provides reciprocating motion through a scotch yoke drive mechanism which simulates the

relative motion of the piston ring and cylinder in a diesel engine. The ring specimen is mounted

to the bottom of the reciprocating arm where it can rub against a rigidly mounted cylinder

specimen beneath it. The entire cylinder piece is immersed in a temperature controlled bath of

the lubricant/contaminant combination which is being tested. Above the reciprocating arm is

a spring tensioned bar which applies a force normal to the direction of arm travel. Also, the

reciprocating arm is instrumented to measure friction force (force in the direction of ring travel)

and electrical resistance between the ring and cylinder specimen. Typically the electrical

resistance is used as a measure of hydrodynamic filr-_ thickness, but it must be viewed with

some caution in this case because of the electrically conductive properties of the contaminants

in the lube oil. The friction force and resistance signals could be read com_nuously on a real

time basis, however, in this case, the circuitry was arranged so that a time averaged signal was

transmitted to the strip chart recorder. In this way, one can observe the overall changes in wear

characteristics without having to sort out the variations within a single cycle. Details of how

the Cameron-Plint machine was configured for the majority of these tests are contained in Table

I.

The test specimens were chosen to represent typical materials used in diesel engines.

Cylinder pieces were cut from the 96.5 mm I.D. cyLinder Linersof a Labeco CLR engine. The
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Labeco CLR is a research engine designed for lubricant testing with alloy components relne-

sencativeof those typically used in diesel engines. In this case, a cast ironmaterialwas used for

the liner. The pieces were machined to dimensions of 55 mm x 25 mm, flattened on the back
sothat they vary from 3 - 4 mm thick andweighing approximately 37 grams. Ring pieces were

cut from 89 mm D x 2 mm thick cast ironrings, andwere groundinto wedge shaped specimen

I mm at the face expanding to 3 mm wide at the base and weighing approximately0.3 grams.

The hardnessof each piece is listed in Table 2, indicating the ring piece is sLightlyharder. The

wearing surface is I mm x 2 mm, which means there is 100 MPa contactpressure between the

twopieces ff a 200 N force is applied. The contact pressure was at least an orderof magnitude

higher than the actualforce in anengine, but this is commonly acceptedpracticefor accelerated

wear tests and is a necessary compromise in orderto get measurablewear in a reasonable lime

period.

r

Table 1. Cameron-Plint Configuration
I I

Normal Load 'l 200 N

I I IIII I I
Frequency of Stroke 17 Hz (1020 RPM)

I li II

Ring Piece:
m i|11

Source 89 mm O.D. cast iron ring
I I I

Size Wedge-shaped piece approximately
3 mm base x 1mm topx 5 mm wide x
2 mm thick

II II I

Approx. Weight 0.3 g
II II

Wear Surf. Ares 2 mm2
IIIII II I I

Loading 100 MPa
I I III I I I II I III

Cylinder Liner Piece:
IIIII II I I I

Source 96.5 mm I.D. cylinderLinerforLabeco
CLR engine

I III " ""

Size 55 mm x 25 mm x 3-5 mm tllick
(thickness varies because of the cur-
vatureof the liner)_

i li

Approximate Weight 27 g
i I II
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Table 2. Hardness of Test Specimens

Rc

Cylinder Liner Piece 21.3

Ring Piece 22.8

. Note: These are the average of three hardness tests at different
locations on the specimens. Hardness of the ring piece was
measured on the side of the ring, not on its ouwr surface.

As described above, the purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of the various

contaminants which can get into the lube oil of a coal-f'n'ed diesel engine. Th_ was done in an

attempt to understand the basic wear-causing mechanism. With that in mind, a test roan'ix was

formulated which involved Camemn-Plint wear tests of four hour duration. The tests were done

using a baseline "bright-stock" oil (chosen because it does not contain any additives which may

complicate the wear process) into which the following contaminants were added in 5, I0, and

15 percent concentrations.

• CarbonBlack

• A Low-Ash Raw Coal

• A High-AshRaw Coal(KentuckySplint)

• KentuckySplintCoalAfterMost ofitsAsh Was

Removed ina ChemicalCleaningProcess

• The Ash Removed From the Kentucky Splint Coal

Details on the baseline oil proper_es are included in Table 3. The 5 through 15 percent loadings

were chosen to represent typical concentrations in the cylinder/ring environment. This is

consistent with Ma_e (1989) who measured less than 20 percent concentrations just below

the ring pack in an operating coal fnv,d diesel. Most of the test conditions listed above were

performed a total of five times to obtain a statistically significant sample and to study the

repeatability of the process. The remaining test conditions were performed at least twice to

verify that a consistent measurement was obtained.

Besides the basic test man-ix outlined above, a few extra tests were also performed to

study specific questions that were raised during testing. Those extra tests included the following

conditions.
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• The 15% KentuckySplintashconditionwas repeatedatareducedloadof

50 N.

• Two tests were done with a Syloid 63 Silica in 15% concentration. The ring

load for those tests was 200 N and 50 N, respectively.

• A setoftestswas doneusingtheKentuckySplintashgroundtoa smaller

particle size. The test were done using the Table 1 configuration with 5 and
10% concentrations of ash.

I II I

Table 3. Properties of Baseline Oil

i 'i i

40"C Viscosity 143.88 cSt
ii mali i

100°C Viscosity 13.99 est
l lll i

V.I. 93
ii iii i i ,

API Gravity 28.6 @ 15.6"C
i i iii i

T.A.N. 0.01

T.B.N. 0.09
i

Flash Point 293"C
i iiii iii

%N 0.012
ii ii

%Ca N.D.
i

%Zn N.D.
i

%P <0.01
i

%S 0.21
i

#1

Proximate analyses of the contaminants arecontained in Table 4, and particle size analyses

are in Table 5. The analyses confirm that the contaminants cover a fairly wide range of ash

concenu'ations. Results of these tests should give a good idea of the relative effects of ash and

carbon coment in the conmminau_d oil. Table 5 reveals that the contaminants had reasonably

close average particle sizes, indicating that subsequent comparisons of wear rate can be made

without considering the complicating effects of paracle size. The one exception to this

observation is the ash which was slightly larger than the other contaminants, and was then ground

to a similar size. The original tests were done with the larger size and most of the comparisons

made here are based on that data. There was significant concern, however, about the validity

of those comparisons in light of the fact that particle size can have a significant effect on wear.

Because of this, some extra tests were run with the smaller size ash to study that particle size
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effect. Also listed in Table 5 is a Syloid 63 silica whose particle size is somewhat comparable

to the other contaminants. It was used in two extra tests, which wcrc intendrxi to study the effect

of ring loading, and to investigate the nature of wear caused by silica vs. wear caused by ash in
the coal.

iii

Table 4. Proximate Analysis of Contaminants

I

Description Feed Stock Ash Vol. Matter Fixed Carbon

Low-Ash Coal Unknown 1.00% 34.51% 64.14%

CarbonBlack Mogul-L 0 0 100%

High-Ash Coal Kentucky Splint 22.9% 30.5% 46.6%i

CleanedCoal KentuckySplint 0.38% 37.73% 61.88%

Ash Product KentuckySplint 85.3% 10.6% 4.1%
iii

Table $. Particle Size Averages

II III

Number Weighted Volume Weighted
Averages Averages

I I

Contaminant Arith. Log Arith. Log
Mean Mean Mean Mean

Low-Ash Coal 4.8 4.1 13.8 11.5

Carbon Black 3.9 3.1 9.9 9.0

Raw Kentucky Splint Coal 4.1 3.1 15.1 13.2

CleanedKentuckySplintCoal 5.5 4.1 18.9 16.7
ii

Ash From KentuckySplintCoal 13.7 12.5 33.4 27.2i J

Ash From Kentucky SplintCoal 2.8 1.9 9.2 8.3
GroundinFluidEnergyMill

- Syloid63Silica 2.4 1.6 10.6 0.6l

" Furtheranalysisofthecontaminantsand theashfromthecontaminantsispresentedin

Tables6 and7. Table6 liststheCarbon/Hydrogen/Nitrogenanalysisresults,and indicatesa

rangeofcarboncontentsfrom7.41to91.99wt%. (TheapparentlylowcarboncontentofCarbon

Black(91.99%)ispartlyduetoabsorbedwater.The possiblityofothercontaminantsisbeing

investigated.)The ash compositionslistedin Table7 wen:theresultofX-rayflourescncc
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• Table 6. C-H-N Analysis

II I

(Weight %)
ii

Carbon Hydrogen Nitrogen

CarbonBlack 91.99 0.43 <I
i

Cleaned ]CS. Coal 80.17 5.34 1.57

Low-Ash Coal 82.59 5.32 1.43

Raw K.S. Coal 62.78 4.43 1.19
ii ii i

Ash From K.S. Coal 7.41 1.07 <1

Table 7. Analysis of Contaminant Ash

(Weight Percent of Ash)

Cleaned Low.Ash Raw K.S. Ash From Syloid 63
K.S. Coal Coal Coal K.S. Coal Silica

SiO2 39.41 41.73 60.85 65.30 98.58

A120_ 14.55 29.20 23.78 22.09 1.18
i

Fe203 25.39 14.77 5.34 3.55 0.18
i

CaO 5.15 8.66 2.06 1.57 0

MgO 1.72 0.92 1.42 1.88 0
iiiii

NA20 0.13 0.07 0 0 0

K20 0.78 1.94 4.20 4.78 0.06
i

Ti20 6.17 1.03 0.70 0.82 0
i i

Cr203 0.37 0.04 0.61 0 0

NiO 3.82 0.19 0.94 0 0

Cu02 0.72 0.27 0.10 0 0

SO_ 1.77 1.19 0 0 0

analyses (the most stable oxides were assumed) and indicate that silica, alumina and iron

compoundsarethemajorconstituents.ThoseresultsarefurthersummarizedinTable8which

presentstheconcentrationsofmajorwear-causingspeciesineachofthecontaminants.They
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indicate that the range ofconUanmanLs chosen for these studies represent arange of silica content

from0.15to98.58%,aluminafrom0.06to18.84%,and iron(assumedtobeintheformof

pyrite)from0.15to4.56%.

Table 8. Concentration of Wear Causing Species in Contaminants
(Weight Percent of Contaminant)

I

Cleaned Low.Ash Raw K,S. Ash From Syloid 63
K.S. Coal Coal Coal K.S. Coal Silica

SiO2 0.15 0.42 13.93 55.70 98.58
i ii i ii [ i iiii

A1203 0.06 0.29 5.45 18.84 1.18

FeS2 0.15 0.22 1.84 4.56 0.27

Further analysis of the abrasive properties of the contaminants might be accomplished

using the Knoop hardness or the Hardgrove grindability tests as suggested by Ryan ct. al. (1984).

These items are currently being evaluated,

B. Engine Friction and Wear.Rig Tests

1. Apparatus

The engine friction rig used to simulate ring wear on this project was developed as

part of another project at SwRI for the Deparm2ent of Energy. The rig shown schematically

in Figure 2 simulates the reciprocating motion of an actual internal combustion engine while

simultaneously allowing for the acquisition of rin_er wear and friction data.

The test rig consists of a stationary piston and reciprocating Liner mounted on a

single-cyLinder Labeco engine crankcase. The Labeco head has been replaced and the

• engine's crankshaft and connecting rod are used to drive the liner, which oscillates inside

an elongated "barrel". Standard Labeco engine parts are employed in the crankcase making

the engh_e's stroke 3.750 inches. The reciprocating liner, piston rings, connecting rod, and

wrist pin are standard as weil. The rig is driven by a variable _peed, electric motor mounted

on a common stand. The rig is capable of speeds of uF to 2,000 rpm but was Limited to

approximately 1000 rpm for this experiment.
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Figure 2. Schematic of Engine Friction and Wear Rig Apparatus
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Firing pressuresare not auamed through normal operation of the rig. Therefore, the

rig's original design used compressed gas loads on the piston rings _ simulate gas loading
from firing pressures. This was accomplished by supplying constant nitrogen pressure

through holes machined in the ring grooves. This program however, incorporated an

essentially standardpiston coupled with a check valve to regulate cytinderpressures. The

check valve was installed in the back of the piston (not shown in Figure 1) and connected
to a regulated air supply. This was intended to control peak cylinder pressures and hence,

gas loading on the rings. Thecompression ratiowas high enough (approximately15:1) that

it was not necessary to regulate additional air into the chamber. In addition, it was also

difficult for the check valve to control flow at the higher speeds.

Thepistonusedinthisprogramwasathreepiecedesign,incorporatingaremovable

crownforeasyaccesstoinstrumentationandsubsequentassembly.Thisalsoprovidedeasy

installationandremovaloftheradioactivetopringwhilereducingthepossibilityofbreakage.

Thebaseofthepistonwasremovableaswellandallowedaccesstothesecondring.There

wasnooilcontrolring.

The oil control system was developed specifically for this project. Figure 3 is a

schematicofthesystem.Contaminatedtestoilwaspressurefedthroughopen(unthrotfled),

stainlesssteeltubing.To ensurethatsuspendedlubeoilcontaminantsdidnotsettleduring

testing,asRrrerwasaddeAtotheoilcontainerandrunthroughoutthetestTestoilflow

wasregulatedbycontrollingsupplypressures.

Oilwasintroducedintotherin_er interfacethroughtworubber-bootedorifices

(onlyoneisshownforclarity).Lubeoilflowrateswerenotmonitored,excepttoperiodically

confirmthatthecontactpatchwasflocxk_Removalofused,radioactiveoiltookplace

througha vacuumpump drawingfromthebackofthepiston.Thiswasfoundtobean

effectiveway ofremovingtheoilandobtaininga cleareractivitysignal(duetoreduced

. backgroundradiation).NotefromFigu_3thatthegamma-raydetectorwasmountedclose

totheengineandwasfocusedontheactivatedtopring.

A finalprecautionusedintherigandoilingsystemwastheadditionofascraperring

onthereciprocatingliner.Thepurposeofthisringwascopreventfreshcrankcaseoilfrom

migratingtowardsthetopofthelinerandpossiblydilutingthecontaminatedtestoil.
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2. Instrumentation

Instrumentation for the Engine Friction and Wear Rig falls into three categories:

standard operating instrumentation, friction measurement equipment, and wear measure-

ment equipment.

a. Standard Operating Instrumentation

To monitor engine and drive motor performance the following parameterswere
instrumented and monitored:

• Temperatures

• Top piston ring,

• Second piston ring,

• Piston crown,

• Liner temperature,

• Oil temperature,

• Dynomometer water inlet, and

• Dynomometer water outlet.

• Pressures

• Water out of dynomometer,

• Oil pressure, and

• Cylinder pressure.
• .

The first three thermocouples were epoxied to their respective surfaces. This is

an effective means of securing the thermocouple junctions but does introduce an addi-

tional source of conduction at the junction. Therefore, ring and crown temperatures were

probably slightly higher than indicated.
.

Liner temperature was obtained by the insertion of a thermocouple into thehousing.

" Oil temperature was obtained in the gallery, lt is important to note that the engine's

crankcase was sealed and separated from the contaminated oil.
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Bourdon pressure gages were used to measure the lh'St two pressures. Cylinder

pressu_ was obtained using a Kisfler 6121A2 quartz transducer and corresponding

charge amplifier, model no. 5004. The transducer was installed in the backof the piston

crown. The signal was displayed on a Norland analog to digital convertor and stored
on a computerized dataacquisition system.

b. Friction Measurment Equipment
L

Total friction measurements were acquired for the piston rings using a force

transducer installed along the axis of the piston. Referring again to Figure 2, the load
cell is shown at the centerline of the piston support system. A Kisfler 9031 transducer

and AVL 3057 charge amplifier were installed to measure the total force acting on the

piston. This transducer measures the force transmitted through the piston's connecting

rod via changes in compression of the transducer's quartz crystal. The forces consist of

piston ring friction andpiston gas loads. Thus, it is necessary to correct the totalmeasured

force for the cylinder pressure gas loading. This is accomplished using the cylinder

pressure transducer's trace. The pressure is calculated as a resolved force on the piston
and then subtracted from the overall force measurement. The balance is attributable to

rubbing friction between the two piston rings and the reciprocating cylinder liner. These

data were taken, along with cylinder pressure data, every halfcrank angle.

c. Wear Measurement Equipment

The final instrumentationemployed in/his programdetermined thering wear rates

u_inga technique known as thin film surface layer activation, SLA. This approach is a

radioactive markertechniquewhich directly measuresthe activity decrease from a small

activated area on the component of interest as wear occurs (instead of measuring the

activity increase in the debris as with tracertechniques).

SLA has been used in numerousapplications where quantitativecomponent wear

measurementsarerequiredandremovingthecomponentfromserviceisdifficultor

disruptscontinuedtesting.Variousapplicationsinclude:

• Evaluating the effects of engine speed and load on piston ring wear

in a heavy duty truck engine (Schneider, 1988),
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• Measuring valve train wear when developing new passenger car

lubricatingoils (Shaub, 1987),

• Measuring turbine component wear due to erosion and corrosion

(Blatchley, 1986),

• Developingnew marineenginelubricatingoils(Lane,1987),

• Continuouswearmonitoringofaboilercirculationpump (Blatchley,

1985),
t

• Engine wear monitoring when developing new lubricating oil falter
designs (Milder, 1983),

• Evaluating the effects of fuel sulfurcontent on cylinder liner wear in

a heavy duty diesel engine (Weiss, 1987).

Both Spire Corporation of Bedford, Massachusetts and the Atomic Energy

Research Establishment in the U.K. have been developing the SI,A technique since the
mid-1970's. SLA has four primary advantages over classical tracertechniques:

• TheactivityoftheSLA techniqueisconcentratedonashallowlayer

nearthesurfacewhereverysmaUamountsofwearproducemeasur-

ablechangesinactivity.

• The activity is not dispersed in the oil before measurement and the

extremely small amounts of concentrated activity are sufficient to

insure good precision,

• The distribution of the activity as a function of surfacedepth can be
controlled. Precision of the final measurements is approximately 1

percent of the activation depth into the metal.

• Due to significantly lowerradietionlevels, SLA is saferthanthe tracer

technique. Activated components can be handled with protective

gloves with minimal exposure. The lubricating oil and fLlterare

usuaLly not contaminated to the level where special disposal is

required.

The surface layer activation technique shown m Figure 4 involves the following

steps in evaluating the average piston ring face wear in the friction test rig:
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Figure 4. Four Steps in Surface Layer Activation
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The f'wst step is the activation of the top piston ring. The activation is produced

by.high energy particles from a Van dc Graaff or cyclotron accelerator. The surface of

the ring is exposed to parncles of precisely known energy from the accelerator. Some

oftheparticlesinteractwithatomicnucleiinthetargetspottoproduceatomsofades_

radionuclide(approximatelyIatomin109atomsisconvenedtotheproperradionuclide),

i.e.,some oftheatomsinthebombardedmaterialbecome radioactiveand emitchar-

acteris'_clow levelradiation(gamma-rays).The exposuretimeofthebombardmentis

" shortand doesnotinvolveanexcessivetemperatut_rise.The ionbeamsarelightion

species(protons,alphaparticles)whichcauseminimum radiationdamageandthetotal

doseisafactorof11100ofthatrequiredtocauseanymechanicalchangeinthematerial.

The concentrationofactivityasafunctionofdepthisexactlyreproducedwheneverthe

same beam energy and material are used.

Second,anexperimentalcalibrationismade todeterminetheamountofactivity

IcRintheirradiatedvolumeasafunctionofmaterialremoved(wear).A duplicatering

(calibration)isactivatedandthenpolishedundercontrolledconditionstosimulatewear

andtheactivityremainingasa functionofmaterialremoved(weardepth)iscarefully

measured.Thisresultsinaprofileofactivityversesmetalwornfromthesurfacewhich

isusedtocalculatetheamountofwearfromchangesingamma-rayconcentrationduring

the actualwear test.

Inthethirdstep,theactivatedpistonringisinstalledintheengine.A gamma-ray

detectorismountedoutsideoftheengine.The gamma-rayintensityisinverselyprop-

ortionaltothesquareofthedistancefromtheactivesource.Therefore,thedetectoris

placedascloseas possibletoproducea strongsignal.Inaddition,intensityfalls

exponentiallyonpassagethroughmatter,wherethemoredensethematerial,thegreater

thesignalattenuation.The detectorselectsand countsonlytheradionuclideproduced

ontheactivatedareaofthering.The radionuclidechosenforaparticularapplicationis

basedon itscaseofproduction,theenergyoftheresultingphoton(whichmustbc in.

excess of the energy required for the photon to escape and be detected outside of the

activated site environment) and by the gamma-ray half-life decay, which must be long

enough to allow measurement throughout the effective lifetime of the part or the length

of the test. The radionuclide used in this study was S6Co which is the most common

isotope used with irradiated iron. The S6Coisotope has a half-life of 77.7 days which
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well suited for this type of investigation. The scintillation counter uses a single crystal

of Nai (T1) (Sodium Iodide, Thallium activated) which is frequentlyused in thedetection

of x-ray and gamma-rays because it has good energy resolution characteristics.

The f'malstep in the SLA technique involves analysis of the system response to

determine actual ring wear. This process involves correlating reductions in activity
concentrationduring the wear test with the experimentally determined distribution of

activity as a function of depth below the original ring surface calibration profile to

determinewearas afunction of time or wear rate. This informationis stored oncomputer
disk andcan be conveniently accessed for analysis.

3. Test Procedure

Priorto executing each test, the SLA equipmentwas allowed to stabilize bymeasuring
static wear. In other words, a wear slope of zero was established to qualify the operation of
the monitoringequipment. Once this was established, the drivemotor was allowed to warm

upfor approximately 10minutes while operationof remaining instrumentationwaschecked.

When these tasks were completed, the friction and wearrig was engaged and motored

to500rpm. No testoilwasintroducedatthispoint.Initialoperatingtemperaturesand

pressureswerenotedandrecorded.Afterallowingtherigtomotorat500rpm for

approximately 15 minutes, pressure in the oil holding tank was increased to induce flow.

Simultaneously, engine speed was increased to 850 rpm and the time was appropriately

noted. Within the fh"st 30 minutes of testing, cylinder pressure and friction data were

acquired,digitized, and storedforlateranalysis.

The test was then allowed to proceed until a 5 micron wear limit was reached. In

some cases, the wear occurredso quickly that it was not feasible to stop the test before the

limit was reached. Operating temperatures and pressures were recordedevery 15 minutes.

Justpriortoshuttingdown a giventest,cylinderpressureandfrictiondatawereagain

acquired. As before, the SLA equipment was allowed to continue monitoring for several

hours. This estabt_shed a new baseLinefor the next test and provided the cumulative ring
wear.
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Following the completion of each test, the off tank was cleaned and the transfer lines

were flushed with air and then fresh oil. Radioactive test oil that had been sucked from the

back of the piston was removed so that it did not produce extraneous signals for the detector.

When this was done, the next lube oil sample was mixed and poured into the oil tank. The

transfer lines were then primed and the stirrer was mined on to prevent settling.

This procedure was used to complete a test matrix which included runs with baseline

oil, 5% Cleaned Kentucky Splint coal/oil mixture, 5% Raw Kentucky Splint coal/oil mixture

and 5% Kentucky Splint ash (air mill ground)/oil mixture as the test lubricants. The con-

taminants and baseline oil listed above are the same as those used in the Cameron-Plint test

matrix described earlier.

III. Experimental Results

A. Cameron.Plint Test Results

The test matrix described above was carried out in its entirety, and results from those tests

have b_n obtained in the following forms, which will be discussed separately in subsequent

paragraphs.

• Mass LossofCylinderandRingPieces

• ElectricalResistanceandFrictionLoad

Strip-Cha-nData

• PhotomicrographicData

• ProfilometricData

1. Mass Loss of Cylinder and Ring Pieces

Figures5 and6 arebarchartsindicatingthe;averagemasslossateachtestcondition

forringandcylinderpiecesrespectively.The groupsoffivebarsat0,5,I0and 15percent

contaminantloadingsrepresentthefivedifferentcontaminants(.arrangedinorderfrom

lowestashcontenttohighestashcontent)aslabeledon thecharts.From thesefigures,the

followingobservationsseemreadilyapparent.
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• Mass loss of the cylinder specimen was somewhat larger than that of the

ring specimen. This is the reverse of what Nydick, ct al. (1987) reported,

but may be highly dependent on the choice of ring and cylinder materials.

• As contaminant loading and ash content increased, the relative difference

between ring mass loss and cylinder mass loss decreased.

• Generally, wear rate increased with percent loading of contaminant. Some

of the wear rates seemed to level off at the higher concentrations (carbon

black and low-ash coal) while the others seemed to be continuing to
increase.

• The low-ash coal wear rates tended to be lower, and were not consistent

with the trends established by the other contaminants.

• Overall, the correlation between wear rate and ash content becomes more

apparent as loading of contaminant increases.

Perhapsabetterideaoftheeffectofashcontenton wearcanbeobtainedby looking

at the graphs in Figures 7 and 8. These represent the same data taken from Figures 5 and 6

for mass loss of the ring and cylinder pieces respectively, but they are plotted vs. the ash

content of ,the contaminant. The trend for wear to increase with contaminant loading is

reaffirmed in these graphs, but the effect of ash content seems much smaller than one might

expect. Figures 9 and 10 show this trend perhaps even more clearly. The graphs represent

wear as a function of the total amount of ash in the oil. If one observes the peak point for

eachcontaminant,onlya slightincreaseinwearoccurs,eventhoughashconcentration

increasedbytwo ordersofmagnitude.The concentrationofcontaminantintheoilwas a

much more importantweardeterminingparameter.Apparently,ashcontentdoeshavean

effecton wear,buttheremust be otherfactorswhich aremore significantunderthese

conditions.

' Ali of the above data was taken at a single ring load condition of 200 N. While it was

nottheintentofthisprojecttodoanin-depthstudyoftheeffectsofloadonwearrate,itdid

seemappropriatetoobservethechangeinwearforafew lowerloadconditions.Suchtests

would reveal if there was a significant change in the nature of the wear process at lower

loads,and would indicatewhetherornottheacceleratedwear conditionsusedherewere

appropriate.With thatinmind,a setoftestsweredonewiththe15% concentrationofash

and 15% concentrationofsilicaatboththeoriginal200 N ringloadandata reducedring

loadof50 N. The resultsofthosetestsseemedtoconfirmthatno significantchangeinthe

wearcharacteristicswas occurring.The decreaseinwearwas reasonablylinearasshown
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in Figure 11. Also, the repeatability of the tests was quite similar between the two conditions
(the 200 N ash tests had a standarddeviation of 4.09 or 41.7% of the mean, while the 50 N

tests had a standarddeviation of 1.73 or 46.5% of the mean). These results helped build

confidence that the accelerated wear conditions used here are representative of the actual

wear conditions in an engine.
,J

Anotherissue that was studied was the effect of particlesize on wear. As notedearlier,

" the original test matrix was performed using a Kentucky Splint ash that had significantly

larger particles than the other contaminants. That ash was groundto a smaller size and wear

tests were repeated using 5 and 10%concentrations. Those results arepresented in Figure

12. As it turned out, wear was significantly higher with the smaller particle size. In fact,

the wear at 10%was so high that it caused significant change in the geometry of the ring

piece. Under these conditions it was felt that the magnitude of wear was reaching the
maximum for which meaningful measurements could be obtained. Also, the friction force

was high, causing extremevibrations of the machine, so it was decided not to continue with

a test at 15%concentration. These results do indicate, however, that particle size has an

imporant role in the wearprocess, andthey suggest that the relative insensitivky of wear to
ash seen in the results of Figures 5 through 10 may be an artifact of the particle size dfr-

ferences. Possibly, particles which aremuch largerthan the hydrodynamicfilm thickness

are simply being swept away by the ring motion and are not entering the wear zone.

One other interesting observation that can be made from the mass loss data concerns

the repeatability of the tests and how that is affected by particlesize. Table 9 containsa list

of the standarddeviationof weight loss results for test conditions thatwere repeated. While
the exact reason for this correlation is Unknown,:ihere seemed to be an increase in the scatter

of dataas the particle size of the contaminant was increased, and that trend was noticeable

even over therelatively smallrange of particlesizes used in this study. Possibly, the increase

in particlesize is causing achange in wear mechanism from typicalthree-bodywear to more

of a two-body process in which large particles are following and grinding between the
surfaces. The low-ash coal once again proved to be the only exception to this trend.

..m

2. Electrical Resistance and Friction Force Data

Strip-chartrecordings of the electrical resistance between ring and cylinder pieces

were obtained along with a measurement of the friction force. These recordingsprovide a

qualitative measure of-hew the wear process changes during of the four-hour test. As it
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turnedout,theelectricalresistanceinmostcaseswenttozerouponinitiationofthemstand

remandthem,indicatingphysicalcontactbetweenthetwo wearpieces,ltmustbe

remembered,

Table 9. Statistics on Repeatability of Cylinder Piece Mass Loss

i

Mean
i

Percent Loading

Contaminant 0 S 10 15
,i

CarbonBlack 1.40 3.46 3.74 3.92

Cleaned K.S. Coal 1.40 3.83 5.25 6.80

Low-Ash Coal 1.40 1.56 4.70 3.92
i

Raw ICS. Coal 1.40 3.20 6.70 8.85

Ash From K.S. Coal 1.40 4.28 5.20 9.80
ii i i

Standard Deviation
i i

Percent Loading
Contaminant 0 $ 10 15

i i

Carbon Black 0.86 0.31 0.50 0.54
(61.4) (8.96) (13.4) (13.8)

Cleaned K.S. Coal* 0.86 1.70 0.64 0.71
(61.4 (44.5) (12.1) (10.4)

i

Low-Ash Coal 0.86 0.55 1.10 1.25
(61.4) (35.3) (23.4) (32.1)

ii

Raw ICS. Coal* 0.86 0.00 0.28 1.06
(61.4) (0.00) (4.20) (12.0)

Ash FromICS. Coal 0.86 0.56 0.99 1.73
(61.4) (13.1) (18.7) (41.7) _

Numbers in Parentheses are Cocff. of Variation (Std. Dev.))/(Mean) (Expressed
in Percent)

*The tests were only repeated once when Raw K.S. Coal and Cleaned K.3. Coal
wereused.
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however,thatthesignalistimeaveraged,and wouldnotreflectanythingthatmighthappen

insmalltimeintervalswithina singlecycle.A fewtests(the15% ash,50N setandthe

15%silica,50N set)indicatedasmallf'miteresistancewithinthefirstfifteenminutesbefore

goingtozerofortheremainderofthetest.One mightexpectanincreaseinelectrical

resistanceasloadisreduced,however,inthiscase,thereadingseemedtoonlybeassociated
- withinitialtransients.

• A qualitative description of the friction force traces for each of the different test
conditions is included in Table 10. Almost ali of the traces exhibited some sortof initial

transient behavior which varied in length and magnitude. Looking beyond that initial

break-in period, however, ,here are two useful conclusions that can be drawnfrom this data.

Table 10. Qualitative Description of Friction Force Traces
I

Contaminant Description

CarbonBlack Overallshapeofalltracesincludedasharpdropin
thefirsthalfhourwhichleveledofffortheremainder
of thetest.Tracesbecamerougher(morehigh
fx_.quencyoscillations)as particleloadingwas
increased

Low-Ash Coal Overall shape was fairly flat with some low-
frequency waves (approximatelyhalf-hour period),
and small transients in the f'trsthalf hour. Traces
became rougheras particle loading increased.

Cleaned Kenmck_ Overallshape wassmooth andflat forali traces,with
Splint Coal some smalltransients in the firsthalf hour.

Raw Kentucky Overall shape included a large increase in the lh'St
Splint Coal hourfollowed by a fiat, slightly increasing trace for

the remainderof the test. Traces becamerougheras
particle loading increased.

Ash From Kentucky Traces were extremely rough, but overall slightly
. Splint Coal increasing throughthe durationof the test. Rough-

ness increased as particle loading increased.
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• Increasingashcontentandparticleloadingcausedan increaseinhigh-

_uency oscillationsinthefrictionforcetraces,butdidnotchangethe

overallshapeofthecurves.The presenceofoscillationsisevidencethat

anabrasiveprocessisbeginningtooccurwhichinvolvesparticlessticking

andgrindingbetweenthesurfaces.

• Therewereno majorchangesinanyofthefrictionforcetracesoverthe

courseofthefourhourtests.Thatindicatestherewereno majorchanges

inthewearmechanismduringthesetests.

3. Photomicrographic Data

Photomicrographsofthecylinderpiecesforeachofthecontaminantsat15% loading

areshown inFigure13.The picturesweretakenatapositionapproximatelyI/4oftheway

across the wear scar (in the direction of ring travel), although the characteristics seen in the

picturesdidnotchangesignificantlyover theentirelength.The secondandthirdphoto-

micrographs from the top show some deep gouges across the finely spaced vertical grooves.

These gouges were caused by the original honing process and should not be confused with

the vertical grooves caused by the wear process. The honing grooves measured approxi-

mately 35 micrometersas comparedto thewear grooveswhich areapproximately14

micrometers (these sizes roughly correlate w the average p_rticle sizes). The microscope

was set at 500X and the entire width of each photomicrograph represents approximately 300

micrometers. From these photomicrographs, and general inspections of the ring pieces as

weil, the following observations were made.

• The grooves in ali the wear scars were fairly straight and clean. There

was little evidence of sharp breaks or gouges.

• As ash content increased, the wear grooves seemed to become shaxper

anddecor.
• There was little evidence of panicles being embedded in either the ring

or cylinder pieces.

The observationslistedaboveseemtoindicateachangeinwearmechanismasash

contentisincreased.Carbonblackcausedfairlysmoothgrooveswithsome plasticdefor-

mationthatseemedcharacteristicofa soft-abrasive"polishing"typewear.Infact,some of

theringspecimensworn withthecarbonblackcontaminantwere highlypolishedm the

point where the surface appeared shiny m the naked eye. Under the microscope, even some
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15 % Carbon Black 15 % Cleaned K.S. Coal

15 % Low Ash Coal 15 % Raw K.S. Coal

15 % Ash From K.S. Coal

Figure 13. Photomicrographs of Cylinder Specimen Wear Scars
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of the granular structure of the ma_al was visible. A photomicrograph of one of those

ring specimens is presented in Figure 14. As ash content increased, grooves seemed to

become deeper and sharper. The polishing process may still have been occurring, but at the

same time, a new wearing mechanism was becoming more imporant. The fact that there

were few embedded particles or holes where particles m/ght have lodged indicates that

mechaism is most likely a three body process involving hard abrasive particles.

Also of note from the microscopic observations of these specimens were the com-

parative differences between pieces worn with the Kentucky Splint ash contaminant, and

those worn with silica. As shown above, the ash worn specimens were characterized by

deep, sharp grooves. Silica worn specimens, on the other hand, had fairly smooth, evenly

spaced ridges which were quite different in appearance. Weight loss data presented earlier

also indicates a much lower wear rate with the silica. This suggests that either the silica

contained in the ash is in a different form than the Syloid 63 silica used here, or that the

silica is not the predominant wear-causing species in the ash.

4. Profllometric Data:

Profiles of representative cylinder specimen from each of the different test conditions

were taken in order to get an idea of the shape of the wear scar and how it varies with ash

contenL Using a taly-surf profilometer, the profiles were recorded at two positions in the

longitudinal direction (the direction of ring travel) and three positions (evenly spaced) in

the cross-wise direction. One example of a longitudinal profile is shown in Figu_ 15. As

, it un-aed out these were good enough to get a qualitative description of the shape of most of

the wear scars, but it would take quite a few more profiles across the scar to get a good

average for quanti_ive comparisons. The resets of qualitative analysis of these profiles

can be summarized in the following observations.

• The shape of the longitudinal profile shown in Figure 15 is characteristic

of all the wear scars that had a significant amount of wear.

• As ash content and contaminant loading was increased, the wear scars

tended to become deeper and relatively flauer (indicating that the effects

of hydrodymunic film breakdown are becoming smaller).

• Profiles in the cross-wise direction indicated that grooves in the wear scars

tended to become s_r and deeper as ash content was increased.
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Figure 14. Photomicro_Lra h of Ring Specimen Wear Scar,•_ _ P •

Worn With Carbon Black Contanunant
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The above observations indicate that a wear process is occurring which is dependant

on thedynamic motion of the ring piece. Wear of this nature is commonly observed in diesel

engines and is believed to be a result of breakdown of the hydrodynamic film at the ring

reversal points. The fact that this type of wear was observed builds confidence that even

though compromises were made in using high ring loads and a short ring stroke (resulting

I in lower ring travel velocities), the Cameron-Plint configuration was able to r_'reate a similar

of wear to that which is observed in operating diesel engines. Evidence that a

hydrodynamicfilmisformingseems tocontradictresistance measurementsindicating

constantmetalcontact,ltmustberemembered,however,thattheresistancemeasurements

arehighlysuspectdue totheconductivenatureofsome ofthecontaminants,andthefact

thatitisa timeaveragedsignaL

B. Engine Friction and Wear Rig Results

Resultsofthewearrigtestingconsistedofinsituwearmeasurements,frictionforcetraces,

andqualitativeobservationoftherings'wearsurfaces.Thesedataarepresentedindetailinthe

followingsections.

1. Results of Ring Wear Measurements

A totalofsixtestswererunon theenginewearrigtoquantifypistonringwearon a

transientbasisasafunctionofchangesinlubeoil.ResultsaredepictedgraphicallyinFigures

16 through 21 and summarized in Table I I. Tests I through 4 were done with the same

ring using the baseline oil and 5% concentrations of cleaned Kentucky Splint coal, raw

Kentucky Splint Coal, and the ash from the Kentucky Splint coal (after it was air-mill

ground). Tests 5 and 6 were donewitha new ring, and representrepeatsof the baseline oil

case, and the 5% raw coal case. The repeated cases show excellent agreement, confirming

therepeatabilityofthetests. Baselineoilwearrateswere somewhat higherthanexpected,

butthiscanbeattributedtothenormallyhighwearratesassociatedwithbreak-inofthenew

rings.

4 The lowestwearratewas observedwitha 5% concentrationofraw coal,whilethe

peakringwearratewas foundtooccurwitha5% concentrationofraw ash.Thisratewas

approximately26timesthatoftheoilcontaminatedwithanequalconcentrationofrawcoal.
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I I I i

Table 11. Engine Friction and Wear Rig Data
I

Test No. LubricantType WearRate
I

1 Baseline Oil 7.5 microns/ht ,

2 Cleaned K.S. Coal 2.7 microns/ht

(5% conc.)
ulill

3 Raw K.S. Coal 1.7 micorns/hr

(5% conc.)
i

4 Raw Ash 39.8 microns/hr

(5% cone.)

5 Baseline Oil 7.8 microns/ht
(reran)

i i

6 Raw K.S. Coal 1.1 microns/hr

(rerun)
ulll

The curves in Figures 16 through 21 demonstrate theuse of SLA to monitordecreased

activity associated with ring wear. The relatively horizontal slopes before and after each

test represent static data while the engine was not running.

2. Results of Ring Friction Forces

Friction traces for both piston rings are found in Figures 22 through 30. Curves

representring friction forces as afunction of crankangle for the respective oil formulations.

Traces were obtained just after the start of a test andjust before the end of a test to assess

the difference in ring friction due to ring wear. Skirtfriction was negligible as the test piston
,w

is configured to reduce these losses.

Though the curves appear somewhat haphazard at f'trstglance, they arcrepeatable.

There was little lubricant to lubricant variation,though the baseline oil trace in Figure 22

was characteriz#,dby significantly lower friction. There appears to be tittle correlation

between ring wear and piston ring friction.
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Topdeadcenterringreversalsaremarkedbyamaximum frictionat180and540crank

angledegrees.Bottomdeadcenterringreversalsat360and720crankangledegreesarc

characterizedbymaximainthefrictioncurvethatarcmuch smallerinmagnitude.Gas

loadingoftheringsisthecauseofthisdifferenceinmagnitude.(Negativeforcessimply

indicatedixcctionofringmotionandhavenobearingonthemagnitudeoftheforces.)Though

theexperimentalset-upattemptedtomaintainconstantcompressionandexpansionpros-

sums,theenginespeedof850rpmwastoofasttocompensateforthespecifiedcheckvalve.

The actualspikesseenatthesepointsareprobablyduetotheringsmovementfromone

groovelandtotheother.Stickingor"chucking"oftheringscouldhavecausedthis.

Comparing start-of-test results with end-of-test results it is apparentthat ring friction
hasincreasedmidwaythroughitsstroke.Thisistrueforeverytestandincludesboththe

compressiveandexpansionstrokes.Forexample,peakfrictioninFigure28at90and240

crankangledegreeswasapproximately445N and-445N,respectively.By theendofthe

test,thefrictionforceat90degreeshadincreasedtoalmost667N and-623N at240crank

angledegrees.Thisincreasecouldbeduetotheincreasedcontaminantconcenu'ationatthe

rin_er interface,orblow-byofgasespasttherings.Also,lubricanttemperaturesrose

somewhatduringthecourseofeachtest,whichmay haveinfluencedfrictionforcetraces

asweil.

3. Observation of Wear Surfaces

Two typesofobservationsweremadeonthewornrings.Thef_rstwasameasurement

ofthecumulativechangeinmassforeachring.The secondconsistedofvisualinspection

of thewearsurfaces.

TheringusedfortheRrstfourtestslostatotalof0.5339grams.Thesecondringused

intheconfirmationtestslostatotalmassof0.1627grams.

Visualanalysisoftheringsduringendoftestinspectionsrevealedlittleinformation.

Wear surfaceswerecleanandshowednoevidenceofwearpatterns,unevenwear,scoring,

scuffing,corrosion,orevenexcessivewear.Infact,surfaceswereunusuallybright,indi-

catingthata"polishing"typewearprocessmay havebccnoccurring.
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IV. Discussion

A. Observations on the Wear Mechanism

The purpose of this project was to study the mechanism by which con_ants in the
q,,

lube oil cause accelerated wear in the piston rings and cylinders of coal f'n'cddiesel engines.

The data presented above indicates that mechanism is fairly complex, and consists of at least

two competing processes whose importance depends on the properties and concentration of the
contan_ants in the lube oil.

The f'n'stof those processes seems to be a soft-abrasive "polishing" type wear which

involves carbon particles. It is seen most clearly in the test results run with carbon black as a

contaminant. Cylinder piece wear scars were fairly flat with a few smooth rounded grooves,

while ring pieces were highly polished. The mass loss data indicates higher wear on the cylinder

piece, but a tendency for wear to level off as higher concentrations of contaminant arc added.

Ali of this is consistent with a process where the original honing nmrks on the cylinder are being

polished off, followed by a much slower wear process on the smooth surfaces. The tendency

for wear to slow down as the pieces become more highly polished suggests that this is a

self-limiting process.

The second process seemed to become more important as ash content and con_ant

concentration increased. Photomicrographs of the wear scars revealed the tendency for grooves

to become deeper and sharper, but there was little evidence of embedded particles or holes where

particles might have lodged in either the ring or the cylinder piece. Close inspection of the end
mt

of the wear track (on one of the cylinder pieces) revealed significant plastic deformation with

what appeared to be several layers of deformed metal caused by successive strokes of the piston

ring. This evidence suggests a three-body abrasive process is occurring, but the exact mechanism

for metal removal is uncertain. Observations of the Kentucky Splint ash/off mixture following

. completion of a four hour Cameron-Hint test revealed there were no curled chips, which arc

generally present if a chip-cutting type process is occurring. Other possibilities include fatigue

processes, and adhesion of the metal to particle surfaces, but the most likely process seems to

be a groove-fonning mechanism. Abrasive particles arc dragged through the wear scar, plowing

grooves each time the ring passes. After going through several plastic deformations, the ridges

on those grooves eventually break off forming wear particles, lVlaterial might also be pushed

to the end of the wear track, where, once again it could break off due to successive plastic

deformations.
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Having described the most Likelywear mechanisms, it is important to look at them in
terms of the physical processes that are occurring in the engine. As discussed earlier,typical

diesel engine wear is highest at the ring reversal points, and the Cameron-Pllnt tests were

successful in recreating that phenomena. This is attributed to a breakdown of the hydrodynamic

Rim as the relative velocity of the ring and cylinder approacheszero. Contaminants in the lube

oil might have complicating effects on thisprocess. They could changetherheologicalproperties

of the lubricant, causing a change in the thickness of the film, or the point at which the film

breaks down in the cycle. The fact that higher wear was observed at the ring reversal points

even when highly abrasiveparticleswere present indicates that theformationof ahydrodynamic

fLlmis still occurring, and it is still beneficial to maintain that film as long as possible through

the cycle.

Anotherimportantconsiderationistheratioofhydrodynamicfilmthicknesstocontam-

inantparticle size. Particles largerthan the f_n thickness are likely to be pushed away from

the wear zone (this also depends on the shape of the leading edge of the ring) and will not

participate in the abrasivewear process. This may explain why reducing the particlesize of the
ash increased the wear to such an extent. The actual distribution of particles might also be

important. Figures 31 and 32 are histograms of the ash particle size before and after grinding

(histograms for the other contaminants are included in the appendix). They indicate that there

were few particles smaller than approximately 10 microns in the original ash. If the hydrody-
namic fzlm thickness was around that same value, fewer of the particles could enter the wear

zone. An ash with the same average particle size, but with a broaderdistribution might have

caused significantly more wear.

#

Particle size may play a different role in the polishing process caused by carbon particles.

Since those particles are generally much softer than the ash, they aremore easily ground. This

means that the larger particles aremore likely to breakup into smallerparticles which can enter

the wear zone. By the same token, however, particles in the wear zone wiUcontinue to break

up until they aretoo small to cause significant wear. This may be another explanation for why

thepolishingprocessappearstobeserf-Limiting,ltshouldbenoted,however,thatintheactual

engineprocesses,therewillprobablybeacontinualsupplyofnew carbonparticlestoreplace

thosealreadygroundup.
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B. Comparison of Cameron-Plint and Engine Friction and Wear.Rig Results

Part of the basic approach of this program was to conduct wear tests in two separate

apparatuses. The Cameron-Pl.inr would provide detailed tests over a broad range of conditions

in the test matrix, while tests in the Engine Friction and Wear-Rig would provide a more accurate
h

simulation of the actual engine environment. Comparisons of wear rate results obtained with

the two methods are shown in Figure 33 below+ It is not surprising that the magnitude of the

numbers are different given that they used different loads, were under different temperature

conditions, had different means of supplying lubricant to the wear zone, and had different

geometries. What is encouraging is the fact that, even with aLI those differences, the trends

appear identical. In both cases, clean coal and raw coal results were fairly close, while wear

was highly accelerated with the ash. Apparently, the wear-mode had not changed significantly

in going from the Cameron-Plint bench apparatus to a more accurate simulation of the engine

in the Engine Friction and Wear Rig.

C. Strategies For Wear Prevention

The above discussions suggest two possible modes of contaminated lube-oil induced wear

in a coal-fired diesel engine. The strategy for reducing that wear is highly dependent on which

mode is predominant in the engine. If low contaminant levels arc causing a breakdown in

hydrodynamic fdm leading to soft-abrasive polishing wear, then it may be possible to introduce

J chemic_y activeadditiveswhichenhanceboundarytypelubricationandprotectthesurfaces.

Chlorinatedestersandtricresylphosphateareexamplesofadditiveswhichformanorganicfilm

onthemetal.If,ontheotherhand,thehardabrasivegroove-formingmechanismisoccurring

thestrategywouldinvolvetryingm reducetheabrasiveinteraction.Lubricantadditivescould

beconsideredwhichcoattheparticlesorthemetalsurfacesandallowparticlestoslidethrough

thewearzonewithoutsuckingtothesurfaceandplowingouta groove.

• Alsoworthconsideringistheengincerh_gofasperitiesinthemetalwearsurfaces.Ideally,

onewoulddesignasperitieswhicharelargeenoughtoprovideavenuesofescapeforthemedium

tosmallsizeparticles,whilestillbeingsmallenoughtoexcludethemajod:vofhighlyabrasive

largeparticles.Even ifthatcanbedone,however,thedesignmustalsoconsiderthetendency

forpolishingweartoremovethoseasperities,andtheneedforoilretention,no matterwhat

asperitygeometry,ischosen,ltmightalsobe worthinvestigatingdifferentshapesanderich-
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rations of asperities. For example, a circumferetial groove in the cylinder liner wall immediately

before the'point where hydrodynamic fdm breakdown is expected might allow for the escape

of large particles which would otherwise be dragged through the entire stroke of the ring.

Another issue to consider is particle size distribution vs. hydrodynamic film thickness. If

higher viscosity base lubricants can be chosen which provide thicker, longer-lasting films, then

wear at the ring reversal points should be reduced. As long as most of the particles are sig-

nificantly smallerthanthetypicalf'flmthicknessthisstatementshouldholdtrue.On theother

hand,iftherearelargerparticlespresent,thethickerfilmmay allowthemtoenterthewearzone

andacceleratethewearprocess.Asperitiesarcalsoknown tohaveaneffectonhydrodynamic

filmformationand thickness.The effectsarcsomewhat complex,butitmay bepossibleto

enhancefilmformation,whileatthesametimepreventingtheinclusionoflargeparticlesinto

the wearzone.

V. Conclusions

The results of dxis study can be summarized in the following conclusions.

• Two wearmechanismswereobservedinthisstudy.

• Softabrasivepolishingwearcausedby carbonparticlesresultedin

removalofhoningmarksandpolishingofthesurfaces,butseemed

tobea self-limitingprocess.

• Hard abrasivethree-bodywear caused by harderash particles

forminggroovesinthewearingsurfacesresultedinhigherwearrates.

• Wear inallofthesecaseswasdependenton thedynamicmotionofthepiston

ringmaterialindicatinga mechanismwhich was acceleratedby breakdownofe

thehydrodynamicfilm.

• The two independentmeans of testingwear used in thisprogram;the

Cameron-Plintmachine,andtheEngineFrictionandWear Rig;create.aisimilar

wearn'ends,andareapparentlyoperatinginthesamewearmodes.
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• There was si_cant difference between wear caused by a low-ash coal and wear

caused by a cleaned high-ash coal contaminant. Since the ash content was similar,

this suggests there may bc some complex chemical cffccts on the boundary
lubrication characteristics.

. o
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ABSTRACT

Contamination of the lube-oil with hard abrasive particles leads to a three-body
abrasive wear mechanism that highly accelerates piston ring/cylinder liner wear in coal-
fueled diesel engines. One approach to reducing that wear is to modify the size and
orientation of surface asperities on the cylinder to enhance the formation of a
hydrodynamic film, and to provide avenues of escape for particles that would otherwise
be trapped in the wear zone. Another approach is to introduce additives into the
contaminated lube-oil that further enhance hydrodynamic film formation, form chemical
films on the wearing surfaces, or form _ on the contaminant particles. This work
focuses on defining the effects of cylinder liner surface finish, various configurations of
slots in the cylinder liner surface, and various additives in the contaminated lube-oil on
the wear process. Wear tests were initiated in a bench apparatus using coal-ash
contaminated lube-oil to test the various wear configurations.

The results of these tests indicate that the formation of a hydrodynamic film

between the ring and cylinder specimens is enhanced by increasing surface roughness, and
by orienting the surface asperities normal to the direction of ring travel, but modifications
to the cylinder liner surface did not greatly reduce the wear rate. Additives to the
lubricant seemed to have a much more significant effect on wear, with a dispersant
additive highly accelerating the wear, while a detergent additive was able to reduce the
wear almost to the rate achieved when there was no contaminant.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This report covers Task 3 of a seven-task program entitled "Wear Mechanisms and
Wear Prevention in Coal-Fueled Diesel Engines." The program is a study of piston ring
and cylinder liner wear, in support of the DOE line programs at General Electric and

• A.D. Little/Cooper Bessemer to develop commercially viable coal/water slurry fueled
locomotive and stationary diesel engines. Overall, the line programs have concentrated
their efforts on developing harder liner and ring materials or coatings. This program, on

• the other hand, looks at alternative strategies for wear prevention. It was outlined to
provide a more fundamental understanding of the wear processes (already completed in
Task 1), to investigate novel design approaches to wear prevention (Task 2), to investigate
traditional approaches to wear prevention (reported here in Task 3), and to refine and
present the most promising wear prevention strategy (Tasks 4 - 6). Task 7 was recently
added as a parallel study of wear in a locomotive engine fueled with a coal-derived liquid
fuel.

Task 3, entitled "I'raditional Approaches to Wear Prevention," focussed on
determining the effects of the following three parameters on wear in the abrasive
coal/water slurry fueled engine environment.

• Cylinder Surface Finish Conditions

• Various Configurations of Slots in the Cylinder Surface

• Various Additives to the Lube-Oil

After presenting some background information on the nature of the wear problem, this
report will describe the experiments performed to study each of the above items.

II. BACKGROUND

Interest continues in the development of coal/water slurry fueled diesel engines
that could utilize the large U.S. coal reserves and reduce dependence on foreign oil.
Among the obstacles to development is accelerated wear of piston rings and cylinder
liners, reported to be as high as 150 times that of engines running on conventional diesel
fuel (Kamo and Valdmanis, 1988; Clingenpeel, et al., 1984; Prater and Courtright, 1985;

" Nydick, et al., 1987; Hsu, 1988; Leonard, et al., 1989; Rao, et al., 1988; Kakwani and
Kamo, 1988; Pratt, 1982). This project is an effort to define the mechanisms causing
accelerated wear, and to fred commercially acceptable means of reducing or preventing

" it. A previous paper (Schwalb, et al., 1990) analyzed the literature in this subject, and
concluded that, although a significant amount of work had been done and a general
understanding of the effects of contaminated lube-oil has been obtained, there was still
a need for a detailed understanding of the wear mechanism. An in-depth investigation
was outlined involving bench scale wear tests with various coal-related contaminants
introduced into the lube-oil. The results revealed a complex wear mechanism involving

soft abrasive "polishing" type wear caused by carbon panicles, and hard abrasive three-
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body wear caused by hard minerals in the coal. The carbon wear process was significant,
but seemed to be self-limiting, while the hard abrasive process continued to increase _Sth
concentration of abrasive. This seems consistent with the literature that indicates that

carbon can be of concern (Yahagi (1987) and Berbezier, et al. t1986) are examples of
studies concerned with accelerated wear caused by soot) but that the harder minerals
found in the ash are the primary focus of most of the engine test research. Flynn, et al. B

(1989) present an example of the type of wear observed in engine tests where a nitrided
cylinder surface appeared polished after wearing. Aghan and Samuels (1970) suggest that
this is an abrasive wear mechanism, identical to the mechanism caused by larger particles
which result in much rougher surfaces. It should be noted that adhesive wear also
remains a possibility. Rabinowicz and Muffs (1965) and Sudarshan and Bhaduri (1983)
reiterate the fact that adhesive wear commonly occurs at TDC in engines operating on
diesel fuel, and may be occurring in conjunction with abrasive wear in the coal-fueled
engines.

Having established some understanding of the wear mechanisms, the question
remains ef how to reduce or eliminate the accelerated wear process in a way that is
economically acceptable. Typically, researchers (Kamo and Valdmanis, 1988; Prater and
Courtright, 1985; Mehan, 1988; Fl_n, et al., 1989) have concentrated on hardening the
liners and rings, making them more resistant to the wear process. Hardening has reduced
wear, but serious questions remain about the economic feasibility of the various hardening
processes. The approach of this stu,dywas to look at more conventional approaches which
depend on the unique interactions of particle size, hydrodynamic film thickness, surface
finish, surface geometry, and lubricant formulation.

For example, it is known that particles much larger than the hydrodynamic film
thicknesses do not participate in the wear process because they simply cannot get into the
wear zone (Fitzsimmons and Clevenger (1975), Ives, et al. (1988) and Mehan (1988)
observed this phenomenon). One might conclude that it is advantageous to have a thin
hydrodynamic film and somehow eliminate smaller particles from the contaminant. On
the other end of the spectrum, it is known that particles much smaller than the
hydrodynamic film thicknesses do not cause significant wear either. If this is the case,
then it may be advantageous to maximize hydrodynamic film thickness while minimizing
the particle size.

Wear will also be influenced by changing surface finish. Traditionally, surface
finish practices have been determined by trial and error experience over the years
(Hesling, 1963). Plateau hones in the range of Ro - 0.5 to 0.75 micron and cross-hatch
angles from 22° - 32° were the generally accepted specifications, chosen because it was felt
they accomplished the following goals.

• As suggested by Sreenath and Raman (1976), they provide a fairly
rough initial surface that promotes quick conformance ("seating") of
the ring to the cylinder geometry.
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• The large grooves store oil to prevent scuffing at start-up and at
times of overloading.

• "].['hereis a hydrodynamic effect caused by thermal expansion of oil
in the gTooves.

4

• )lt was speculated that the grooves act as a repository for wear
particles (Barber, et al., 1987).

t

How can surface finish be used to reduce wear? For one thing, the items listed
above suggest that large grooves might provide repositories, or avenues of escape for
abrasive particles that might otherwise enter the wear zone. Also, Janczak and
Wisniewski (1987) and Richez, et al. (1983) suggest that increased surface asperity height
can increase the hydrodynamic film thickness. On the other hand, rougher surface finish
increases the risk of adhesive wear, and could allow more and larger abrasive particles
into the wear zone.

The above discussions illustrate some of the tradeoffs that exist between particle
size, hydrodynamic film thickness, and surface finish. The approach of this study was to
investigate those interactions in a bench scale simulation of the engine wear environment.
Tests were completed under varying conditions of contaminant particle size, cylinder liner
surface roughness, orientation of asperities on the surface, cylinder surface slot configura-
tions, and lubricant formulations. Comparisons were made based on detailed analysis of
the wear specimens.

III. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES

A. The Cameron-Plint High.Frequency Friction Machine

The apparatus chosen for these tests is the Cameron-Plint high frequency friction
machine. The commercially available machine, s-_ownschematically in Figure 1, provides
a reciprocating motion through a scotch yoke drive mechanism that simulates the relative
motion of the piston ring and cylinder liner in a diesel engine. A specimen of piston ring
material is mounted to the bottom of a reciprocating arm where it can rub against a
rigidly mounted cylinder liner specimen. Both the ring and cylinder specimens are
immersed in a bath containing the contaminated lubricant being tested. Above the

" reciprocating arm is a spring tensioned bar that applies a force normal to the direction
of travel. The arm is also instrumented to measure friction force (force in the direction

. of ring travel) and electrical resistance between the ring and cylinder specimens (an
indication of the thickness of the hydrodynamic film). Friction force and electrical
resistance measurements were monitored for some cases on an oscilloscope where cycle
resolved information was obtained, and for ali cases on a strip-chart recorder where a
time-averaged signal was recorded. Details of how the Cameron-Plint machine was
configured for ali the tests reported here are contained in Table 1.
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Table 1. Cameron-Plint Configuration

Normal Load 200 N
g

Frequency of Stroke 17 Hz (1020 RPM)

• Ring Piece:

Source 89 mm O.D. cast iron ring

Size Wedge-shaped piece approximately
3mmbasexlmmtopx5mm
wide x 2 mm thick

Approx. Weight 0.3 g

Wear Surf. Area 2 mm2

Loading 100 MPa

Cylinder Liner Piece:

Source 96.5 mm LD. cylinder liner for
Labeco CLR engine

Size 55 mm x 25 mm x 3-5 mm thick
(thickness varies because of the
curvature of the liner).

{

Approximate Weight 37 g,,

Test specimens were chosen to represent typical cast-iron materials used in diesel
engines. Cylinder pieces were cut from the 96.5 mm I.D. cylinder liners of a Labeco CLR
engine. Each piece was machined to dimensions of 55 mm x 25 mm, flattened on the
back so that it varies from 3 - 4 mm thick and weighing approximately 37 grams. Ring

specimens were cut from 89 mm D x 2 mm thick cast iron rings and were ground into a
wedge shape, 1 mm at the face expanding to 3 mm wide at the base, and weighing

• approximately 0.3 grams. The wearing surface of 1 mm x 2 mm is exposed to a normal
force of 200 N, resulting in 100 MPa contact" pressure (approximately an order of

. magnitude higher than the maximum pressure seen in actual diesel engines). With a
stroke of 17 mm, the maximum velocity of the ring specimen is approximately 0.9 m/s.
This information, along with information on the geometry of the wear specimens was
input into a hydrodynamic flow model to calculate Hertzian stress and hydrodynamic film
thickness assuming an elliptical contact region (Harris, 1984, Dawson and Higginson, 1977,
Chittenden, et al., 1985, and Johnson 1985 provide detailed descriptions of the model).
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The result of those calculations was a maximum film thickness about 0.34 micrometers.

Surface roughness for the tests in this program varied from 0.12 to 2.1 micrometers, so it
seems apparent that at almost ali times, the wear specimens are in the boundary
lubrication regime (indicating there is probably some contact of asperities always) as
opposed to hydrodynamic lubrication. This does not preclude the possibility of
hydrodynamic effects in which wear is reduced because part of the load is being bom by
a thin hydrodynamic film.

Details of the baseline lube-oil properties are contained in Table 2. The oil was
chosen as representative of typical diesel lube-oil properties, but without any additives.

Table 2. Properties of Baseline Oil

40"C Viscosity 143.88 cSt

100"C Viscosity 13.99 eSt

V.I. 93

API Gravity 28.6 @ 15.6°C

T.A.N. 0.01

T.B.N. 0.09

Flash Point 293" C

RN 0.012

RCa N.D.

RZn N.D.

RP <0.01

RS 0.21

B. Analysis of Ash Contaminant

Proximate analyses of the contaminants used in this program are included in Table 3,
and particle size analyses in Table 4. The contaminants were originally chosen to
represent a range of carbon versus ash content. Since the intent for this Task of the
program was to study particle size and surface finish effects, only the Kentucky Splint ash
(after fluid-energy mill grinding) was used. Table 5 contains the results of X-ray
fluorescence analysis on that ash which confirms that silicon, aluminum, iron and calcium
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Table 3. Proximate Analysis of Contaminants

I II

Description Feed Stock Ash Vol. Matter Fixed Carbon
t I I

Low-Ash Coal Unknown 1.00% 34.51% 64.14% /
,,,, ,,,, , ,i

• Carbon Black Mogul-L 0 0 100%
,., , . ,,.., ,

High-Ash Coal Kentucky Splint 22.9% 30.5% 46.6%
|,,, ,, ,,,. .,.. . ,,

Cleaned Coal Kentucky Splint 0.38% 37.73% 61.88%
,, i ,, ,,,,

Ash Product Kentucky Splint 85.3% 10.6% 4.1%
,, , , , .,,,

Table 4. Particle Size Averages

|i i i

Number Weight Volume Weighted
Averages Averages _

Contaminant Arith. Log Arith. Log
Mean Mean Mean Mean

i I

Low-Ash Coal 4.8 4.1 13.8 11.5

Carbon Black 3.9 3.1 9.9 9.0
, , , , i , , ,

Raw Kentucky Splint Coal 4.1 3.1 15.1 13.2

Cleaned Kentucky
5.5 4.1 18.9 16.7

, , , , ,

Ash From Kentucky Splint Coal
13.7 12.5 33.4 27.2

,,, , , ,, ,,

Ash From Kentucky Splint Coal
Ground in Fluid Energy Mill 2.8 1.9 9.2 8.3, ,,,,

Syloid 63 Silica 2.4 1.6 10.6 0.6
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seem to be the major elements present, although the form of those elements is not so
certain. A brief review of the literature on coal ash mineralogy (Mitchell and Gluskoter,
1976; Tsai, 1982; Jones, et al., 1985; Wilson, et al., 1986; Unsworth, et al., 1987; Unsworth,
et al., 1988) indicates that silicon is most likely present in quartz. Aluminum might be
present as alumina, but is more likely to be found with silicon in aluminosilicate compounds.
Iron is predominantly in some form of pyrite, and calcium can be present as calcite,
bassanite, or dolomite. The heat of combustion will, of course alter those compounds,
primarily in the dehydration of various silicate materials, the release of CO 2 from
carbonates, and the oxidation of pyrites to iron oxides. For wear processes, the hard
minerals, quartz, alumina, and pyrite primarily are of the most concern.

Table 5. Analysis of Contaminant Ash

(Weight Percent of Ash)

Cleaned Low-Ash Raw K.S. Ash From Syloid 63
K.S. Coal Coal Coal K.S. Coal Silica

SiO 2 39.42 41.72 60.85 65.31 98.58
,, ,,

A1203 14.55 29.20 23.78 22.09 1.18 ....

Fe20 3 25.40 14.77 5.34 3.55 0.18

CaO 5.15 8.66 2.06 1.57 0

MgO 1.72 0.92 1.42 1.88 0
t

NA20 0.13 0.07 0 0 0

K20 0.78 1.94 4.20 4.78 0.06

Ti20 6.17 1.03 0.70 0.82 0 _

Cr203 0.37 0.04 0.61 0 0

NiO 3.82 0.19 0.94 0 0

CuO 2 0.72 0.27 0.10 0 0 "i

SOs 1.77 1.19 0 0 0
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C. Test Matrices

1. Surface Finish Tests

Machining of the cylinder specimen faces was done using honing, lapping and milling
, processes as outlined in Table 6 so that a range of different surface roughness and cross-

hatch orientatiom could be obtained. Some of the processes were done on individual
specimens while others were done on whole cylinders before they were cut into pieces, but

- it is felt that they all represent fairly common machining practices which could be easily
adapted for large scale processes. As is conventionally done, the roughness values are

||_ ||presented as --a, an arithmetic average of the magnitude of peaks and valleys in the
roughness profile. Caution should be used, however, in interpreting these values since R a
says nothing about the spacing, symmetry, or distribution of grooves in the surface. Lapped
surfaces, for example, appear quite different from honed or milled surfaces under the
microscope (they tend to have short, overlapping scratches rather than continuous grooves)
even though they may have similar R avalues. The other concern is the fact that specimens
with 90° cross-hatch angles (axially oriented machining marks) could not be measured with
the existing profilometer equipment because the orientation of the grind marks (referred to
as the "lay" of the surface finish) is parallel to the direction of travel of the profilometer
stylus.

Table 6. Surface Finish Conditions

i r iii1| ul i

Ra (microns) Cross-Hatch Angle
I I

0.65 0

1.80 0

2.10 0

0.18 2O

0.43 20

1.62 20

0.42 25

1.80 25

0.62 90

0.80 90
,,
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2. Tests With Various Slot Configurations

Table 7 lists the different slot configurations machined into the surface of the cylinder
specimens. The basic idea behind using slots in cylinder liners was that they might enhance
the formation of a hydrodynamic film, while providing avenues of escape for wear particles
that would otherwise be dragged over or along the entire stroke of the ring piece. Slots
were provided both longitudinally (in line with the direction of ring travel) and circumferent-
ially (normal to the direction of ring travel). The spacings were chosen to provide
comparisons of various slot widths with equivalent surface area as well as various surface
areas at equivalent slot width. Because of the Cameron-Plint configuration it was not
possible to measure the ring sealing, although it is recognized that blow-by could be a
serious concern, especially with the longitudinal slots.

Table 7. Cylinder Specimen Slot Configuration

Slot Slot Orientation
Number of Width Spacing Between (Circumferential or

Slots (mm) Slots (mm) _Longitudinal)
]

90 0.15 0.30 C

12 0.15 0.30 L
,,,,

60 0.15 0.50 C

8 0.15 0.50 L

60 0.25 0.50 C

, 8 0.25 0.50 L
, i

60 0.35 0.50 C
,,i

8 0.35 0.50 L

2 0.25 10.00 C
,-.

3. Lubricant Formulation Investigations

For coal-fueled diesel engine applications, it may be possible to reduce wear by tailoring
the lubricant formulation to handle abrasive contaminants. It was beyond the scope of this

project to do a thorough study of the many available lubricant additives and the many
combinations of additives that are possible. Instead, a few additives were chosen from the
general classifications and were tested individually, when mixed in an additive-free baseline
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lubricant. The results could net be used to optimize lubricant formulation, but they would
indicate the magnitude of the effect of lubricant formulation, and give at least a qualitative
feel for how different classes of additives affect the wear process. Wear tests were
performed with clean additive/off mixture, and with a 5 percent concentration of coal ash
contaminant in the mixture. Descriptions of the additive/off mixtures are included in Table
8.

Table 8. Lube-Oil Additives

r

Additive Concentration (% by mass)
I

Highly Basic Calcium 19
Sulfonate Detergent

Ashless Dispersant 5.2

Alkyl Zinc Dithiophosphate 0.630 (approx. 0.1% Zn)

Aryl Zinc Dithiophosphate 0.466 (approx. 0.1% Zn)

Non-Dispersant Olefin Co-polymer
(VI Improver) 10

Olefin Thickener 10

Further analysis of the additive/oil mixtures has been performed, and the results are
outlined in Table 9.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Surface Finish Tests

The following data was compiled for the test matrix described above.

• Mass Loss of Cylinder and Ring Specimens

• Electrical Resistance Between Ring and Cylinder Specimens as a
Function of Time During Each Test
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• Friction Force as a Function of Time During Each Test

• Photornicroscopic Observations of the Cylinder and Ring Specimens

• Observations of Wear Particles Using a Ferrographic Technique

• Profilometric Data

i

Table 9. Analysis of Additive/Base Oil Mixtures

19% 0.47% 0.63% 10% Non-
Baseline Calcium 5.2% Aryl Zinc Alkyl Zinc Dispersant 10%

Oil Sulfonate Ashless Dithio- Dithio- Olefin Olefin
Detergent Dispersant phosphate phosphate Co-polymer Thickener

Kinematic

Viscosity at
40* C (eSt) 143.9 163.1 160.9 144.9 143_5 260.3 184.8
Kinematic

Viscosity at
1000 C (est) 13.99 14.98 15.69 13.97 13.88 24.89 17.53

Viscosity
Index 93 90 99 92 93 122 99

API Gravity
(at 15.6° C) 28.6 20.1 27.8 28.2 28.2 28.6 28.9

TAN 0.01 1.18 0.12 0.28 0.90 0.04 0.06

TBN 0.09 79.61 0.30 0.27 0.45 0.24 0.15

Flash Point

(° C) 293 260 266 254 268 257 274

% N 0.012 0.009 0.026 0.012 0.012 0.010 0.010

% Ca N.D. 0.897 0.008 0.007 0.007 0.006 0.007

% Zn N.D. 0.0002 0.3 ppm 0.019 0.074 0.002 0.002

% P <0.01 0°007 0.012 0.012 0.021 0.010 0.014

% S 0.21 0.487 0_-_9 0.329 0.431 0.312 0.269
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1. Mass Loss of Cylinder and Ring Specimens

Figures 2 and 3 present mass loss of ring and cylinder specimens as a function of
average surface roughness for cross-hatch angles of 0°, 20°, 25°, and 90° (it should be noted
that the 0° case represents all circumferential grind marks while the 90° case represents all

: axially oriented marks). Data is presented for tests run with baseline oil alone (labeled on
the graph as the "0 % Ash" case) and for those run with a 5 percent mixture of ground
Kentucky Splint ash. The following observations can be made about these graphs.

• The variation of surface roughness and cross-hatch orientation did not
significantly degrade the wear performance under clean oil conditions.

• There was an effect of cross-hatch angle on wear. Although there is
not a clear trend, the smaller angles (0° and 20°) cause slightly less
wear.

• The general trend is for wear to increase with surface roughness,
although that trend is not so obvious for the 0° case.

• There is a notable increase in wear for the smoothest finish in both the

clean oil and 5 percent ash tests.

As surface finish becomes smoother and smoother, one might expect that the effect
of groove orientation would disappear, and that ali the 5 percent ash curves in Figures 2 and
3 should converge to a single value at zero roughness. Assuming this is true, the trend
established by the smoothest data points (plotted in Figures 2 and 3 on the 20° cross-hatch
angle curves) suggests that wear starts out at a high value, reaches a minimum somewhere
in the 0.4 - 0.8 micron range, and then increases again. Again, the 0° curves are somewhat
of an exception to this trend since they seem to be leveling off at higher surface roughness.
At any rate, an important point to make is that there appears to be no advantage in going
to extremely smooth cylinder surfaces.

2. Electrical Resistance Data

- Electrical resistance between the ring and cylinder specimens was recorded for the
four hour duration of each of the tests described above. For most of these tests, resistance
was zero on both the oscilloscope trace and the strip-chart recording for the entire duration.
In those cases where ash contaminant was added to the lube-oil, the readings may be in

question because of the conductive properties of the contaminant, but for the clean oil tests
there must be some degree of metal to metal contact at ali times.
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The interesting aspect about this data, however, is those few cases where a finite resistance
was measured, confirming the formation of a complete film. The only case that consistently
registered finite resistance measures was with the 0° cross-hatch and 2.1 micron R a. This
seems to confirm that rougher surfaces can, in fact, enhance the formation of the
hydrodynamic film as proposed by Janczak and Wisniewski, and Richez, et al. The film
formation process, however, is also dependent on the orientation of the surface grooves
relative to the ring motion. Other cases where films were seen include the 0°, 0.4 micron
case and the 90°, 0.4 micron case, but these did not form consistently in ali test repeats. In
ali cases where a film formed, the resistance measurement started at zero and fluctuated,
but steadily increased over the four hour test.

3. Friction Force Data

Friction force was also recorded over the four hour duration of each of the tests
performed. In some cases, the friction force signal was monitored on an oscilloscope as
weil. Figure 4 is a photograph of a typical oscilloscope trace. This trace happens to be for
a test with clean baseline oil, and using a 20° cross-hatch, 0.4 micron roughness cylinder
specimen, but the shape of ali the friction force traces did not vary significantly from this
basic outline. The shape of the trace indicates an initial spike as the ring specimen breaks
away from the static position at the ring reversal point. The force then drops to a fairly
constant value with a few oscillations for the remainder of the stroke. The next ring reversal
is characterized by a change in sign, and a similar shaped curve is traced on the negative
side. The fact that the trace is symmetrical, and that the force is constant for most of the
stroke gives confidence that the normal force is being applied uniformly over the duration
of the cycle.

The strip-chart recordings of cycle-averaged friction force have been analyzed as weil.
A few conclusions can be drawn from that analysis.

• Ali tests exhibited some initial transient behavior (a kind of '"oreak-in"
period), but settled to an established trend within the first half hour of
testing.

• Tests performed with clean lube-ofl had a fairly constant friction force
for the entire duration.

• Tests performed with ash contaminant had constant, or slowly
increasing friction force throughout the test duration.

• Tests with ash contaminant exhibited high frequency oscillations in the
friction force trace that make it appear much rougher than the corre-
sponding clean-off traces.
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• Magnitude of friction force was 1.5 - 2.0 times higher for the ash
contaminated oil than for the clean oil.

4. Photomicroscopic Observations

Ring and cylinder specimen wear scars were observed using light microscopy for
several of the test conditions. Figures 5 and 6 are photomicrographs of ring and cylinder
specimens (0° cross-hatch, 2.1 micron surface roughness cases run with the clean oil, and
with the ash-contaminated oil). Comparing clean oil to contaminated oil cases reveals the
difference in wear mechanisms. Clean oil resulted in smoothing over of the surface,
gradually removing the original surface finish. Figure 6 shows some of the original finish
is still present in the form of large vertical gouges, but the spaces in between have been
smoothed by the wear process. Contaminated oil, as in the previous study (Schwalb, et al.,
1990) resulted in deep, sharp grooves in both the cylinder and ring pieces. In ali cases with
contaminated oil, the original finish was completely removed by the end of the test.

The wear scars presented in Figures 5 aald 6 were typical for ali the original surface
finish conditions tested. This indicates that the finish has not significantly affected the wear
mechanism in the clean oil cases. The contaminated oil cases are more difficult to interpret.
Since the wear in ali cases was enough to remove the entire original surface finish, it is not
surprising that there is little difference in the appearance of wear scars. On the other hand,
since the wear magnitude was significantly affected by original surface finish, the finish must
have had an effect, at least in the initial stages of the wear process.

5. Observations of Wear Particles

Wear particles were deposited onto a microscope slide for several cases using the
ferrography technique described by Anderson (1982). The technique involves taking a
sample of the lubricant/contaminant combination used in the wear test, and allowing it
to flow slowly over a slightly inclined microscope slide that is located in a magnetic field.
Ferrous particles will be attracted by the magnet, and will deposit on the slide while non-
ferrous particles are more likely to remain Suspendetl in the oil, or will deposit at a location
farther downstream. The ferrous particles can also be identified because of their tendency
to line up in straight lines along the magnetic field lines.

As it turned out, the technique was not effective for the cases where ground Kentucky
Splint ash was used. There were simply too many non-ferrous ash particles in the sample
that deposited uniformly over the whole slide and made it impossible to pick out the wear
particles. The technique was effective, however, for the unground Kentucky Splint ash, and
photomicrographs of two types of wear particles are presented in Figure 7. The platelets
shown in Figure 7 were the predominant type of particle seen. They are definitely ferrous
as evidenced by the way they line up, and appear similar to wear particles seen in normal
rubbing wear which has been accelerated by a three-body abrasive mechanism. A few large
flakes were also seen, although it cannot be confirmed
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(a) Clean Oil

(b) 5% Kentucky Splint Ash

Figure 5. Photomicrographs of Ring Specimens fc0r0" Cross-Hatch,
2.1 #m Surface Roughness Cases
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that they are ferrous wear particles. This type of particle is more typically seen in rolling
wear applications where fatigue is a problem, so it is unclear why it would be present in
these cases.

The technique was also used for a clean oil case, the results of which are shown in
Figure 8. Again, the predominant wear particles were small platelets typical of normal
rubbing wear, while a few large, thin flakes also appeared. It is interesting to compare these
particles with those produced when a more carbonaceous contaminant was introduced into
the oil. Figure 9 shows photomicrographs of wear particles obtained when carbon black and ,
low-ash coal were used as contaminants (these tests were run during the previous study
(Task 1) and data for them is presented in Schwalb, et al. (1990), and in the topical report
for Task 1). The carbon black photomicrograph shows a scattered range of particles, some
of which appear spherical, but they are not lined up enough to determine whether they are
ferrous wear particles. The low-ash coal photomicrograph reveals some particles that are
definitely ferrous, and are spherical. The spherical type particles are also typical of a rolling
fatigue type wear, so it is interesting that they appear in what should be exclusively sliding
wear.

6. Profilometric Data

Profiles of the cylinder specimen wear scar surfaces have been obtained for each test
using a Talysurf 10 profilometer. The profiles were recorded at two positions in the
longitudinal direction (the direction of ring travel) and three positions (evenly spaced) in
the crosswise direction. Examples of longitudinal profiles for a few cases are shown in
Figure 10. The profiles, show the original surface finish, and how it is smoothed by clean
oil wear. They also show how the entire surface finish is removed during the ash-
contaminated oil test, confirming what was seen in the photomicrographic data. Also of
note is the characteristic shape of the scars that reach their deepest points at the ring
reversal locations. This characteristic shape was noted for ali the tests presented here which
had a significant amount of wear, and is consistent with what was seen in the previous study
(Schwalb, et al., 1990). It indicates that the wear is definitely dependent on the dynamic
motion of the ring, and suggests that there is a hydrodynamic effect at the center of travel
of the ring that breaks down at its reversal points.

B. Slot Configuration Tests

1. Mass-Loss of Cylinder and Ring Specimens

Table 7 lists the different slot configurations that were machined into the surface of
cylinder specimens for testing on the Cameron-Plint Machine. Each of the configurations
listed in Table 7 was tested twice with clean baseline oil and twice with 5 percent ground
Kentucky Splint ash contaminant in the oil. The mass-loss wear results (averaged over the
two test repeats at each condition) are presented in the bar chart in Figure 11. A few
general conclusions can be made about these results.
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• All the configurations displayed at least as much, if not more
wear than the un-slotted specimens.

• With one exception, longitudinal slots had slightly more wear
than circumferential slots of the same width and spacing.

• Generally, wear increased with slot width
1

• There was not a clear correlation of slot spacing (or number of
slots in the ring travel area) with wear. In fact, a configuration
with only two circumferential slots (the 0.25 mm wide, 10.0 mm
spacing configuration) had even more wear than a configuration
with 34 circumferential slots in the ring travel area (the 0.25
mm wide, 0.5 mm spacing configuration).

2. Photomicroscopic Data

Under a photomicroscope, the slotted specimens revealed the same wear patterns as
were seen in the un-slotted specimens; long straight grooves that became sharper and deeper
when an ash contaminant was mixed with the lube-oil. Figures 12 and 13 are sample
photomicrographs of cylinder specimens worn without and with ash contaminant, respective-
ly. The large gray area running horizontally through the middle of each photomicrograph
is a circumferential slot, while the vertical light and dark lines are wear grooves parallel to
the direction of ring travel. It is apparent from the figures that wear grooves that begin on
one side of the slot continue on the other, indicating (as expected) that there must be some
degree of conformity between the wear groove pattern on the ring and the pattern on the
cylinder. Figures 14 and 15 are photomicrographs of the ring/cylinder specimens used
when longitudinal slots were cut into the cylinder specimen. This time, the large dark bands
running parallel to the wear scar marks are the slots. Conformity is even more apparent in
Figure 14. The photomicrograph of the ring specimen shows alternating bands of worn
versus unworn material directly corresponding to the slot spacing.

It seems apparent from this data that the introduction of slots, either longitudinally
or circumferentially has not reduced the magnitude of the wear, nor has it changed the
appearance of the worn areas. The fact that wear grooves continue from one side of a slot

" to another gives testament to the statistical nature of the wear process, and the natural
tendency for wearing pieces to conform to one another. Apparently, the actual abrasive
wear occurs on a smaller scale than the easily visible grooves in the wear scar, and occurs

" with enough frequency that a fairly smooth, continuous wear scar is produced.
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Figure 12. Photomicrograph of Cylinder Specimen With 0.15 mm Wide Circumferentially
Oriented Slot - Specimen Worn in Clean Lubricant (500 X Magnification)
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Figure 13. Photomicrograph of Cylinder Specimen With 0.15-mm Wide Circumferentially
Oriented Slot - Specimen Worn in Lubricant/5% Ash Contaminant Mixture (The

slot width shown above is considerably smaller than the original slot
. width because the wear scar has almost reached the bottom of the slot.)

(500 X Magnification)
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Figure 14. Photomicrograph of Ring Specimen Worn With 0.15-mm Wide,
Longitudinal Slots in the Cylinder Specimen (Specimen Worn in Clean

Lubricant) - 100 X Magnification

Figure 15. Photomicrograph of Cylinder Specimen Corresponding to the
Ring Specimen in Figure 14 Above, (0.15.mm Longitudinal Slots) - 100 X Magnification
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It is significant, however, that in comparing Figures 12 and 13, the piece worn with the ash
contaminant-appears rougher and fuzzier between the wear grooves. That roughness may
be the accumulation of many individual gouges caused by small abrasive particles.

While the introduction of slots does not significantly change the wear mechanism, it
, might still reduce the magnitude of the wear rate by channeling abrasive particles away

and/or diluting the concentration of particles in the wear zone. The current Cameron-Plint
test is not a fair indicator of this process since the entire wear zone is immersed in a bath

, of constant concentration particles. If there were any channeling or dilution effect, the
removed particles would simply be replaced by new particles of the same concentration. In
the engine, on the other hand, the ring/cylinder zone is constantly supplied from one side
by relatively clean oil. Future studies may look at modifications to the current Cameron-
Plint configuration to allow for the introduction of clean oil to one side of the wear zone.

3. Electrical Resistance Data

As in ali the Cameron-Plint tests performed for this study, the electrical resistance
between ring and cylinder specimens was monitored continuously throughout each wear test.
The presence of a resistance is significant since the measurement of a non-zero resistance
indicates the developed hydrodynamic film or a chemical film. In most of the cases tested
in this study, the resistance went to zero and stayed there for the entire duration of the test,
but with the slotted specimens, there were a few cases where a finite resistance was
measured. Table 10 outlines the conditions where a finite resistance occurred. Ali of them
were cases in which no contaminating additive was present.

Table 10. Non-Zero Electrical Resistance Traces

, Slot Width/Spacing (mm/-
Test Number mm) Slot Orientation

T121 0.15/0.30 Circumferential
T131 0.25/0.50 Circumferential
T143 0.35/0.50 Circumferential

Generally the traces started at zero and gradually developed a finite resistance as the
- test went on. The trace was generally rough with high frequency oscillations that sometimes

dropped the trace back into a zero resistance mode. Also of note is the fact that ali the
cases listed in Table 10 had circumferential slots. Evidence was presented in the previous
section that orienting grind marks (comprising the surface finish) normal to the direction
of ring travel enhanced the formation of a hydrodynamic film. lt seems likely that orienting
the much larger slots normal to the direction of ring travel has the same effect. In either
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case, however, the effect was not enough to significantly reduce the wear.

4. Friction Force Data

A time averaged friction force was also recorded over the duration of each test. In
general, following some transient behavior in the first 30 minutes of the test, the traces
leveled off to a fairly constant value. Traces for tests with ash contaminant were overall
rougher than their corresponding clean-oil cases, and sometimes exhibited a general trend
to increase or decrease slightly over the duration of the test. Figure 16 shows the
approximate friction coefficient data for ali the slotted specimen tests. The magnitude of
the coefficient data indicates that adhesive wear is, at least, a possibility. Also, most of the
data indicates a marginal increase in friction force with the ash contaminant.

C. Lube-Oil Additive Tests

1. Mass-Loss of Cylinder and Ring Specimens

Figure 17 presents the averaged cylinder specimen mass-loss data that was obtained
when testing various additive packages. The matrix, of course, was not meant to be an all-
inclusive study of available additives, but it did allow for testing of at least one additive from
several of the major categories. The results presented in Figure 17 show a dramatic
reduction of wear with the calcium sulfonate detergent, a dramatic increase of wear with the
ashless dispersant, and a less significant increase of wear with the remaining additives
(although that increase is probably within the variability of the data).

2. Photomicroscopic Data

For most of the cases, observations of the wear scars revealed the same predominant
wear patterns as were observed in the "no-additive" cases; long, straight grooves which
became much sharper and deeper when ash contaminant was added to the mixture. The
detergent/contaminant case was an exception in that it did not show obvious differences
between clean lubricant and contaminated lubricant cases. Another slight exception to this
trend was the dispersant/no contaminant case shown in Figure 18 that had a highly polished
surface, similar to the surfaces seen in the previous study where lubricant was contaminated
with carbon black. Whatever the difference was, however, it did not seem to affect the wear
process when ash contaminant was present. The ash contaminated case is shown also in
Figure 18 that confirms the long straight groove wear pattern. As in ali cases observed in
this program, there was little evidence of particles sticking in either wear specimens, again
confirming that this is probably not a two-body mechanism. The size of grooves in the
photomicrographs is approximately 10 micron and smaller, indicating that the grooves
roughly correlate with the size of the particles.
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Lubricant + 5% Ash Worn Specimen
(500 X Magnification)

Figure 18. Photomicrographs of Cylinder Specimens Used in Tests
With Baseline Lubricant/Dispersant Additive Mixtures
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3. Electrical Resistance Data

Except for the Syton 100 thickener runs, ali the clean lubricant tests exhibited a
measurable resistance between the wear specimens. This is not particularly surprising since
most of the additives are designed to have some surface reactivity. Once ash contaminant
was added to the lubricant mixture, however, that measurable resistance quickly went to
zero for ali cases except the calcium sulfonate detergent runs. They exhibited a widely
fluctuating, but finite electrical resistance measurement even when ash contaminant was
present in the mixture. This is quite significant because of ali the tests done in this study, ,
including variations of additives, surface slot configurations, surface finish parameters, and
contaminant composition it was the only condition that resulted in a non-zero resistance in
an ash-contaminated test. Clearly this indicates the existence of a much thicker hydrody-
namic film, or a much more durable surface coating, which may explain the significant wear
reduction.

4. Friction Force Data

Friction coefficient for tests with the additives was 0.15 - 0.18 for the clean lubricant

tests and rising to 0.25 - 0.28 for tests with ash contaminant in the lubricant. (Tests with the
clean baseline oil without any additives were in the 0.15-0.18 friction coefficient range also.)
The one exception to this trend was the detergent additive, for which the friction coefficient
stayed at approximately 0.18 even though an ash contaminant was present.

5. Ferromagnetic Data

The ferromagnetic technique for separating wear particles was also employed on
lubricant samples following tests with the calcium sulfonate detergent and the ashless
dispersant. Once again the ferrograms revealed small rounded platelets that are typical of
both normal rubbing wear and three-body abrasion. No cutting wear particles were
observed.

6. Profilometric Data

Profiles of the cylinder specimen wear scars are shown in Figure 19 for the
longitudinal direction and Figure 20 for the circumferential direction. The two profiles
shown in each figure represent cases where the detergent additive was used with and without
ash contaminant in the lube-oil. The traces are shown as examples of the type of data that
was obtained, but also illustrate the fact that, even though the magnitude of wear was
similar between the two cases, there were slight differences in the wear scar produced.
Traces for the other additives were not significantly different from the "no-additive" case.
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V. DISCUSSION

A. Surface Finish Investigations

The study reveals some useful information about how surface finish can be used to
, enhance the formation of a hydrodynamic film, and thus reduce, or at least minimize the

rate of increase of wear rate. It was shown that film formation depends, not only on
asperity height, but also on the orientation of surface grooves relative to the direction of

• ring travel. While it would take more data to prove it absolutely, the existing data does
suggest that film formation is enhanced by having the surface finish grooves oriented normal
to the direction of ring travel• Sadeghi and Sui (1989) present a numerical solution of
compressible elastohydrodynamic lubrication that agrees with these results, lt was also
shown that the ability to form that film under clean-oil conditions increases the resistance
to wear under contaminated oil conditions.

B. Slotted Specimen Data

The basic idea behind using slots in cylinder liners was that they might enhance the
formation of a hydrodynamic film, while providing avenues of escape for wear particles that
would otherwise be dragged the entire stroke of the ring piece. There is some evidence that
slots do, in fact, enhance hydrodynamic film formation. In several of these a finite
resistance was measured between the ring and cylinder-liner wear specimens. Since that
resistance was zero for the unslotted specimen, there must be a thicker film formed with the
slotted specimens. That film seems to be enhanced by orienting slots normal to the ring
travel direction (as observed with the surface finish grind marks). Perhaps this also explains
why a specimen with only two slots had more wear than a specimen with 34 slots in the
same space (assuming the 34-slot specimen was able to sustain a hydrodynamic film while
the 2-slot specimen was not). Typically film thickness can only be increased by increasing
viscosity or the relative speed between the ring and liner, but in this case, the presence of
slots change the flow dynamics between the two wearing specimens such that the film
thickness is enhanced.

There was little evidence, however that the slots were effective in allowing particles
caught in the wear zone to escape. Photomicrographs indicated that wear grooves starting
on one side of the slot simply continue on the other. This suggests that the visible grooves
are really a conforming of the mating wear specimens. The real wear process occurs on a

• smaller scale that involves thousands of repeated wear events. Apparently, there are a
statistically large number of particles available so that as soon as one particle is released,
another is there to take its piace. Individual particles would play a role only in the

" immediate area they are located. If this is the case, then the presence of a circumferential
slot would serve to interrupt the wear process only for as long as the ring surface is above
the slot itself. Once the ring reaches the opposite side of the slot, the wear process would
pick up where it left off.
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It also seems evident, however, that the existing Cameron-Plint configuration is not

adequate to test the channeling or dilution effect of the slots. In the engine, the wear zone
is supplied from one side by relatively clean oil, and on the other by the contaminated oil.
Slots might enhance the dilution of the contaminant particles by clean oil and aid in
channeling the particles out of the wear zone. A test configuration that supplies clean oil
to one side of the rings, and contaminated oil to the other would be a more accurate
simulation of the real engine environment.

C. Lube-Oil Additive Investigations

The most promising wear reduction obtained in this program so far was the result
of mixing 19 % calcium sulfonate detergent in the lube oil. The additive resulted in a thick
hydrodynamic or chemical film (as evidenced by the measurement of resistance between the
wear specimens), a reduction in friction force, and most importantly a reduction in wear
almost to the clean lubricant level. It is, of course, recognized that actual engine lubricants
must contain a mix of many additives (including several of the additives tested here) whose
interactions cannot be predicted. Finding a workable lubricant formulation must involve
testing with the fully formulated product rather than individual additive components as was
done here. Still, the results of this investigation do say some important things about the
sensitivity of the wear process to additive formulation. In all the surface finish and slotted
specimen tests, there was not one configuration that decreased wear as much as the
detergent did, or increased wear as much as the dispersant did.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions can be drawn from the results of this study.

• Varying surface roughness and cross-hatch orientation over a wide
range did not significantly change the wear rate under clean-oil
conditions.

• There is evidence that using rougher surfaces with grooves oriented
normal to the direction of ring travel can enhance the formation of a
hydrodynamic film.

• The ability to form a hydrodynamic film under clean-oil conditions
increases the wear resistance under contaminated oil conditions as
weil.

• Orienting cylinder surface slots normal to the direction of ring travel
enhances hydrodynamic film formation.

• Wear was highly sensitive to additive formulation.
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° A 19 percent mixture of calcium sulfonate detergent reduced the
contaminated lubricant wear to almost the clean lubricant wear level•

It seems apparent from the results so far that lube-oil additives had the most significant
effect on wear. Surface finish and slots in the cylinder surface affected the hydrodynamic
film formation process, but there was not an obvious affect on wear as seen in the mass-loss
wear results. It should also be said, however, that the test conditions chosen for the
previous tasks were, out of necessity, fairly severe. They were effective in screening a large

• number of contaminant variations, specimen surface variations, and lubricant mixtures, but
they may not have been sensitive to subtle effects such as the effect of cylinder surface
condition on hydrodynamic films. Examples of the possible insensitivity of the tests can be
seen most clearly in some of the cases where the entire surface finish had been completely
removed. In addition, the use of a somewhat high ring loading (approximately an order of
magnitude higher than the maximum loading in the engine) may have introduced a larger
proportion of adhesive wear, and changed the dynamics by which lube-oil additives affect
wear. A separate issue concerns the way lubricant is supplied to the wear zone, especially
as it pertains to slotted specimen tests. Since part of the purpose of slots was to allow for
highly contaminated oil to be diluted and/or flushed out of the wear zone, it is not fair to
test those configurations in a constant concentration lubricant bath. A configuration where
fresh oil is supplied on one side and contaminated oil on the other side of the ring would
provide a more accurate test.

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS

The purpose of future work in Task 4, will be to further investigate questions raised in
Task 3 to allow for more specific recommendations as to the appropriate wear prevention
strategies. The task will involve wear tests at lower load conditions (those approaching
actual engine loads) in which only minimal damage is done to the surface finish on the wear
specimens. Wear evaluations will be made based on profilometric and microscopic
observations rather than weight-loss measurements. The intent of these tests will be to
identify any differences in wear processes between these and the high load cases so that
appropriate adjustments can be made to the interpretation of high-load data. One special
area of focus will be cases run with a detergent/baseline oil/contaminant mixture. These
will be tested at several different load conditions to determine whether detergent plays the
same role in preventing wear at low loads as it did in the high-load cases. Similar tests will
also be done with various surface finishes to see if correlations exist which the high-load

. tests were not sensitive to. Finally, some tests will be performed with slotted specimens in
which clean baseline oil is steadily dripped on one side of the ring, while contaminated oil
is dripped on the other side. Once again the intent will be to stop testing before significant
damage has been done to either wear specimen, and evaluations will be made based on
profilometric and microscopic observations.

One other issue that Task 4 will investigate concerns the correlation of particle size with
the size of grooves in the wear specimens. Photomicroscopic observations of wear
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specimens (Figure 18 for example) indicate wear grooves of the order of 10 microns wide
and smaller,-but profilometric traces such as Figure 20 indicate that those grooves can be
superimposed on larger grooves of the order of 100 microns. The larger grooves are
apparent in both the clean oil and the contaminated oil cases, indicating they may have
more to do with an adhesive or normal rubbing wear process than the abrasive process.
These issues will be explored in more detail in Task 4.
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ABSTRACT

Piston ring/cylinder liner wear in coal/water slurry fueled engines
remains a major obstacle to the development of a practical engine design.
Previous phases of this program have looked at the wear mechanisms causing

- accelerated ring/liner wear, and traditional approaches to wear prevention. This task of
the program looked at some of the issues left unanswered in the previous phases,
including the effects of short test duration (or "break-in" wear effects), the effects of low-

" load conditions, and the effects of using separate oil supplies to simulate the separation
of clean and contaminated oil seen in the engine. Each of these items was investigated
in bench-scale wear tests, and analysis was made on the resulting wear specimens. In
addition, using the results of these tests, a simple wear model was formulated based on
the assumption that abrasive wear is proportional to the concentration of particles that
are small enough to enter the wear zone, but large enough to contact the two wearing
surfaces.

The results from these tests observed a finite, but small amount of accelerated
"break-in" wear to occur in the first 15 minutes of each wear test. Ring loading was found
to have a significant affect on the wear characteristics. Wear became much more sensitive
to surface finish at lower load conditions (10 MPa and less). To explain these
characteristics, the wear model was utilized, and conditions were extrapolated to surface
finishes and particle sizes not specifically tested in the program. Through the wear model
analyses, it became apparent that the predominant parameters affecting the abrasive wear
process are the particle size of contaminant relative to surface roughness and hydrodynam-
ic film thickness. In fact, the most highly accelerated wear occurs when the mean
contaminant particle is equal to the surface finish + hydrodynamic film thickness.

Tests with the separated/dripped oil supplies were mainly performed using cylinder
specimens in which various sizes, spacings and orientations of slots were cut into the
surface. The idea of slots was to enhance hydrodynamic film thickness, help dilute the
concentration of contaminant on the contaminated oil side of the ring, and to help
channel abrasive particles away from the wear zone. None of the slot configurations
tested in this program were able to decelerate the wear beyond that seen in an un-slotted
specimen. Further, profilometer traces indicated the wear scar profiles were highly
asymmetric (scars became deeper on the contaminated oil side of the ring), indicating that
the slots are not significantly enhancing the mixing of the clean and contaminated oils.
Out of the configurations tested in this program a relatively narrow (0.15 mm wide) slot,
longitudinally oriented, with a relatively wide spacing (0.5 mm) caused the least amount
of wear.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Previous work in this program investigated the wear mechanism and traditiona!
approaches to wear prevention, but there were some unanswered questions, which were
investigated in Task 4. The major issues dealt with in Task 4 were as follows.

• Ali of the Cameron-Plint wear tests evaluated in previous Tasks
were for test durations of four hours. Questions remained as to
whether the entire wear process proceeded at a constant rate over
those four hours, or whether there were accelerated wear periods.

• The Cameron-Plint tests in previous tasks were completed using a
100 MPa contact pressure between the wearing specimens. While
this loading is low relative to loads typically used in the pin-on-disk
or four-ball wear tests, it is still an order of magnitude higher than
the typical load at Top Dead Center in the engine. Questions
remained as to whether the same wear modes applied at the higher
load conditions.

• The conclusiG,ns in Task 3 above indicated that the use of a constant
concentration bath lubricant supply was not a fair means of evaluat-
ing the effectiveness of slotted specimens. Dripped oil supplies that
supply clean oil to one side of the ring and contaminated oil to the
other would be a more accurate simulation of the actual engine
situation.

In response to these issues, three test matrices were formulated involving continued
Cameron-Plint testing with various test durations, under lower load conditions than were
used in previous tests, and using the double dripped oil supply configuration described
above. Once again wear evaluations were made based on weight loss, photomieroscopic
observations, and profilometric measurements. Micrometer measurements of the depth
of the ring specimen wear sear were also added in an attempt to obtain a more accurate
measurement at the lower wear conditions expected.

Also, after completing the low-load wear test matrix, it became apparent that a
simple wear calculation might be a useful tool in explaining the trends observed. A model
was developed, based on the supposition that abrasive wear is proportional to the
concentration of panicles that are in the right size range to enter the wear zone. Various
coefficients were adjusted to fit the calculation to the data obtained. Calculations were
then extrapolated to predict the effects of surface finishes, hydrodynamic film thicknesses,
and contaminant panicle sizes not specifically tested in the program.
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II. APPARATUS AND TEST PROCEDURE

A. The Cameron-PUnt High.Frequency Friction Machine

The apparatus chosen for these tests is the Cameron-Plint high frequency friction
" machine. The commercially available machine, shown schematically in Figure 1, provides

a reciprocating motion through a scotch yoke drive mechanism that simulates the relative
motion of the piston ring and cylinder liner in a diesel engine. A specimen of piston ring

" material is mounted to the bottom of a reciprocating arm where it can rub against a
rigidly mounted cylinder liner specimen. Both the ring and cylinder specimens are
immersed in a bath containing the contaminated lubricant being tested. Above the
reciprocating arm is a spring tensioned bar that applies a force normal to the direction
of travel. The arm is also instrumented to measure friction force (force in the direction
of ring travel) and electrical resistance between the ring and cylinder specimens (an
indication of the thickness of the hydrodynamic film). Friction force and electrical
resistance measurements were monitored on a strip-chart recorder where a time-averaged
signal was recorded. Details of how the Cameron-Plint machine was configured for ali
the tests reported here are contained in Table 1.

Test specimens were chosen to represent typical cast-iron materials used in diesel
engines. Cylinder pieces were cut from the 96.5 mm I.D. cylinder liners of a Labeco CLR
engine. Each piece was machined to dimensions of 55 mm x 25 mm, flattened on the
back so that it varies from 3 - 4 mm thick and weighing approximately 37 grams. Ring
specimens were cut from 89 mm D x 2 mm thick cast iron rings and were ground into a
wedge shape, 1 mm at the face expanding to 3 mm wide at the base, and weighing
approximately 0.3 grams. The wearing surface of 1 mm x 2 mm is exposed to a normal
force of up to 200 N, resulting in 100 MPa contact pressure (approximately an order of
magnitude higher than the maximum pressure seen in actual diesel engines). With a
stroke of 17 mm, the maximum velocity of the ring specimen is approximately 0.9 m/s.
This information, along with information on the geometry of the wear specimens was
input into a hydrodynamic flow model to calculate Hertzian stress and hydrodynamic film
thickness assuming an elliptical contact region (Harris, 1984, Dawson and Higginson, 1977,
Chittendert, et al., 1985, and Johnson 1985 provide detailed descriptions of the model).
The result of those calculations was a maximum film thickness approximately 0.34
micrometers. Surface roughness for the tests in this program varied from 0.15 to 1.76
micrometers, so it seems apparent that at the higher loads, the wear specimens are in the
boundary lubrication regime (indicating there is probably some contact of asperities
always) as opposed to hydrodynamic lubrication. This does not preclude the possibility
of hydrodynamic effects in which wear is reduced because part of the load is being born
by a thin hydrodynamic film.
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Table I. Cameron.Plint Configuration

• Normal Load 10- 200 N

Frequency of Stroke 17 Hz (1020 RPM)i

" Ring Piece: ii

Source 89 mm O.D. cast iron ringl lll i •

Size Wedge-shaped r;ece approximately
3 mm base x, mm top x 5 mm

wide
× 2 mm thick

i

Approx. Weight 0.3 g |

Wear Surf. Area 2 mm2
ml

Loading 5- 100 MPai

Cylinder Liner Piece:

Source 96.5 mm I.D. cylinder liner for
Labeco

CLR engine
m

Size 55 mm x 25 mm x 3-5 mm thick
(thickness varies because of the
curvature of the liner).

Approximate Weight 37 g
'1

Details of the baseline lube-oil properties are contained in Table 2. The oil was
chosen as representative of typical diesel lube-oil properties, but without any additives.

. B. Analysis of Ash Contaminant

Proximate analyses of the contaminants used in this program are included in Table 3,
and particle size analyses in Table 4. The contaminants were originally chosen to
represent a range of carbon versus ash content. Since the intent for this Task of the
program was to study low load conditions, shorter time durations, and a different oil
supply configuration, only the Kentucky Splint ash (after fluid-energy miLl grinding) was
used. Table 5 contains the results of X-ray fluorescence analysis on that ash which
confirms that silicon, aluminum, iron and calcium seem to be the major elements present,
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Wilson, ct al., 1986; Unswonh, et al., 1987; Unswonh, et al., 1988) indicates that silicon
is most likeiy present in quartz. Aluminum might be present as alumina, but is more
likely to be found with silicon in aluminosilicate compounds. Iron is predominantly in
some form of pyrite, and calcium can be present as calcite, bassanite, or dolomite. The
heat of combustion will, of course alter those compounds, primarily in the dehydration of
various silicate materials, the release of CO2 from carbonates, and the oxidation of pyrites
to iron oxides. For wear processes, the hard minerals, quartz, alumina, and pyrite
primarily are of the most concern.

i iii

Table 2. Properties of Baseline Oil

iii i I lm

40"C Viscosity 143.88 est
ii .i ,r-,

100"C Viscosity 13.99 cSt
i i lm

V.I. 93
li i li|)

API Gravity 28.6 @ 15.6"C

T.A.N. 0.01
i .,iii i

T.B.N. 0.09

Flash Point 293"C
i

%N 0.012
i li

, %Ca N.D.
i i ii

%Zn N.D.
|i|

%P <0.01
i i. i

%5 0.21
il ii ' ,,,
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Table 3. Proximate Analysis of Contaminants

II I '1 I I ii1 ,_'

• Description Feed Stock Ash Vol. Matter Fixed Carbon
II II I

Low-Ash Coal Unknown 1.00% 34.51% 64.14%
i i

Carbon Black Mogul-L 0 0 100%
i

High-Ash Coal Kentucky Splint 22.9% 30.5% 46.6%i

Cleaned Coal Kentucky Splint 0.38% 37.73% 61.88%
i ||l ii

Ash Product Kentucky Splint 85.3% 10.6% 4.1%
I1 I

' II1

Table 4. Particle Size Averages

I III I III I [ I

Number Weight Volume Weighted
Averages Averages

t i I i

Contaminant Arith. Log Arith. Log
Mean Mean Mean Mean

I II

Low-Ash Coal 4.8 4.1 13.8 11.5
i i i iii

Carbon Black 3.9 3.1 9.9 9.0
i iii i

Raw Kentucky Splint Coal 4.1 3.1 15.1 13.2
ii

Cleaned Kentucky 5.5 4.1 18.9 16.7i i

Ash From Kentucky Splint Coal 13.7 12.5 33.4 .7._,¢ i

Ash From Kentucky Splint Coal
Ground in Fluid Energy Mill 2.8 1.9 9.2 8.2

iii ii

Syloid 63 Silica 2.4 1.6 10.6 0.6..
,=,,
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H
Table $. Analysis of Contaminant Ash

[ i i

(Weight Percent of Ash)
II Ulll I I

Cleaned Low.Ash Raw K.S. Ash From Syloid 63
K.S. Coal Coal Coal K.S. Coal Silica .

SiO 2 39.41 41.73 60.85 65.30 98.58
i

A120 3 14.55 29.20 23.78 22.09 1.18

Fe20 3 25.39 14.77 5.34 3.55 0.18

CaO 5.15 8.66 2.06 1.57 0
i i

MgO 1.72 0.92 1.42 1.88 0

NA20 0.13 0.07 0 0 0

K20 0.78 1.94 4.20 4.78 0.06

Ti20 6.17 1.03 0.70 0.82 0

Cr20 3 0.37 0.04 0.61 0 0

NiO 3.82 0.19 0.94 0 0
i i

CuO 2 0.72 0.27 0.10 0 0
i i

SO3 1.77 1.19 0 0 0
• •

C. Wear Evaluation Techniques

Evaluation of wear was accomplished using photomicroscopic, prof'dometric, and mass-
loss techniques as described in previous papers concerning this project (Schwalb, et al.,
1990, and Schwalb and Ryan, 1991). Of those techniques, the mass-loss of the wear
specimens was the only one used for a real quantitative measurement. This was of some
concern, because with mass-loss measurements, a relatively large magnitude of wear
isrequired to get measurable differences in mass. Since this program involved conditions
in which less wear would occur, it was felt that a new means of quantitative wear
measurement should be initiated. Micrometer measurements of the ring-piece thickness
before and after the wear tests were found to give a consistant indication of the depth of
the ring-specimen wear scar. Further, it was found that even under the minimum wear
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conditions, the change in ring-thickness was still within the measurable range of the
micrometer'instrument. These micrometer measurements were recorded for ali of the
wear tests conducted in this phase of the program.

As before, individual wear specimens were qualitatively evaluated by observations
. under a photomicroscope. Profiles of cylinder specimen wear scars were obtained in

digital form using a Talysurf 10 Profilometer instrument. The cross-wise profiles of
cylinder specimen wear scars were used to correlate the distribution of wear groove

" dimensions with the contaminant panicle size distribution.

D. Test Matrices

The purpose of these tests was to investigate the effects of test duration, load, and oil
supply configuration on the wear mechanism so that a more proper interpretation of
previous results could be made. A test matrix was formulated for each of the items listed
above. The matrices are described below.

1. Test Duration Matrix

Previous wear tests in this program were conducted for a full four hour period, after
which a single evaluation of wear magnitude was made. Friction force was monitored for
ali of these tests as a means of determining whether any significant changes in wear rate
were occurring throughout the four hour period. Generally, those friction force traces
indicated minor anomalies within the first half hour associated with a "break-in" period,
but there were no major changes for the remainder of the test. This was taken as an
indication that no major changes in wear mechanism or wear rate were occurring. As a
further check of the consistency of the wear process, Cameron-Plint tests of various
duration were initiated to determine if the wear was occurring at a constant rate. The test
matrix developed is described in Table 6 below.

• ,
i i

Table 6. Test Duration Matrix

i,

Description of Cylinder Test Applied Normal Test Durations
Specimen Load (N) (hours)

Surface Roughness (R,) "- 0.46 200 2, 1, 0.5, 0.25
" _m, 20° Cross-Hatch Angle i Hi,li--

Same as Above 10 2, 0.5, 0.25
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Each of the above tests was initiated with a new/unworn set of cylinder liner and
ring specimens, and each con_tion was repeated once to get an idea of the spread of the
data. The four hour/200 N tests in the above matrix were actually completed in a
previous phase of the project and the data was added to this matrix. The set of tests at
10 N normal load was initiated to confirm if the wear process was constant at lower load
conditions as weil.

2. Low-Load Conditions Matrix

Most of the wear tests from previous phases of this program were performed with
a 200 N load on a 2 mm2 surface translating into 100 MPa of pressure on the wear
specimens. That pressure is approximately au order of magnitude higher than is typically
seen at TDC in a diesel engine. The use of higher load conditions is common in bench-
scale wear tests in which researchers are trying to create a measurable amount of wear
in a reasonable time period. In fact, the 100 MPa pressure used in this program is low
compared to pressures typically used in other bench-scale apparatuses (the pin-on-disk and
four-baU apparatuses for example). Still, it is recognized that increasecLload can alter the
wear mechanism so that parameters such as surface finish and lube-oil additives might not
have the same effects. To investigate the effects of load more completely, the test matrix
described in Table 7 below was formulated.

Table 7. Low.Load Conditions Matrix

I I I Ii I IIIII I IHII I II III iilIi li

Applied Duration
Cylinder Specimen Normal Loads of Test
Surface Conditions (N) Lubricant Formulation (hours)

I " I illi

0.15 _m R,, 20° 200, 50, 25, 10 Baseline Oil + 5 % Ash 2
Cross-Hatch Angle Contaminant

i

0.46 _m R a, 20° 200, 50, 25, 10 Baseline Oil + 5 % Ash 2
Cross-Hatch Angle Contaminant

i ..,,= iii .|

1.76 _m Ra, 20° 200, 50, 25, 10 Baseline Oil + 5 % Ash 2
Cross-Hatch Angle Contaminant

.i

0.46 _m Ra, 20° 200, 50, 25, 10 (Baseline Oil/19% Calcium 2
Cross-Hatch Angle Sulfonate Detergent .

Mixture) + 5 % Ash
Contaminant

i ........
l IIII | i

The matrix involves a range of surface finish conditions as well as a single set of
tests with a 19% calcium sulfonate detergent additive in the mixture (the detergent
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additive was chosen because it had the most significant effect on wear in previous tests).
A test duration of 2 hours was chosen instead of the 4 hours used in previous tests. The
change was initiated in part because it was found in some previous tests that too much
wear was occurring. Wear scars were much deeper than the original surface finish groove
marks and the geometry of the ring specimens were significantly changing over the course

" of the test. It was found that in most cases 2 hour tests created enough wear to be
measurable without significantly changing the geometries of the wear specimens. The
other obvious advantage of 2 hour tests was that more tests could be performed and thus
more conditions evaluated with the remaining funds.

3. Dripped Oil Supply Test Matrix

Tests with the dripped oil supplies were initiated because it was argued that engine
conditions involved a steady supply of relatively clean oil on one side of the ring, and
contaminated oil on the other. Wear mitigation strategies that depend on the flow of oil
from the contaminated side to the clean oil side (such as the machining of slots in the
cylinder liner surface) could not be properly evaluated in a constant concentration bath.
To accomplish the dripped oil supplies configuration, the Cameron-Plint rig was set up
with two oil containers, one containing clean baseline oil and the other containing a 5
percent mixture of Kentucky Splint ash in the baseline oil. Each oil was fed by gravity
through a small stainless steel tube whose outlet touched the cylinder specimen surface
just above the ring reversal location. A schematic of the configuration is shown in Figure
2 below. The entire rig was then tilted (towards the bottom of the schematic in Figure
2) so that each oil would flow slowly over the respective ring reversal points and then drip
off the bottom of the specimen. The specimens were also cut axially just below the ring
travel path area so that oil would not build up in the curvature of the specimen. The idea
was to keep the two oil supplies separated, except for the mixing initiated by the ring
itself. Visual observations indicated there was not any large scale mixing of the two oil
supplies.

As suggested above, the primary focus of these tests was on evaluation of slotted
specimens, whose wear mitigation strategy depends on the stratification of clean and
contaminated oil. Table 8 below outlines the different configurations of slot width and
spacing that were evaluated. The intention of this matrix was to investigate the effect of
slot width at equivalent spacing, and vice versa. Each configuration listed in the table was
tested on a single set of wear specimens for two hour duration. Oil supply flowrates were
controlled through pinch valves to allow 1 ml/rain, flow.
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Table 8. Cylinder Specimen Slot Configuration

i i ii i ii ,11i ii i i i i iii ii i ii

Slot Slot Orientation
• Number of Width Spacing Between (Circumferential or

Slots (mm) Slots (mm) Longitudinal)
[ iilii

90 0.15 0.30 C

12 0.15 0.30 L ..
i

60 0.15 0.50 C
, i

8 0.15 0.50 L
i iiilll i

60 0.25 0.50 C
|

8 0.25 0.50 L
i

60 0.35 0.50 C
i iii

8 0.35 0.50 L

2 0.25 10.00 C
i iii irl i

III. RESULTS

A. Tests With Varying Duration

Figures 3 - 5 detail the data obtained in Cameron-Plint tests of differing duration.
Figures 3 and 4 represent the mass loss of ring and cylinder specimens respectively and
Figure 5 represents the depth of the ring wear scar. Ali the wear data is plotted against
test duration. As stated above, the purpose of these tests was to determine the rate of
wear as a function of test duration. The figures indicate a fairly constant increase in wear
with time at high load conditions with a tendency to slightly flatten out as the test
duration approaches zero. The low-load wear curve seemed to flatten out also, but over

. longer test durations. Ali three figures reflect the same shape curves, indicating that ali
three wear measurements are consistently determining the wear trends. The curves also
indicate that the magnitude of the ring wear is slightly smaller than the cylinder liner

• wear. The accelerated wear in the initial stages of each test is probably associated with
a "break-in" period and corresponds with the anomalies seen in friction force traces. The
magnitude of this break-in wear, however, is not large compared to the total wear for two
or four hour duration tests.
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Figure 3. Effect of Test Duration on Ring Specimen Mass Loss
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• Figure 4. Effect of Test Duration on Cylinder Specimen Mass Loss
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TEST DURATION (HOURS)

Figure 5. Effect of Test Duration on Depth of Ring Face Wear Scar
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B. Tests at Low.Load Conditions

The initiation of tests at lower load conditions than were used in previous tests lead
to some interesting results which explain much about the actual wear mechanisms
occurring. Figures 6 - 8 are graphs of the low-load data plotted as ring specimen mass

• loss, cylinder specimen mass-loss, and depth of the ring specimen wear scar vs. the
corresponding applied normal load.

• The most surprising result of this data is the consistant trend for wear to increase
as the load is reduced. That trend goes against the existing theories for both adhesive and
abrasive wear, although abrasive wear is generally less sensitive to load. lt is believed the
explanation for this behavior lies in the fact that, as the normal load is reduced, conditions
allow for larger and higher concentrations of abrasive panicles to enter the wear zone.
There are two main reasons why lower-load conditions favor larger particles in the wear
zone.

• Hydrodynamic film thickness increases as the load is reduced,
increasing the distance between the wear specimens.

• At higher load conditions, there is a significant degree of
elastic and plastic deformation of asperities making up the
surface roughness.

Another significant observation is that the reduction of surface roughness
significantly reduced wear at the lower load conditions. This is a reversal of an earlier
conclusion that there was not an obvious advantage of reducing surface roughness, lt is
consistent, however, with the theory that the wear level is determined by the maximum
panicle size that can get into the wear zone. Obviously, a rougher surface will allow more
and larger particles into the wear zone because of the large cracks and crevices present.
lt is also known to increase hydrodynamic film thickness (Sadeghi and Sui, 1989). The
insensitivity of wear to surface finish at higher loads might be explained as a result of
increased proportion of adhesive wear (adhesive wear is a result of plastic deformations
which quickly wipe off the original surface finish).

A final observation that can be made concerns the data obtained when a Calcium
Sulfonate Detergent was added to the lubricant. Original tests at high load conditions
generated some excitement because they showed significant wear reductions. The data
in Figures 6 - 8 indicate that, when the additive is present, wear is fairly constant with

. load. At the high loads, this behavior might be a consequence of the increased proportion
of adhesive wear (which is highly sensitive to surface reactive additives), lt is difficult to
explain why the additive also held wear constant under low-load conditions where abrasive
wear is more predominant. The detergent additive, with its surface reactivity might be
expected to reduce adhesive wear more than it did abrasive wear. At any rate, it appears
there is still an advantage to using the detergent additive, but the magnitude of that
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advantage is dependent on where the conditions fit on the wear vs. load curve. For the
range of data tested here, if the load was extremely high, or extremely low, the detergent
significantly reduced wear. Somewhere in the middle, the effect of detergent was not so
significant.

, C. Wear Curve Calculation

As a tool to help understand the subtle aspects of the wear vs. load data, a simple
• model was developed based on the supposition that abrasive wear is proportional to the

concentration of particles that can enter the wear zone. The assumptions are further
illustrated in Figure 9, a schematic of the lubricated abrasive wear zone. Shown in the
figure are two particles, one of diameter XMAX and the other with a diameter equivalent
to the hydrodynamic film thickness. Those two particles represent the range of particle
sizes which are assumed to cause wear. In addition, a linear weight factor is introduced
which weights the XMAX size panicles as causing the highest wear and the YH sized
particles as causing zero wear.

The value of XMAX is determined by adding the hydrodynamic film thickness to
a term which represents the surface roughness minus the elastic/plastic deformation of
the asperities. A simplified calculation of hydrodynamic film thickness is employed
(shown below in Equation 1) which assumes the thickness proportional to the square-root
of velocity divided by contact pressure. In general, this relation is true for pure
hydrodynamic films, but for elastohydrodynamic films the exponent on the contact
pressure term approaches a smaller value of 0.073 is typically used (these relations are
presented in the Mechanical Engineers' Handbook, (1986)). Of course this simple
calculation does not take into account any changes in geometry or contact area due to
deformations. The calculation also does not take into account surface roughness effects.

Equation 1.) Yrl = Ka (V/P) 1/z

where: K H = constant film thickness coefficient
V = relative velocity of ring
P = contact pressure
YH = hydrodynamic film thickness

The surface roughness - deformation term is assumed to be an exponential of the form
" R_ exp(-K_ P), where P is the contact pressure, R. is the surface roughness, and Ir_ is a

constant which is dependent on the elasticity and plasticity of the cylinder specimen
. material. (The term is equal to R_ at P = 0, and approaches 0 as P approaches infinity.)

Having determined the size range of panicles which cause wear, the abrasive
concentration is found by integrating the particle size distribution curve shown in Figure
10 over the critical size range (the weight factor is included in this integration process).
To facilitate the integration process, it was assumed the panicles follow a log-normal
distribution (for the ash shown in Figure 10 the log-normal mean was calculated to be 8.2
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um and the standard deviation 0.49). The integrated concentration is then plugged into
the equation below to calculate the total abrasive wear (a modified version of the abrasive
wear relation presented by Rabinowicz (1965)).

Equation 2. Abrasive Wear = Kab P G / H

where: P = contact pressure
G = integrated particle concentration
H = hardness of the wearing specimens
Kab = abrasive wear coefficient

The total wear is then calculated as the sum of the abrasive wear, and two other
wear components. One is a constant "break-in" wear which seems to occur quickly and
requires little contact pressure, but is generally small in magnitude. The other component
is adhesive wear, which is assumed to follow the Archard equation listed in Equation 3
below (Archard, 1953, 1980).

Equation 3. Adhesive Wear = K_o P / H

The characteristic shape of the wear vs. load curve using this calculation procedure
is illustrated in Figure 11. At low loads, the hydrodynamic film is much thicker than the
panicle size, resulting in low wear rates. As load is increased, film thickness decreases
and a larger proportion of particles enter the critical size range. Eventually, the point is
reached where the maximum particle size that can enter the wear zone is equal to the
mean particle size, and the maximum concentration of particles is in the critical range.
Increased load beyond that point further decreases the critical size range and begins
exci.lding the larger particles. Eventually the abrasive wear component becomes less
significant and the adhesive component takes over resulting in a linear increase in wear
with load in the high-load range. Because of the exponential term used in the calculation
of abrasive wear, the abrasive component approaches zero as the load becomes large.
The result is that, at higher loads there is a dimishing effect of surface finish.

The calculation procedure described above contains five factors which could be
adjusted to fit the data. The five factors are as follows.

• Break-In - constant break-in wear

• KH - a constant to scale the hydrodynamic film thickness

• I_ - constant determining the degree of asperity demrmation
due to load

• K_b- abrasive wear coefficient

• K,d- adhesive wear coefficient
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Using a trial and error procedure, these factors were adjusted to best fit the data
presented iri the previous section. The calculation results are plotted in Figure 12 along
with the data previously presented (the wear data has been converted to a wear volume
per unit sliding distance). The factors used for these calculations are as follows.

• Break-In = 10"8mm3/mm

• K. = 8.433 (mg/s) 1/2
e

• I_ = 0.015 (MPa"l)

• Kab = 5.6 X 10"4(mm3/mm)/(Br*MPa)

• Kad = 8 x 10"8(mm3/mm)/(Br*MPa)

The calculations successfully simulate the shape of the wear curves, the relative effects of
surface finish, and the fact that surface finish effects diminish as load is increased.

Using the same fitting factors, comparisons were also made for data taken in
previous phases of this project. Those comparisons are shown in Figures 13 and 14. In
Figure 13, the data shown is for the same ash used in this program, but at both 5 and 10
percent concentrations. As expected, the 5 percent data point is reasonably predicted, but
the model predicts that wear caused by the 10 percent concentration will be approximately
the same. This was not observed in the data. Apparently, there is an effect of ash
concentration on wear, even at the higher loads. Figure 14 shows data taken with a
significantly larger particle size. Once again, there appear to be effects of concentration
and particle size at high loads that are not predicted by the model. If the model is
correct in assuming that adhesive wear takes over at the higher loads, then it must be said
that the particle size distribution and concentration of contaminant have an effect on the
adhesive wear coefficient, lt is also possible that abrasive wear is still a significant factor
at the higher loads, because even though the wear specimens are tightly fit, some particles
can still enter the wear zone. At any rate, the data presented in Figures 13 and 14
illustrate that the model cannot be used to extrapolate to conditions at extremely high
loads and with extremely large particle size distributions. Conditions in the engine,
however, are at lower loads and with probably much smaller particle distributions than
were used in the Figure 12 data. lt seems reasonable that the model would be more
accurate under the lower load conditions, and could at least be used as a tool to

investigate the wear trends as particle size, surface roughness, hydrodynamic film
thickness, and other parameters are varied.

As a further exercise, wear curves were re-calculated assuming a 3 pm log-mean

particle size and 0.5 standard deviation (these numbers are closer to what Gaydos (1989)
measured in an actual engine). Those results for several different surface finishes are
presented in Figure 15. The calculations illustrate that reducing the size of surface
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COMPARISON OF DATA AND CALCULATIONS FOR WEAR TESTS
USING SMALL PARTICLE ASH CONTAMINANT
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COMPARISON OF DATA AND CALCULATIONS FOR WEAR TESTS
USING LARGE PARTICLE ASH CONTAMINANT
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asperities will almost always reduce wear. Reducing particle size, however, has a more
complicated effect. Figure 16 illustrates the model predictions of wear for panicle sizes
ranging from 8 to 0.5 _m. The model predicts increased wear as particle size decreases,
but the hump in the wear vs. load curve also begins moving to the right. Assuming an
engine operates in the 10 MPa and lower load range, then the calculations indicate that

• the 0.5 _m panicles can cause less wear than the larger particles.

The size of particles relative to the hydrodynamic film thickness and surface
" roughness are the parameters determining the behavior of these wear curves. If panicle

size is much larger than the typical film thickness and surface roughness, then the surface
finish curves tend to converge much faster, and abrasive wear is only significant at the low
loads. If particle size is smaller than surface finish, the hump in the wear curve is
broadened and moved to the fight, and abrasive wear has an effect over a much wider
range of loads.

In summary, the wear calculations developed here indicate some subtle observa-
tions about the parameters affecting ring/cylinder liner wear. lt appears it is always to
the advantage to reduce surface finish asperity height, but the effects of contaminant
panicle size and hydrodynamic film thickness must be considered in terms of their
magnitudes relative to the surface roughness.

D. Tests with the Dripped Oil Supplies

As discussed above, tests were initiated with separated oil supplies, flowing
contaminated oil on one side, and clean oil on the other side of the reciprocating ring
specimen. The results of tests with various slot configurations are illustrated in Figures
17 - 19 below. There still appears to be little advantage to be gained in using any of the
slot configurations over the un-slotted specimen. In general longitudinal slots caused less
wear than circumferential slots of the same width and spacing. The configuration with the
smallest width and largest spacing slot gave the lowest wear results. It seems apparent
that, in the configurations tested in this program, if there were any effect of channeling
and diluting of contaminant, it is overshadowed by the negative effects of putting slots in
the cylinder surface (increased relative load on remaining surfaces). To reduce these
effects, a configuration which involves slots over only a small portion of the ring contact
area wotild be more appropriate.

• The effects of slot configurations on channeling and flow of lubricant in the wear
zone might also be deduced from information on the shape of the wear profile on cylinder

. wear specimens. Figures 20, 21 and 22 are wear scar profiles taken on specimens without
slots, with circumferential slots and with longitudinal slots respectively. The characteristic
shape of the wear scars is to have deep depressions at each end corresponding to the
location of ring reversal points. This was characteristic of tests with the contami-
nant/lubricant bath as weil, but the asymmetry of the wear scars is a unique characteristic
of tests with the two dripped supplies (it should be noted in Figures 20 - 22 that the
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contaminated oil was dripped on the right side of the wear path and the clean oil on the
left). As expected, in ali cases wear was higher on the contaminated oil side. The effect
of circumferential slots was to magnify the wear to the point where any hump in the
center or asymmetry was completely wiped out. In order to take the profile with the
circumferentially slotted specimen, it was necessary to fill the slots with a compound. The

. areas where it appears there are large spikes in the surface are probably simply areas
where the compound spilled out of the slots. Other than that roughness, and obviously
the appearance of the slots themselves in the profile, the curve appears fairly smooth.
The longitudinal slots profile showed the characteristic hump in the center and significant
asymmetry, indicating that they do not promote as much mixing and dilution of the
contaminated oil as might be expected.

E. Analysis of Wear Groove Spacing in Circumferential Profiles of Wear Scars

As a separate issue, it has been noted that for most of the tests performed in this
program, the wear scars consisted of long, straight wear grooves oriented parallel to the
direction of ring travel. The width and spacing of these grooves might be an important
parameter, especially if they can be correlated with a characteristic particle size of the
contaminant. With that in mind, an analysis was done using the taly-suff profilometer to
record profiles taken across the wear scars in the circumferential direction. Analyses were
done on two cylinder wear specimens, one of which was worn with an 8.2 micrometer log-
mean particle size, and the other which was Worn with a 27.2 micrometer log-mean
particle size. The two circumferential profiles are shown in Figures 23 and 24. The data
from Figures 23 and 24 was then input into a computer routine to calculate the magnitude
of the real and imaginary parts of the Fourier transform coefficients. Those results are
shown in Figures 25 and 26. In general, the Fourier transform represents the relative
significance of various frequencies present in the wear trace. The x-axis in Figures 25 and
26 can be thought of as starting at zero frequency and increasing as one moves to the
fight. Conversely, the characteristic size starts at its maximum (in this case 1.8 mm) at
the x-axis zero and decreases as one moves to the fight. It is obvious from the two traces
that the predominant groove sizes are on the large end of the spectrum, on the order of
the width of the wear scar itself. This is at least two orders of magnitude larger than the

mean particle sizes. It is also significant that, even though there was a factor of three
difference in the log-mean particle sizes between the two cases, there was little difference
in the location of the predominant spikes in the frequency spectrum. These factors
suggest that there is probably little correlation between the characteristic size of grooves
in the wear scars and the particle size.

IV. DISCUSSION
b

The data presented above and the wear model calculations suggest a wear
mechanism that is dominated by abrasive wear at load conditions typical of the diesel
engine. Further, the magnitude of wear is determined by the concentration of particles
that are in a critical size range, small enough to enter the wear zone, but large enough to
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CIRCUMFERENTIAL PROFILE OF CYLINDER SPECIMEN WEAR SCAR
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contact the two wearing surfaces. In such a scenario, the main parameters determining
the behavioi" of the wear curve are the mean particle size relative to the surface roughness
and hydrodynamic film thickness. This identifies the worst possible wear situation as the
point at which the mean panicle size is equal to the surface roughness + hydrodynamic
film thickness term described in the model above (the model corrects the surface
roughness term for elastic and plastic deformation, but at the low loads in a typical diesel
engine this correction term is probably not significant). Wear mitigation strategies in this
situation are to adjust parameters so that the particle size is either much larger or much
smaller than the surface finish + hydrodynamic thickness term. Common sense dictates
that extremely rough surfaces are going to lead to accelerated adhesive wear, and
extremely large particles are going to cause problems in other parts of the engine, so the
most practical options are to: 1.) try to maintain a moderately large particle size (at least
3 micrometers or so seems practical) while minimizing surface roughness, or 2.) try to
maintain an extremely small particle size (calculations indicate it wc,uld have to be 0.5

• : micrometers or smaller) while maximizing hydrodynamic film thickness. In either case it
is to the advantage to have as smooth a surface finish as possible (it should be
remembered that the critical particle size range in the model above is determined by the
surface roughness, i.e. the smoother the surface, the narrower the range of abrasive
panicle sizes).

In reference to the strategy of machining slots into the cylinder surface, the data
presented here do not show much advantage to any of the configurations tested. The idea
behind that strategy was that, hopefully, slots might enhance hydrodynamic film formation,
promote dilution of the contaminated lubricant and channel wear particles out of the wear
zone. There is evidence that slots do, in fact, enhance hydrodynamic film formation,
although, as shown by the wear model presented above, it is not obvious whether a slightly
thicker film will increase or decrease the wear. There was little evidence that the slots
helped in mixing clean lubricant with contaminated lubricant, however, this might be a
consequence of the fact that the configurations tested here probably did not leave enough
un-machined area to handle the loads. If future work is to be done with slotted cylinders,
they should probably use configurations with slot widths approximately 0.15 mm and
spacings of at least 0.5 mm.

In reference to the strategy of tailoring lube-oil formulation to the coal/water slurry
fueled engine situation, it appears that significant reductions in wear rate might be
possible. While it is difficult to explain on a fundamental basis, the test results presented
here indicate that even the abrasive wear process at lower loads seems to be sensitive to
lubricant formulation. Future tests should probably use a fully formulated oil and the
exact engine materials currently being utilized to obtain a more accurate determination
of that sensitivity.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
.

The conclusions from Task 4 work can be summarized as follows.

• There appears to be a short region of accelerated v:ear at the
- beginning of the Cameron-Plint tests (within the first 15

minutes) which is associated with a "break-in" period. The
"break-in" wear, however, is much smaller in magnitude than
the total wear for two or four hour duration tests.

• There is a significant effect of load on the wear magnitude
and on the trends observed in Task 3. In particular, it was
found that wear is much more sensitive to surface finish at

the lower load conditions than it was at the higher load
conditions used in Task 3. "

• The wear model, which assumed the abrasive wear was
proportional to the number of contaminant particles that
could enter the wear zone, was successful in fitting the
Cameron-Plint data obtained at low-load conditions.

• Based on the wear model assumptions, the parameters
determining abrasive wear characteristics are the mean
contaminant particle size relative to the size of surface finish
asperities, and the hydrodynamic film thickness.

• Profilometer traces indicated that the cylinder specimens with
longitudinal slots were not overly effective in promoting
mixing of clean and contaminated oil supplies separated by
the ring. There was not, any significant wear reduction with
the longitudinal slots.

• Data with the slotted specimens indicates that longitudinal
slots with relatively wide spacing and relatively narrow width
(although the slot width should still be much larger than the
contaminant particle size) resulted in the lowest wear.

• Wear tests with a detergent additive indicate that the additive
• is still effective in reducing wear, even at low-load conditions

where abrasive wear is predominant.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The intent of this report is to discuss and present the results of this program in a
format that could be easily used by engine manufacturers looking for specific
recommendations on wear reduction strategies. The following sections discuss contaminant
particle size, cylinder surface finish, and hydrodynamic film thickness as separate issues.
Specific recommendations are made on the. ;_dealvalues of each of these parameters, and
the tradeoffs that result if those ideal values cannot be attained. The report also discusses
the effects of lube-oil additives and cylinder surface slots. Although the results of this
program are not conclusive enough to make specific recommendations in these areas,
general recommendations are presented, as well as suggestions for future investigations.

II. DISCUSSION

A. Recommendations on Contaminant Particle Size, Surface Finish, and Hydrodynamic
Film Thickness

Previous reports in this program outlined bench wear tests and wear modelling
results, leading to the conclusion that abrasive wear in the piston ring/cylinder liner area
is dependent on the concentration of contaminant particles that are in a critical size range,
small enough to enter the wear zone, but large enough to contact both wearing surfaces.
The maximum wear condition in this scenario occurs when the mean particle size of
contaminant is equal to the sum of surface roughness and hydrodynamic film thickness.
Minimizing wear then becomes a problem of making sure the contaminant particle size is
either much larger or much smaller than the sum of surface roughness and hydrodynamic
film thickness. For example, if the mean particle size is around 3 urn, it should be possible
to hone the cylinder liner so that asperities are at least an order of magnitude smaller (0.3
,m Ra is well within the capabilities of current honing techniques). That order of
magnitude decrease represents two standard deviations from the mean in a distribution with
a 0.5 log standard deviation. The same !ogic would dictate that the hydrodynamic film
thickness should be minimized as weil. It should i_e remembered, however, that the real
engine probably depends on hydrodynamic lubrication at the midstroke of the ring, and at
other places where highly contaminated oil and high ring loadings will not be encountered.
If the mean particle size is much smaller, for example 0.5 ,m, then it may not be possible
to hone the surface asperities significantly smaller than the particles. In that situation, the
only practical approach is to attempt to maximize hydrodynamic film thickness to the point
where the film thickness is much larger than the particles. Film thickness can be increased
by increasing lubricant viscosity, orienting surface finish grooves normal to the ring travel
direction, or introducing slots in the surface (to be discussed in the section below) although
each of these modifications should be carefully considered in terms of their effects on ring
friction, machining costs, blowby, and other issues. In either case, it is still to the advantage
to have the wearing surfaces as smooth as possible because the surface roughness
determines the range of sizes that are causing wear. The specific recommendations that can
be made are summarized as follows:
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• Under ali circumstances it is advantageous to have as smooth

"a surface finish as is economically feasible. Standard honing
practices can reduce surface roughness to around 0.15 _m,
which is sufficient if the contaminant particles are 3 _m or
larger.

• If the particles are large relative to the expected hydrodynamic
film thickness in the engine combustion zone area, then film

• thickness should be maintained at the minimum needed for
sufficient lubrication during the low-pressure parts of the cycle.

• If the particles are smaller than hydrodynamic film thickness,
then options should be considered for maximizing that
thickness.

• If control of the mean contaminant particle size is possible,
particles size should be made either much smaller than the
typical hydrodynamic film thickness (0.5 .m or less would
probably be sufficient), or much larger (3 .m or larger). Of
course, common sense dictates that the particles will cause
problems in other parts of the engine if they are made too
large, so some caution should be used.

lt should be noted that the recommendations listed above depend on knowing what
the hydrodynamic film thickness is in the critical parts of the cycle where the ring is exposed
to high loads and high concentrations of contaminants, lt is not obvious, however, exactly
what those critical parts of the cycle are. In the bench wear tests conducted here, load and
concentration were constant, so hydrodynamic film thickness was simply determined at the
mid-stroke where the velocity was at its maximum. In the engine, ring load and
concentration of contaminants will vary. Without better knowledge, the best condition at
which to calculate film thickness is probably during _e compression stroke, at or some time
soon after the start of injection.

B. Recommendations on Lubricant Formulation

Because of the the complex interactions that can occur, it is impossible to predict
what will happen when various additives (such as the Calcium Sulfonate Detergent) are
added to a fully formulated oil, but the results of this program indicate that the abrasive

,, wear can be significantly reduced by the correct formulation. No specific recommendations
can be made at this time, however, it does seem apparent that the additive which was able
to form a thick coating or film on the cylinder specimen was the most effective in reducing
wear. Perhaps the film was effective in excluding particles from the wear zone, or in
widening the gap between wearing specimens to the point where contaminant particles were
smaller than the size needed to contact both pieces. Further exploration of additive
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formulation might be appropriate as the slurry-fueled engine is more completely developed.
lt is reasonable to expect that the lube-oil formulation would have to be tailored to the
properties of the fuel being used (i.e. coal particle size and ash content).

C. Recommendations on Slots in the Cylinder Liner Surface

Slots in the cylinder surface serve to enhance hydrodynamic film thickness, but it has
not been proven that they promote any significant mixing or dilution of the contaminant
particles on the combustionside of the ring. One thing that has been learned from this
program is that, if there are advantages to be gained from slotted surfaces, the slot widths
and spacings should be configured so that there is not a significant decrease in load-bearing
areas around the slots. Several of the configurations tested here significantly decreased the
load-bearing areas, had a corresponding increase in contact pressure on the remaining
surfaces, and showed a corresponding increase in wear. Longitudinal slot orientation caused
less wear than circumferential orientation, however, it is likely that the longitudinal slots will
also result in the most severe blowby problems.

The dripped oil supplies configuration tests described in the previous Task 4 report
were a significant step closer to real engine conditions, but the existing Cameron-Plint rig
is not capable of simulating the light load conditions and the variation of load conditions
that are present in the engine. Since the Cameron-Plint is not really capable of simulating
the lubricant flow patterns under these conditions, and since the effectiveness of cylinder
slots is highly dependent on lubricant flow at low loads, future testing of slot configurations
should probably be done in an apparatus closer to the real engine geometry, where load
variations are accurately simulated.

III. CONCLUSIONS

Conclusions presented in this report can be _ummarized as follows:

. Cylinder surface finish should be held as smooth as possible,
and everything possible should be done to promote a tight
clearance between the ring and cylinder liner. It is especially
critical that the liner asperities be at least an order of
magnitude smaller than the contaminant particles.

• If contaminant particle size can be controlled, it would be best _'
to maintain it at a moderate size (at least 3 micrometers). As
indicated above, this allows for a surface finish much smaller ,
than the particle size using conventional honing techniques.
The model predicts that wear will continue to decrease as
particle size increases, however, common sense dictates that
there must be a limit at which large particles would begin to
cause problems somewhere else in the system.
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• The model also predicts that wear can be reduced if the
i:ontaminant consists of extremely small particles (much smaller
than the hydrodynamic film thickness). This suggests an
alternate strategy of attempting to reduce particle size while at
the same time increasing hydrodynamic film thickness. In

_, either the case, the idea is to avoid a situation where the film
thickness + surface roughness is approximately the same as the
mean contaminant particle size.

• If hydrodynamic film thickness can be controlled, it is not
obvious how it will affect the wear. In a situation where most

of the contaminant particles are much larger than the film
thickness + surface finish, a thicker film could allow more
abrasive particles into the wear zone. On the other hand, a real
engine depends on having some hydrodynamic lubrication at the
mid-stroke of the ring.

• Despite Cameron-Plint data indicating there is little advantage
to using slots in the cylinder surface, it is still felt that slots in
a real engine might play a constructive role in diluting and
channeling contaminants away from the wear zone. If slots are
to be used, they should be oriented longitudinally, at a relatively
wide spacing (at least 0.5 mm) and using a slot width of 0.15
mm.

• Data presented in this program indicates the wear process can
be extremely sensitive to lube-oil additive formulation. Because
of unknown additive interactions, it cannot be predicted what
would happen if similar additives are added to a fully
formulated oil, but it seems that the magnitude of wear
reductions experienced here warrant some further
exp'erimentation, lt should be possible to tailor the oil
formulation to the coal/water slurry fueled engine application.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over "the past several years, interest has arisen in the development of coal-
fired diesel engines for the purpose of efficiently utilizing the extensive coal reserves
in the United States, and therefore reducing dependence on foreign oil. One process
which is being considered for use in producing clean coal fuel products involves mild
gasification. This process produces by-products which can be further refined and,
when blended with neat diesel fuel, used as an engine fuel. The purpose of this task
was to test a blend of this coal liquid and diesel fuel (referred to as coal-lite) in an
engine, and determine if any detrimental results were observed. This was done by
performing a back-to-back performance and emission test of neat diesel fuel and the
coal-lite fuel, followed by a 500-hour test of the coal-lite fuel, and completed by a
back-to-back performance and emission test of the coal-lite fuel and neat diesel fuel.

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

A. Engine Description

The engine chosen as the test bed in this experiment was the two-cylinder
version of the Electro-Motive Division of General Motors (EMD) 567 locomotive
engine. This engine was chosen specifically because one of the markets for this fuel
is the railroad industry. The two-cylinder engine was used, quite simply, because of
the lower operating costs and fuel consumption and lower repair costs if detrimental
results were observed. The EMD two-cylinder 567 engine was a limited production
research engine built by EMD and designed specifically for research use. The engine
is a two-stroke cycle, blower-scavenged unit with a displacement of 567 cubic inches
per cylinder that produces 215 brake horsepower at 835 rpm. Details of the engine
are presented in Table 1.

ii i i iii i i

Table 1. Engine Specifications
i i i f i,mm

EMD 2-567B
IIII I

Number of Cylinders 2 4'

Displacement (cu. in./cyl.) 567

Bore and Stroke (in.) 8.5 x 10 -

Rated Speed (rpm) 835

Rated Brake Horsepower 215

Compression Ratio 16.1

Cycle .. 2

Iniection System • Unit Injector ....
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The 567 series engines were produced and used by the railroad industry in 6, 8-, 12-,
and 16-cylin'der configurations. The engine is loaded by a DC generator and the
power is absorbed by a resistive load grid, water cooled for heat dissipation.

B. Engine Test Cycle

The engine was operated at conditions that simulated the notch operation of
a locomotive. Locomotive engines operate only at specified speed/power combina-

• tions defined by throttle positions or "notches." Since the power output and speed
are constant at each notch position, the fuel consumption rate is also constant and
can be defined for each position. EMD engines in locomotive service operate at eight
power producing notches. There are also idle and, in some locomotives, low idle
operating positions. To facilitate fuel testing, the positions were redefined in terms
of speed and load combinations (see Table 2).

i T f ,,, , i i ',

Table 2. Engine Speed and Fuel Flowrate Combinations
, ' J,, ' i i '" ,, ,

Engine Speed Fuel Flowrate
Notch Position (RPM) (kg/hr) Typical BHP

iii II il

8* 835 40.8 207

7 755 34.0 178

6 675 27.2 149

5 585 20.4 114

4 515 15.0 77
,,,

3 425 9.5 47

2 345 5.4 20
,i

1 285 3.6 8
,

Idle 285 2.5 0
,t ' ' '

* Notch 8 of the schedule represents rated speed and load of the

. engine. Ali other positions represent Part-load conditions.

Fuel rate for the two-cylinder EMD 567 research engine was taken as 1/8 the
typical values for the 16-cylinder 567 C with 16:1 compression ratio pistons. Unlike
revenue service locomotive engines, the two-cylinder engine is equipped with a
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pneumatic governor that permits infinite variations of both speed and load.
However, during testing the engine was operated only at the speeds and fuel
consumption rates corresponding to the notch schedule presented in Table 2.

Performance data was corrected to standard ambient conditions in ali cases.
Factors defined by EMD were applied to correct performance to 60" F and 29.9 in-
Hg. Engine test data have shown the engine manufacturers recommended factors to
provide the best correlation for correction.

C. Engine Instrumentation

The test engine was instrumented to monitor engine speed, power output and
pressures and temperatures throughout the lubricating, cooling, intake and exhaust
systems. Smoke density was measured using the Bosch method. A Micro-Motion
mass flowmeter provided a continuous mass fuel flow rate measurement.

Engine instrumentation was connected to a low-speed data acquisition system.
In addition to monitoring pressures and temperatures, the computer system also
monitored alternator voltage and amperage output, the Micro-Motion voltage signal
and engine speed. A computer averaging routine was employed for ali performance
measurements. During the performance tests, signals were recorded once every five
seconds for approximately 20 minutes to provide a total of 250 data sampling
readings. The 250 readings were averaged and the power output, thermal efficiency,
mean effective pressure, and brake specific fuel consumption were calculated based
on these averages. This procedure accounted for periodic oscillations in power
output and fuel consumption rate and resulted in an accurate fuel consumption
measurement.

D. Test Procedure

The study began with a tear-down and reassembly of the engine power packs
(pistons, rings, and liners) for baseline measurement. Ring and liner measurements
were performed using standard measurement instruments. Two new fuel injectors
were "pop. tested" for conformation of integrity and installed in the engine. Next, a
nine hour baseline neat diesel fuel performance, economy, and emission test at all
eight throttle notches (and idle) was performed.

B

Next, in order to evaluate the affects of the test (coal-lite) fuel, the engine was
purged with the test fuel and a nine hour performance, economy, and emission test
run using the test fuel. Data was recorded at each notch position. Upon completion
of the performance test, the 500 hour durability test was performed. This test

. consists of 250 two-hour cycles at Notch 8, 5, and idle. During the durability test,
performance data was recorded at Notch eight only. Emissions measurements were
not taken during the durability test. Following the 500 hour test, another nine hour
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performance, economy, and emission test using the test fuel was conducted in order
to assess any performance loss as a result of engine wear. These results were
compared to the pre-500 hour test fuel run.

The final engine test was performed using neat diesel fuel for a comparison
to the baseline test.

Upon completion of the engine tests the engine power packs were removed
, and disassembled for inspection and measurement. Photographs were taken to

visually record engine wear and carbon deposition. Engine wear was assessed based
on a comparison to the initial measurement and visual inspection. The fuel injectors
were again "pop tested" to check for injector dribbling. After which, the injectors
were disassembled and inspected and measured.

III. FUELS

The fuels used for this evaluation were neat diesel fuel and the coal-lite liquid.
The neat diesel fuel was a commercially available No. 2 diesel. Chemical analysis
of the fuels are presented in Table 3.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Performance Tests

The performance test results for ali four performance tests are shown in
Figures 1 through 5. Basically, there is very little difference between ali the fuels.
During the tests, horsepower was held constant as indicated in Figure 1. Therefore,
there also should not be any differences in BMEP as shown in Figure 2. Because
horsepower was held constant, any performance differences encountered as a result
of the fuel differences would be detected in fuel consumption, BSFC, and possibly
thermal efficiency.

Shown in Figure 3, is a plot of fuel consumption for each notch position. For
the most part, fuel consumption was approximately the same for Notches 1 through
5. At the higher notches, fuel consumption varied. At Notch eight, the first coal-lite
test fuel consumption was 4 percent greater than the first baseline. This increase in

" fuel consumption could be a function of two factors. Shown in Figure 4, thermal
efficiency at Notch eight for the first coal-lite test was 3 percent less than the first

. baseline. This is a function of how efficiently the combusted fuel (heat) is converted
into work, and partially accounts for the increase in fuel consumption. The other
one percent difference ismost likely a result of the 1 percent lower heating value of
the fuel as shown in Table 3. The combined effect of a lower heat of combustion
and reduced thermal efficiency will account for the increased fuel consumption.
Notch eight was used as the example here, however the same conclusion can be
drawn for the other notches where the difference was significant.
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Also shown at Notch eight (Figure 3), is a roughly 2 percent increase in fuel
consumptiofi for the post 500-hour coal-lite test. The immediate question asked is
why this differs from the first coal-lite test (4 percent increase). The explanation
here is not quite as clear however, it is suspected that throughout the 500-hour test,
the engine was continuing to seat in the rings and liners and that motoring friction

• was higher for the pre 500-hour tests. This would result in greater fuel consumption
at the start of test for both fuels when compared to the end of test (500 hours)
results_ and in fact, that is what was observed.

Finally, shown in Figure 5, is a plot of BSFC verses notch position. BSFC is
determined by dividing fuel rate by horsepower. Specific fuel consumption is a
comparative parameter that describes how efficiently the engine converts fuel into
work. BSFC comparisons are preferred to thermal efficiency because all parameters
are measured in standard and accepted units: time, horsepower, and mass. In any
case, both thermal efficiency and BSFC indicate how efficiently the engine is working
and the trends shown in Figure 5 (BSFC) are the same as those shown in Figure 4
(thermal efficiency).

B. Emissions Tests

The Department of Emissions Research of Southwest Research Institute
(SwRI) performed steady-state gaseous and particulate emission tests on the engine
using both fuels. The tests were performed before and after the 500-hour engine
durability test of the coal-lite fuel. This report section summarizes the emissions test
procedure and gives a detailed listing of the emission results as well as a composite
emissions factor comparison of the baseline diesel fuel and the coal-lite fuel.

Gaseous Emission M_a,,suremenl

Gaseous emission measurements during each steady-state test condition were
obtained by sampling raw exhaust following procedures detailed in 40 CFR Part 86,
Subpart D. Exhaust gases were analyzed for unburned hydrocarbons (HC), carbon
monoxide (CO), oxides of nitrogen (NOx), carbon dioxide (CO2), and oxygen (02).
Hydrocarbons were measured by a heated flame ionization detector (HFID) unit
built to specifications given in SAE Recommended Practice J215. Carbon monoxide
and carbon dioxide were measured by a non-dispersive infrared (NDIR) analyzer in
a system that conforms to SAE Recommended Practice J177a. Oxides of nitrogen
were measured using a chemiluminescent analyzer.

Ib

Sulfur dioxide (SO2) mass emission rates were also determined for the EMD
2-567B engine. The exhaust of SO 2 in the diesel exhaust was measured as sulfate
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using an ion chromatograph following EPA procedures 1. SO2 exhaust samples were
collected in'two glass bubblers, each containing 3 percent hydrogen peroxide. The
temperature of the absorbing solution was kept at 0*C by means of an ice water
bath. The bubbled samples were analyzed on an ion chromatograph and compared
to standards of known sulfate concentrations. The measured SO 2mass concentration

• in the exhaust were then compiled with the measured engine exhaust flow rates to
compute the mass emission rate of SO 2.

• Particulate Emissign M_osurement

Particulate measurements during each steady-state test condition were
obtained using a "splitter" dilution system. The splitter system splits off a portion of
the total raw exhaust flow and mixes it with dilution air. Mixing occurs in a dilution
tunnel prior to sampling the mixture for particulate. The stainless steel dilution
tunnel used for this work was 20 centimeters (8 inches) in diameter and approxi-
mately 5 meters (15 feet long). Particulate mass samples were collected on dual 47-
mm Pallflex T60A20 fluorocarbon-coated glass fiber filters (primary and backup).
Dilution air and the split-off portion of the total exhaust were regulated such that
the maximum temperature at the filter sample zone was 52 °C (125 *F). Ali filters
were weighed in a temperature and humidity controlled chamber to ensure
consistency of results.

Emission Test Results

Mass emission rates of HC, CO, NOx, particulates, and SO2 were computed
using the raw gaseous emissions measurements, the particulate tunnel flow data along
with the particulate filter weight gain, and the engine air flow, fuel flow, and power
output data. For the test performed in this program, the power output (bhp) at each
notch position was held constant and observations of the mass flow rate of the fuel
were made.

Individual emission test results for each test point are given in Appendices A-
D. Included are the baseline pre 500-hour baseline test on diesel fuel (Appendix A),
the pre 500-hour test on the coal-lite fuel (Appendix B), the post 500-hour test on
the coal-lite fuel (Appendix C), and the final post 500-hour test on the baseline
diesel (Appendix D).

A summary of the NOx mass emission rates are shown in Figure 6. Note that
ambient air temperature and humidity are known to affect internal combustion
engine exhaust emissions. NOx is especially sensitive to these factors, and as a
result, NOx correction factors are commonly used to adjust observed NOx results to
standard conditions. For this project, SwRI has reported NOx values corrected to:

1 "Analytical Procedures for Characterizing Unregulated Emissions from Vehicles Using
Middle-Distillate Fuels" EPA Interim Report EPA-600/2-80-0068, 1980.
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1. 85"F engine intake air temperature,

2. 75 grains of water per pound of dry air humidity.

The engine intake air temperature correction factor and humidity correction
factor vary with measured fuel/air ratio (i.e. engine load). These correction factors
are used for EPA 13-mode steady-state testing and are referenced in 40 CFR,
Subpart D 86.345-79. The NOx values shown in Figure 6 and Appendices A-D are

" the corrected values.

Figures 7, 8, 9, and 10 give summaries of the measured mass emission rates at
each notch position for carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, particulatesl and sulfur
dioxide, respectively.

A duty-cycle based weighting procedure was used in determining composite
brake specific emissions. The weighting factors used in determining composite
brake-specific emissions are typical of a locomotive line-haul duty cycle, and are
fairly representative of locomotive operations through out the U.S.; with
approximately 10 percent of the time spent at rated conditions (Notch 8) and a
significant amount of time (55 percent) at idle. The remainder of the time is spent
distributed over the other throttle notch positions. Table 4 shows the un-weighted
and weighted emission results, as well as the composite weighted brake specific
exhaust emissions expressed in g/bhp-hr.

The composite brake specific emissions for the EMD 2-567B operating on both
baseline ASTM 2D diesel and the coal-lite fuel are summarized in Table 5.

C. Wear Results

Engine wear was assessed based on visual inspection and physical wear
measurements. Wear measurements were taken according to the standard EMD
dimension sheets. Sheets 1 through 26 are presented in Appendix C. Generally, in
500 hours of operation, wear in this class of engine should be at the lower limits of
measurable range. Measurable range using classical measurement tools is typically
0.001" or greater. Therefore, wear reported less than 0.001" can be considered
beyond the range of measurement accuracy. However, wear greater than 0.001" for
this engine can be considered significant.

- Of particular interest, when evaluating alternative fuels, is the ring and liner
wear. These surfaces are normally the first to show signs of abnormal wear with
undesirable fuels. As shown, on dimension sheets 13, 14, and 21, 22, the wear was
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ii ,u,

Table 5. Weighted Composite Brake Specific Emissions Summary
for the EMD 2-567 Locomotive Engine

II Composite (_(bh_.hr) a

ro00-  so,oe Ii
Pre 500-Hour • Coal-Lite ] 1.26 1.6 3.3 15.3 2.8

II
i

Post 500-Hour" Coal-Lite ] 1.36 1.4 1.9 14.7 3.0

Post 500-Hour • Baseline 2D 1.41 1.1 2.6 15.0 1.5

EPA Hear}, Duty Diesel Std." 1994 0.1 1.3 15.5 5.0 NA

Proposed Off-Highway California
8 Mode" 1995 0.4 1.0 N.A. 6.9 N.A.

• 2000 0.16 1.0 N.A. 5.8 N.A.
,, ,

significant on the piston and liner of the left cylinder. Wear on the piston of 0.002",
and on the liner of 0.0057" is considerably greater than normal. Additionally, the
wear area was visually detected, as shown in Figure 11.

Although the wear on the left piston and liner was significant, it does not
mean that the wear was induced as a result of running the coal-lite fuel. In fact,
other evidence indicates that the wear was not fuel related. This is substantiated by
examining the right cylinder piston and liner. Wear here was below the measurabie
range as expected in 500 hours. Additionally, none of the other components
measured indicated significant wear as shown on the dimension sheets (Appendix E).

Except for the left cylinder, visual inspection of ali engine components did not
indicate any abnormal wear condition. Photographs of the components inspected are
presented in Appendix F. Visually, varnish deposits were observed on the injector
needle assemblies (see photographs Appendix F). In fact, it was somewhat difficult
to remove the needle from the bore due to the varnish deposits. The deposits did
not inhibit engine operation but were unusual for 500 hours operation.
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V. DISCUSSION

This test was preformed in order to evaluate the performance and emissions
of the coal-lite fuel as compared to neat diesel fuel and to determine if any
detrimental wear would be observed after 500 hours of operation.

A. Performance Tests

The performance results indicated that, operationally in the medium-speed
diesel engine, the fuel functioned well. No problems were encountered with starting,
knock, or general engine operation. However, due to the lower heating value of the
fuel and lower thermal efficiency observed, a fuel efficiency penalty of approximately
2 to 4 percent can be expected at the higher notch operation (Notches 5 to 8). The
thermal efficiency penalty could be a result of a slower burn duration of the coal-lite
fuel. Therefore, if this is the case, some of the penalty might be recovered by
advancing the injection timing. This would have to be determined experimentally.

B. Wear Tests

In 500 hours of operation on medium-speed diesel engines, wear measurements
can only determine if the fuel tested was catastrophic to the engine. Typically, the
wear should be undetectable. Therefore, if wear is measured, then it can be assumed
that the fuel is unsatisfactory and should not be consumed for fear of subsequent
engine destruction. In this case, significant wear was detected in the left cylinder.
The level of this wear, if fuel induced, would condemn the fuel for use in this engine.
However, since this level of wear was not detected with any other components it can
be assumed that the wear was a function of defective components or the rebuild and
not a function of the fuel consumed.

Of some concern is the varnish deposits on the fuel injection components.
After 500 hours, the injectors were still functioning properly however the needles
were stuck in their bores. Some question exists if this would present a problem with
unsatisfactory operation after additional hours of operation.

C. Emissions Tests
e,

Based on the limited emissions tests performed on the EMD 2-567B engine,
it appears that the coal-lite fuel blend tested did not significantly change the
normally regulated exhaust emissions. The only significant difference detected in the
measured exhaust emissions was SO 2, where the weighted composite brake specific
emissions of SO 2 were approximately two times higher on the coal-lite fuel as
compared to the baseline diesel fuel. However, this result was not unexpected, as
the fuel sulfur content of the coal-lite fuel blend was approximately twice that of the
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baseline diesel fuel. (It should be noted that SO 2 emissions are not regulated for
mobile sources.)

In general, locomotive engine emissions are not regulated is the U.S. The only
possible exception to this are the various visible smoke standards in several areas.
However, the California Air Resources Board has recently began to study locomotive

" exhaust emissions, and regulations are anticipated within the next few years for
engines built before 1990. At the national level, Congress, through the Clean Air

. Act Amendments of 1990, instructed the EPA to study locomotive exhaust emissions
and to promulgate regulations by 1995. Those regulations would apply to new
engines built since 1990.

Although the EMD 2-567B engine used in this study is representative of a
large number of locomotive engine currently operating in the U.S., the 567 engine
design is now two generations old. Significant improvements to the engine design
have been incorporated to both significantly improve fuel economy and to reduce
exhaust emission levels. Today's state-of-the-art locomotive engines have NO x levels
of approximately 8-10 g/hp-hr and particulate levels on the order of 0.15-0.25 g/hp-
hr. Given the promising performance, wear and emission characteristics of the coal-
lite in this limited testing on the EMD 2-567B engine, further evaluations may be
warranted on full scale locomotive engines. This testing could involve performance
and emissions testing on SwRI's 12-cylinder locomotive engines. These engines, an
EMD 12-645E3B, and a GE 12-7FDL, are each rated at 2,500 bhp, and are
representative of the majority of the existing locomotive fleet in North America.
However, these engines are themselves one generation old, and do not incorporate
all of the improvements of today's new locomotive engines. In addition to further
12-cylinder locomotive engine tests, a controlled long-term field study of the coal-lite
fuel blend may be considered to evaluate the in-service characteristics of the fuel.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

After 500 hours of operation, performance and wear measurements made on
the engine as a result of running on coal-lite fuel did not indicate that the fuel was
catastrophic. However, varnish deposits on the fuel injectors should be monitored.
If used in rail operation, the coal-lite fuel should be used in controlled field tests for
one year until longer term results can be observed. The coal-lite fuel did not

, significantly change the normally regulated exhaust emissions, but did significantly
increase SO 2 emissions because of its higher sulfur content.
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; GASEOOSand/0rPARTICULATEEKISSIOIIS
IDLE

PROJECT03-2681-809 PROGRAM: I_DI6B

rr,ST II0. RI_IlO.9 TESTDATE 1/31/91 BA_IiI_ 29.55III.HG.
I]IGIKIDDFLEHD2-567B DIESEL DF-2 BOI(IDITY26.71(;_AIIlSII20/LB.AIR
TESTCELLLOOOLAB _ lD.26 12ENO.15 I_IG.12EID. 0
H_ 1.758 SA]_LETI_ 20x20 .00HDI. _ TI_ 47-,,30.00Mlll.
BLOWn(DOFFS47666. B_ T_IP.DEG.P 59. _AS. EXH.IIOW,LB/I_II16.34
OBS.POWE_,BIP .0 FUELI%OW,I,B/I_I .09 AIRFLOW,_/Iml 16.25

" I/EI]RO_IOII BIX)WBIMOPA_TIOII

T_IP DILZTPEE_. DIFF.PMZS. _ PKE_. DIFF.IrBSS. _ TZXP
DEG.F IN. 1120 lH. 1t20 Iii. _ IN. 1320 DEG.F
68. .53 4.600 II.00 15.00 96.
67. .53 4.550 ii.00 15.00 95.
67. .53 4.600 11.00 15.00 94.
69. .53 4.600 ii.00 15.00 95.
69. .53 4.600 11.00 15.00 95.
68. .53 4.600 ii.00 15.00 95.
66. .53 4.500 II.00 15.00 93.

I,m ,n.,m414.o._e ,m.,IDIN,HN',"I,O _ _ ,,NI,4_,_IJ'_O"

AVERAGE68. .53 4.579 II.00 15.00 95.

L_ VOL,SCF 7230.9 LFEEt.SS,I,B.545.3 BI/)WI_+ 47u VOL,SCF 7497.0 BLOW_+ 47n I_3S,LB563.3
LFE_ SC_ 241.02 LFEFLOWLB/IiIIi18.11 BIX)W_+ 47n flOWSC_ 249.88 BLOk'n+ 47U flOWLBIKDI18.78

F/ADRY,IFAS.0058 F/ACLLC .0045 F/APC'T,_ "22.1 •

FILTI_DiTE

FILTI_ _LE VOL. AVG.SAI(PLESYS. WEIGHTGAIN HG/SCT
_SITIOtt HU_I_ STDoCU.FEET TEHPDEGF _ILLI(;kAE_ OFSAMPLE

1 P47-33&54 22.699 59. 3.334 .147
2 P47-35&36 22.719 59. 3.219 .142

P_ICOL_E _/ZULTS

AVG.S_U(PLEZONETEll,DEGF 95. DILUTIONFACTOR28.177
SPLITEXHAUSTVOL,SCF(S_),I,B/l(Bi266.1( 7.54), .67

PLITI_ COIICZ]iT_TIONDIEXHAUST
FILTER CON_IOII, KG/SCI(HG/SC_) COIiCEIIT_TIOIIHOLTIPLI_ G/li_ G/I[P-KR

. P47-33&34 4.139(146.135) 1.2413 54.011 .000
P47-35&36 3.992(140.970) i.2402 52.102 .000

ZKISSIOII_SULTS

G/m_ G/m_-_R COSC.

Be 37.039 .ooo hT. P_
CO 34.829 .000 64. PP_
lDX 116.333 .000 131.P_
IDX,COER 99.721 .000
C_2 O. .93 PCr
02 19.32PCT
lDXCOI_£CTIOHFACTOR .8572 WI_OOILR£CTIOHFACTOR .9909
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GISZOOSand/orPI_ICULtTZEIlSSIOIIS
ml

03-2681-809 _ . _M)I6B

TESTK). mi _. 8 TESTDE._ 1/31/91 _ 29.55 II.HG.
_GIIE nODZI,_D 2-567B DIESELDF-2 H_ID1T/ 25.08_ H20/LB.tI_
TEST(:EILLO_ LAB IV_IEL_. 26 IAEa. 15 ENG.LYE.. 0
ECt 1.758 Sj_r_TI_ 20x20 .00mTn. SaYLETIH 471 30.00III.

O0O]_ 47682. _ TEIP.DEG.F 61. _. EIH.l_ll,U_/III16.36
OBS.PO_]_,BHI) 8.3 FUELl_Oii,LB/l[_ .13 ETl _Oii,LB/HI]i 16.23

IM_ T_P _ PUSS. DIFF.I_SS. _ PIESS. DIFF._. TOMI_TEIqP
DEG.F II._0 II._ II.1120 II.H20 DEG.F
69. .55 4.850 11.00 15.00 101.
70. .55 4.850 ii.00 15.00 I01.
69. .55 4.830 II.00 15.00 1Oi.
70. .53 4.850 11.00 15.00 I01.
71. .55 4.$50 II.00 15.00 102.
71. .55 4.850 II.00 15.00 102.
71. .55 4.830 II.00 15.00 I01.

_ _ _--_-_---- _e_mmNm_neo_ _L_ _------_--

AV_GE 70. .55 4.844 11.00 15.00 101.

LF[VOL, S_T 7567.2 L_ l_3S,/_. 568.6 _(X(E]_+ 471mVOL,SC_ 7467.4 _ + 471mLI_,U_ 561.1
LI_ _ SC_ 252.23 I/_ _ L_/]_I]I18.95 _ + 47m _ SC_ 248.90 _ . 471m_ U_/_I_18.70

F/ADRY,_ .0082 F/A_ .0066 FIAPC/,_S -19.9

YIL_2ItDATA

_ILI_ _ _OL. ),VG._ S_S. _EIG_GtI]l _G/S_
POSITION _ STD.C0._ TZM1)DEG_ KILI/GIJ_ OF

1 P47-29&30 21.448 64. 6.477 .302

2 P47-31&32 21.478 64. 6.193 •288

P_I'ICOI_T_ItESUL_

AVG.SJ_r_ZOR T_P,DEGF I01. D]IUTI011FACI'OIt******
SPLITEXHAUSTVOL,St'T(_), L_/][]] *****(*****) , ****

_ILT_ _0_, IG/SCF(_G/S]) (_J(:]_IT_ITIO_J_r£PLIE_ G/_ G/__'_
P47"29i30 ******* (*******) ******* ******* *******
P47-31i32 *******(*******) ******* ******* *******"

EIIISSI_ _S

_ut _/m_mt cosc.

iIC 40.034 4.853 152.
co 45.421 5.50_ 86. pp.
llOI 174.091 21.102 202.P1_
JlOI,CO_l_148.042 17.944
002 1065. 1.37I_T
02 18.44
mi O0_CTIOXFICTOR .8504 WETC0_CTIONFACTOR .9871
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: GASEOUSand/0rPARTICULATEEHISSlONS
MOTCH2

PROJECT03-2681-809 PROQAM - UDI6B

TEST10. RUM MO. 7 TESTDATE 1/31/91 _n 29.54_.HG.

ENGINEMODELDID 2-56_ DIESEL DF-2 HUNIDITY 25.56GEt_$ H20/_. AIR

TLRTCELLLOCOlJ_ TUIOIELMO. 26 LFE ilO.15 ENG.MEMO. 0

HCI_ 1.758 SAIIP_TIIIZ20x20 .00MIM. SAMPLETI_ 47mm 30.00IUH.

BIZ)WE_COUNTS 47674. BLOId_TDIP.DEG.F 63. K_S. EXL _OW,LB_IIM 21.53

OR. POWEr,BlIP20.0 FUELIq_,LB/MIM .20 AIR FLOW,_/]I_ 21.33

- LFE IJlFODIATIOH _ IHFORIIATIUM OTHER

IN/'fTEE_ INLETPRESS. DIFF.PEZSS. IIILPfP_. DIFF._. TUIOIELTDIP

DEG.F Ill.H20 IN.H20 IN.H20 Ill.H20 DEG.F

72. .48 4.590 11.00 15.00 114.

72. .48 4.590 11.00 15.00 114.

72. .48 4.590 11.00 15.00 114.

72. .48 4.590 ii.00 15.00 114.

71. .48 4.570 II.00 15.00 113.

71. .50 4.550 Ii.00 15.00 113.

71. .50 4.550 II.00 15.00 113.
ooe_mm, m _ ,wereemwa4w,lnamlm _ _ ,,mNNl_m,m.i_m

AVENGE 72. .49 4.576 11.00 15.00 114.

LI_ VOL,SCF 7132.6 LFE _S,LB. 535.9 BLOW_ + 47miVOL,SCF 7433.9 BLO_In+ 47u MASS,LB 558.6
_ SC_ 237.75 LI_ FLOWLB/]ffll17.86 BL(NE_+ 47mm_ _ 247.80 _ + 47mmFLOWLB/MI_18.62

F/A DRY,_ .0094 FIACALC .0080 F/A Pr'T,_£S "14.6

FILT_ DATA

FILT_ S_3PLEVOL. AVG.SA_ S¥5. WEIGHT_ MG/SCF

t_SITION MU_B_ STD.CU.FEET TE_ DE(;F lllLI/(;_S OF SA_LE
I P47-25&26 21.422 65. 6.160 •288
2 P47-27&28 21.412 65. 5.949 .278

PAI_ICULITE_ULTS

AVG.SAMPLEZO_ TDIP,DEC F 114. DILUTIO_FACTOR24.675

SPLITEXHAUSTVOL,SCF(SEM),LB/KI_ 301.3( 8.53), .75

PAErlCULATECOMC_ION IN EDIAUST
FILTEX CONC_TIOM, MG/S:_(_G/S_) _'ZNT_IOM M_TIPLIE_ G/HI G/_-KR

P47-25&26 7.095 (250. 542) I.1519 121.981 6.099

" P47-27&28 6.856(242.072) 1.1524 117.858 5.893
_I0_ ]_S_T$

_.._z_--_ _ _ _ _----

G/HR GIHP-H_ COMC.

HC 53.297 2.665 164.PI_C
CO 58.494 2.925 90.P_
MOX 294.835 14.742 278.PIll

MOX,CO_ 257.184 12.859
CO2 659. 1.67pcr

02 18.07Pc?

MOx CO_F.CTIONFACTOR .8723 WET CORJ_CTIONFACTOR .9845
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GAS_0_Sand/or PAI_C_TE _I_IO_

F_T 03-2681-800 _ = EID16B

TL_TmO. R_I(_. 6 TESTDATE1/31/91 _ 29.54 II.HG.
DIGI]IERODELEID2-567 DIESEL Vg-2 IKnIIDITY29.37GIU]B Ii20/_. II_
TZSTCZLLLOCO_ TOII]IEL)K).26 LI_ ilO. 15 ENG.l,n_. 0
HCI 1.758 SARP'_TI_ 20X20 .00 MI_I. _ TI3Z 4711 30.00lml.

_ 47656. _ TDIP. DEG.F 66. I[F_. Eta. tI_,LB/][[]I 27.80
0_. POiI_,BHP47.0 Iq_ELilOW,LB/_ .35 II]il%Oii,iB/II]l 27.45

LFEIFFOIIATIOll BLOMRIlffOIDULTIOll _
==_, - -:::: ....: ::: _ --::::: :::: =======================

I_ T_ _ FJ_S_. OlIT.FLOSS. _ FJ_SS. OIiT.F_SS. _ TZ_
DEG.F II.1120 iW.I]20 Ill.I]20 I]I.E20 DEG.F
72. •45 4.300 11.00 15.00 122.
72. •45 4.300 11.O0 15.00 122.
71. .44 4.300 11.00 15.00 122.
71. .46 4.300 11.00 15.00 122.
71. •47 4.300 ii.00 15.00 122.
71. •45 4.280 II.00 15.O0 122.

AVE]_GE71. .45 4.297 11.00 15.00 122.

i}_VOL,SCT 6723.0 Li__,LB. 505.2 BLO_iE]I+ 47Q VOL,StF 7387.3 B_ + 47u RASS,LB555.1
LFEFLOWSCFI224.11 LFE_ LE/]Jill16.84 BU31E]I+ 47m,_ _ 246.26 BSO_E]I+ 471 _ LB/I[I](18.50
F/A D]IY,liKES.0127 F/ICALC .0104 F/APtf,REES -17.9

FILTZ]IDATA

FILT_ _ VOL. AVG._ SYS. WEIGHTtj/If MGISCF
FOSITIOII _ STD.@.Y_ T_ D_GI' _ILLIG_ OF S_

1 P47-21&22 21.533 63. 4.854 .225
2 P47-23&24 21.503 63. 4.697 .218

PA_TIC_TE_.SULTS

AVG._ ZOl_T_, DEGF 122. DILOTIOIIFACTOI11.120
SLIT Fa_UST_L,SCF (SC_),U_/II]i 664.4( 18.81), 1.66

PAErICUIATECOI_CEFI_TI_II_EXHAUST
FILTE_ COMCE]_IOI, llG/SC_(]IG/SC]I) COJ_TIO_ I_TIPLI_ G,_ G/BP-_
P47-21&22 2.507( 88.507) .5164 55.635 1.184
P47-23&24 2.429( 85.763) .5171 55.911 1.147

::::::----:_ - ::_:-----

cosc.

Hc 57.498 1.23 132.mc
CD 58.966 1.255 68. PFR
_OI 597.133 12.705 422. I_
IJOI,CO_ 520.189 11.068
C02 491. 2.19PCr
02 17.31PCT
MX CO_2/_IOilFACTOR .8711 WETCO_CTION FACTOR .9799
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' GASEOUSand/or PARTICUlaTEEIlISSlOliS
_l_H4

PROJECT03-2681-809 PR(X;RAH= EHD16B

TESTNO. RUII_. 5 TESTDATE1/31/91 BAR(METER29.55 IN.HG.
ENGINENODELDID2-567B DIESEL DF-2 HUIIIDITY25.54 G_tiNSH20/LB.AIR
TL,cTCELLLOCOL_ _ NO.26 LFENO. 15 DIG.LFENO. 0
iI_ 1.758 SAMPLETI_ 20x20 .00 llIN. SMIPLETI_ 471,,, 21.38 l_i.

" _ COONTS33964. B_ TEllP.DEG.F 67. ll_S. EDI. FLOW,_/I[[N 34.24
OBS.POb'ER,BHP77.0 FUELFL_,LB/lllN .54 AIR FL_,LB/HIN 33.70

• LFEI_ODLtTIO_ BtM._ _OD_TIOH OTHER

INLETTDIP INLET1_._. DIFF.P_SS. INLETP_SS. DIFF. I_. _ TEllP
DE(;.F IN. 1120 IN. 1t20 IN. 1t20 IN. i120 DEG.F

73. .52 4.080 11.00 15.00 123.
72. .52 4.080 II.00 15.00 123.
72. .49 4.130 II.00 15.00 123.
73. .51 4.130 Ii.O0 15.00 123.
73. .52 4.150 11.00 15.00 124.
73. •48 4.200 II.00 15.00 123.

om_a_mmm_m mHm4mm_q_mm _ mmo_om_mm mmmm_mJmmm

AV_AGE 73. .51 4.128 11.00 15.00 123.

LFEVOL,St'T4591.9 LFE_S,LB. 345.0 BIL}W_+ 4710tVOL,SC_ 5256.2 BLOWER+ 4711I_S,LB 394.9
12EFLO_SCFI_214.81 LFEFLO_LB/KIN16.14 BLOWER+ 47_m_ _ 245.88 B_ + 471mFLOW_/_I1418.48
F/ADRY,_ .0161 F/A_ .0136 F/APCT,_ -15.6

FILTERDATA
________-_ _ _ _-_--

FILT_ SAMPLEVOL. AVG.SAMPLESYS. WEIGHTGAIN NG/SCF
POSITION NUIBER STI).CU.FEET TDIPDEG_ llILLIG_IS OFSAMPLE

i P47-17&I8 15.154 61. 3.639 .240
2 P47-19&20 15.169 61. 3.505 .231

PAErI_ _L,CULTS

AVG.SA_LE ZONETE_P,DEGF 123. DILUTIONFACTOR7.913
SPLITEX]_USTVOL,SCF(SCH),_/IIN 664.2( 18.81), 2.33

PARTICULkTECONCENTRATIONIN EXHAUST
FILTER CONCEBTRATI_,_G/S_ (I_G/S_) CONC_I_ ELTIPLIER G/_R G_P-I_
P47-17S18 I. 00(67.O991 .52 51.957 .67

. P47-19&20 1.828(64.564) .5217 49.994 .649
DUS_IOHRESULTS

G/n cc.

HC 76.786 .997 147.PI_C
CO 62.036 .806 60. PPll
NOX 1032.552 13.410 612. PPH
NOX,CO_ 892.959 11.597
CO2 468. 2.87IET
O2 16.31Pcr
NOXCORRECTIONFACTOR .8648 WETCORRECTIONFACTOR .9744
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: GASEOUSand/or PAnIC.ATE EMISSIOMS
m5

PK)JECT03-2681-809 _ = EM)16B

TLTf_. R_[ NO. 4 TESTDATZ 1/31/91 _ 29.60 I]J.HG.
NODELDiD 2-567 DIESEL DF-2 H_IDITY 23.35 _aAIE_ E_/I£. AII_

TEST(:_L LOCOLAB TUM_. 26 I_. 15 EIG.IAv_. 0

H(_ 1.758 SAMPLETI_ 20x20 .00IT[II. SAMPI_TI_ 47m 20.70_IN.

BIEb_ CO_TS 32889. BLOb_ _. D_. F 67. ]_S. EXH.Iq_,LB/]IIN 38.26

OBS.l_k_l,BI_114.0 FUELFLOW,LB/K[]I .76 AIR FLO_,I_/IqIN 37.50

IAE II_O]RITIOW BLOb_III[rOI]_TIOg _ -

DEG.F IN._20 IN.H20 IN. H20 DI.H20 DEG.F

72. .55 4.0BO II.00 15.00 123.

72. .55 4.030 11.00 15.00 123.

72. .50 4.100 II,00 15.00 122.

72. .55 4.050 11.00 15.00 123.

72. .55 4.050 11.00 15.00 123.

AVE_G_ 72. .54 4.062 11.00 15.00 123.

LI_ VOL,SCF 4395.6 LFE]I_,LB. 330.3 BLO_ + 4711VOL,SCF 5098.9 BLOb_ + 47_ ]LLqS,LB383.1
LI_ _ SC_ 212.32 LI__ LB/K[N15.% BLOI_ + 47_ lq_ _ 246.28 _ + 47,.,[_,0_LB/HIN18.51

F/A DRY,_ .0203 F/ACk_ .0174 F/A IX_T,IqEAS -14.4

FILT_ DATE

FILT_ SA_LE VOL. AVG.S_Y_E S'/S. RIGHT GAIN I[GISCT

POSITIO_ M_BE_ Sn).CU.FEET TI_PDEG F _ILLIGL_E_ OF SA_LE
1 P47-13&14 14.616 73. 4.810 .329

2 P47-15&I6 14.744 73. 4.028 .273

p_TIC_LeE RESULTS
__- ...... _z-__--

AVG.SA]IP_ZONETE_P,DEG F 123. DII_IO_ FACTOR 7.251 .

SPLITEXHAUSTVOL,SCF(SCH),LB/MI_ 703.2( 19.92), 2.55

PAErI(NLATECO__TIO_ IN EX]_UST
FILTE_ CO_EliTI_TZ_, _G/.SCF(_[GI,SC_) co_c'_rrnT_o_EOLTI_n G/I_ G/EP.-I_
P47-13&14 2.386(84.251) .4%1 72.895 .639

P47-15&16 1.981(69.944) .4918 60.517 .531
ZN3SIO_ _b'ULTS

-.-w__--__ - _------

o:mc.

100.07 174.PPc
co 92..717 . 13
NOX 1693.758 14.858 91g.lq_

|K)X,co_ 1461.542 12.821
CO2 444. 3.69

02 15.30 POT ...
NOX CORRECTIONFACTOR .8629 WET CO]_CTI_ FACTOR .%76
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GASEO{]Sand/orPARTICULATEEMISSIOIiS
NOTCH6

PROJECT03-2681-809 PROGRAM= EMDI6B

TESTID. R_ lD.3 TL_ DATE 1/31/91 BAROIE_ 29.62IN.HG.
_GI]ElDDELI_D2-567 DIESEL DF-2 HU]R'_ITY25.31GRAI]ISH20/LB.AIR
TESTCELLLOCOLAB TUIilIELIlO.26 IREID.15 []G.Ll_lD. 0
HCR 1.758 SAXPLETI_ 20x20 .00I/Iii. SA]iPLETI]_47m 30.01][Hi.

" BLOWnC[X_[TS47669. BLOWnTEHP.DEG.F 67. _LS. EXII.FL_,LB/MIN 43.69
OBS.POIIER,BIIP149.0 FUELFLOW,LB/XIIi .99 AIRFLOiI,LB/HIN 42.70

• IREIIiFORI_fI01 BI/N_INFORI_TION OTIIER

IFL_TT_ _ P_,SS. DIFF. P_,'_. INLETP_-_. DIFF. PRESS. T_HnLT_
DEG.F IN.1120 IN.1120 IN.H20 IN.IRO DEG.F
70. .53 4.050 II.00 15.00 123.
71. .53 4.020 Ii.00 15.00 123.
71. .53 4.030 11.00 15.00 124.
71. .55 4.030 ii.00 15.00 124.
71. .50 4.100 ii.00 15.00 124.
71. .50 4.100 11.00 15.00 i24.
71. .52 4.080 ii.00 15.00 124.

AV_AGE 71. .52 4.059 II.00 15.00 124.

LFEVOL,SCF 6394.1 ]REI/ASS,LB.480.5 BLOIiE_+ 47n VOL,StF 7394.5 B[EiIER+ 47muXASS,LB555.6
LI_FILN_ 213.10 IREFLO_LB/XIN16.01 3_ + 471 FLOWSC_ 246.44 _ + 471a[q_ LB/HII{18.52

F/ADRY,]{EAS.0232 F/ACALC .0195 F/APCT,liFtS "15.9

IqLT]_DATA

FILTI_ SAHPLEVOC. AVG.SAI_P_SYS. WEIGHTCAIN MG/SCF
_SITI_ HU_B_ STD.C_._ TE_PDEGF _ILLIG_MS . OFSAMPLE

I P47-g&lo 20.770 71. 5.925 .285
2 P47-11&12 20.642 71. 5.921 .287

PA_IC_LAT_N_S_LTS

AVG.S_PLE gO_ TEl{P,DEGF 124. DIMEIO_FACTOR7.392
SPLITEXHAUSTVOL,SCF(SC_),LB/_I_1000.4( 28.33), 2.51

PAEIORATECOIiCI_I_TIOIiINEXHAUST
FILTER _TIO_, _/St_ (RG/SO/) COiICDITRATIONKULTIPLIER G/fIR G/IIP-HR

• P47-9&IO 2.109( 74.455) .3559 73.556 .494
P47-11&12 2.120( 74.866) .3581 73.962 .496

_I_lO_ _.g_LTS

HC 126.259 .847 189.PP]lC
CO 126.891 .852 97.PP_
lDX 2375.859 15.945 1113.PI_
IDX,CORR 2120.927 14.234
002 441. 4.14
02 14.55PCr
MX CDRRF/IIqONFACTOR ;8927 WETCORRECTIONFACTOR .9639
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G_IKXL5and/orPARTI(:V_TEI_IS.qIOILS

FR(A_CT03-2681-809 p_I/_ = E](D16B

TESTNO. RUffIlO.2 TESTDL_ 1/31/91 _ 29.63III.EG.
DJGII_NODELEHI)2-567B DIESEL DF-2 HUI[]])ITY24.93GIllIE5I120/_._/]i
T]_T C_L LOCDL_ T_IEL I0. 26 L_IlO. 15 DIG. LYEIlO. 0
EC_ 1.758 _ TI_ 20x20 .O011111. SANPLETI_ 47m 30.00 !III.

_ 47646. _ TEll. DEG.F 66. l?._. I/ZE.tlOlt,LB_lI]! 49.79
OBS.POiln,lgiP178.0 FUELilOW,_/][I]l 1.21 All/FIZ)W,_/IIIll 45.58

LI_ I]_O]_TIOU N_ND_ I_D_TIOI OT_ .,
___.____-_--_=__ _ _-_-z _. ..... _____ _z - _z_-----

I]EETTEIIP IIIL_PIZSS. DlYr.PIESS. filLETP_.SS. DIFF.PIE_. T_IIEL
DE(;.F Iii. 1120 Iii. !t20 Ill. 1120 III. !I20 DEG.F

72. .55 4.100 11.00 15.00 121.
72. .55 4.100 11.00 15.00 122.
71. .55 4.100 11.00 15.00 122.
71. .55 4.050 ii.00 15.00 121.
71. .54 4.000 II.CK) 15.00 122.
71. .55 4.100 11.00 15.00 122.
71. .56 4.050 II.00 15.00 122.

AVE]_G_71. .55 4.071 II.00 15.00 122.

LI_VOL,S(_ 6404.7 LFE][J_SS,LB.481.2 B_ + 47n VOL,SC_ 7408.1 BI/)WE]I+ 4711i[L_,LB556.6
LYE_ _ 213.50 LI__ _I]l 16.04 BbOii_+ 471mYLOil_ 246.95 NgTdE]i+ 47.m_ _/IIli18.56
F/ADRY,][E_S.0250 F/ACALC .0230 F/APeT,_ -7.8

FILT_D_A
___

FILT_ SUIPL_VOL. AVG._ SYS. kl'IGl_ GAIll KG/SCF
POSlTIO_ _E_ Srl).C_.FEET T_P DF,G Y _LLIGIA_ OF

i P47-S&6 20.767 68. 6.432 .310
2 P47-7&$ 20.757 68. 6.474 .312

P_ICVt,LTZIES_LTS
_---± _ __ - -_-

AVG.SUIPLEZOI_TEl/P,DL_F 122. DII2_O_ Fkt"K)R7.383
SPLITEXHAUSTVOL,SCF(SCE),_/][I]i1003.4I 28.42}, 2.51

P_I(_YtATZ CO_Z_T_TIO_IIZ_A_ST
FILT_ COIICEr/_TIOll,RG/SCF(II(;/SCI[) (:OBCEF/lt_IOIiIIULTIPLI_ G/I]_ G/]_I_
P47-S&6 2.257( 80.747) .3555 90.915 .511
P47-7&B 2.303( 81.313) .3557 91.552 .514 ,

Z_ISSIO_ILg_LTS
___-_-c - --- _ _--_--_-------

HC 140.413 .789 202.PPlqC
CD 254.211 I.428 188.PFR
]K)X 2753.695 15.470 1248.PP_
llOX,CD_]I 2360.537 13.261
CD2 452. 4.90PCT
02 13.79PCT
HOXCOI_ZCTIOIIFACTOR .8572 WETCOE_CTIONFACTOR .9576
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GASEOUSand/orPARTICULATEEMISSIONS
_TCH8

PROJECT03-2681-809 P_ - I_DI6B

TESTXO. R_ KO. 1 TESTDATE 1/31/91 _ 29.62IK.HG.

_GI_ K)DELEHD 2-567B DIESEL DF-2 _]_IDITY 29.21G_INS L-_O/LB.AIR

TL_ CELLLOCO LAB TU_EL BO. 26 LFEI0. 15 _G. LFZ_. 0

_:_ 1.758 SA_LE TIME20x20 .00K[H. SAMPLETI_ 47u 30.00_.

" _ CO_S 47673. BLOWn T_P. DEG.F 67. _AS. EXH.IrIJ_,LB/IIN55.92

0_. K_,_ 206.8 _ }IOW,LB/Iq11 1.45 AR I"L_,LB/K_ 54.47

" I_ II[I'OIMATIOII BLO_ IIII'OPA_TIOli
.,..._- _-_ .... _____ -_- _ :.... _z _:_-z_--_: -:__-_: ....

DEG.F Ill._.0 IN.H20 Ill.L"O Ill._20 DEG.F

71. .65 3.950 II.00 15.00 122.

72. .65 3.980 ii.00 15.00 124.

72. .65 3.950 II.00 15.00 124.

72. .65 3.950 11.00 15.00 124.

72. .67 4.000 Ii.00 15.00 124.

73. .66 4.(D0 11.00 15.00 123.

73. .65 3.990 ii.00 15.00 123.

AV_AGZ 72. .65 3.974 II.00 15.00 123.

L_ VOL,StF 6237.2 i_ ]9_S,L_. 468.7 BLO_ + 47,mVOL,SC_ 7394.7 BLO_'_+ 4711_,LB 555.6
LI_ FIEWSC_ 207.91 LI_ FLOWLB/]_][15.62 BLff*'gI[+ 47,m_ _ 246.49 _ + 47n FL_ LB/][I]{18.52

F/_D_,_ .0267 F/A_ .0266 F/A_T, _ -.6

_ILT_ DATE

FII2_ SA][PLEVOL. AVG.SA_I/ S¥S. WEIGHTGAIN ][G/StF

POSITION NU][BEI STD.CU.FEZT TEIIPDEGF ][ILLIG_IS OF SAIIPLE
I P47-1&2 20.444 63. 6.306 .308

2 P47-3&4 20.424 63. 6.473 .317

Pk]tTICULITZ_TS

AVG.SA_r_ ZO_ TEm),DE(;F 123. DILDTIO_FACTOR 6.389

SPUrE_U_ VOL,SC_(Sm),L_/_I_ 1157.5( 32.78), 2.90

PAErI_E _TION I_ EXHAUST
FILT_ CO__TIO_, ][G/SiT(][GlSC_) CO__TION ELTI_IE_ GI_ G/_-_

• P47-1&2 1.971( 69.581) .3125 87.991 .425

P47-3&4 2.015(71.493) .3128 90.410 .437
E_ISSIO__ULTS

....

IIC 157.423 .761 217.PI_C
co 531.231 2.569 379.PP_
_OX 3163.238 15.296 1383.PI_

_OX,COE_ 2743.229 13.265
C02 466. 5.66[X_T

02 12.79PCT

K)X CO_ECTIO_FACTOR .8672 WE'Tool[_.crIO_{FACTOR .9511
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: GASEOUSand/orPARTICULETEENISSIOMS
IDLE

PROJECT03-2681-809 PROG2AII: EIDI6B

TESTNO. R_ NO. 9 TL_TDATE 2/ 4/91 BAIO_I_ 29.26IN.HG.

E_;INEMODEL_ 2-567B DIESEL COALLIQU HUMIDITY61.20(;EtiNSH20/LB.AI/

TET_CELLLO_ I_B TUIqlqELNO. 26 U_K). 15 ENG.LI_NO. 0
HC_ 1.656 SAMPLETI]_20x20 .00NIL SJ_LE TI_ 47m 30.00MIN.

" BLOb'_COUNTS 47620. BLOC'ZRTEMP.DEG.F 73. I_S. EXH.Iq_,LB/lqIN 16.54

0_. I_E_,BHP .0 FUELFLO_,LB/]IIN .09 AIR FLOW,LB/MI_ 16.45

" _E INK)_(ATION _ INI_EqATI_ OTH_
__________-_---- - _ m _ _ --------_-----

INLETTENP INLETl_.Y_. DIFF. 1_.,,_. IE_ PRE_. DIFF. PRESS. TUI_ELTE_
DEG. F IN. H20 IN. I]20 IN. H20 IN. !t20 DEC. F
81. .60 4.600 I0.00 14.00 106.

81. .60 4.620 I0.00 14.00 105.

80. .60 4.600 I0.00 14.00 105.

80. .60 4.600 I0.00 14.00 105.

80. .60 4.600 I0._ 14.00 104.

80. .60 4.600 I0.00 14.00 104.

80. .60 4.600 I0.00 14.00 104.
_ _ __-_------ _m_oo_, --m__- ---

AVerAGE 80. .60 4.603 I0.00 14.00 105.

L_E VOL,SCT 6902.3 LFE _,LB. 518.6 B_ + 47_ VOL,St'T7248.5 BLOb'_+ 47n MA_,LB 544.6
LIvE_ SC_ 230.08 LI__0_ LB/_I_17.29 BLO_E_+ 47_m_0_ St'Tlq241.62 BLO_ + 47n _ I_/KD[18.15

FIADRY,_ .0057 FIACALC .0043 FIA PCT,liEA_ -2t.7

FILT_]_DATA
______ _ _ ___ _-

FILT_ SAII_LEVOL. AVG.SAXPLE SYS. WEIGHTGAIN _GISCF

POSITION NU_BEI STD.CU.FEL_T TE_PDE(;F MILLIG_L_ OF $_PLE

i Pgo-69&70 ." 22.559 68. 5.324 .256

2 I_¢-71&72 22.549 68. 5.169 •229

PIE_I_ ]_._LTS

AVG._ ZONETE_, DEG F 105. DII/TI_ FACTOR20.937

SPLITEXHAUSTVOL,_ (_), LB/KIN 346.2( 9.80), .$7

P_TICUIA_ CO__TIO_ IN EI_UST

FILT_I CONCq_IT_TI_,RG/SCF(MG/SCI{) C01CENT]_II_liULTI_I_ G/H_ G/HI_

PgO-69&70 4.941 (174.477) .9281 65.274 .OOO
I_.71&72 4.800(169.471) .9285 63.401 .000

_IlSSIO_ RESULTS
______ _- _ ___ _ ___-

_/_ _/m_._ ccmc.

_c 43.968 .o_ 157._c
CO 48.824 .000 86. lq_
_OX 112.095 .000 121.PI_

_OX,COE_ 106.862 .000
C02 O. .89Pcr

02 19.20PCT

_OX CO_ECTIO_FACTOR .9533 WET CORRECTIONFACTOR .9904
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GASBO_and/or Ptr/I_E _S,SlO_;
lWl_l

03-2681-809 _ : UD16B
w

TESTE). 2Ull IlO. 8 TESTDITE 2/ 4/91 _[!t'29.25 _.IlG.
IDDD, Dg) 2-567B DT_ COALLI_ ItUIU1)l_ 116.95 Qt]]S IDO/_. t]3

IT.Tr CELLLOCDL15 TUMIEL_. 26 L_. 15 EIG. LI_. 0
ICl 1.656 _ TIlE 20x20 .00 KIN. _ _HZ 47,n, 28.63 Kill.

_ 45450. _ 'L'U[F.DEG. F 75. I_LS. E_. F.DiI,U3/I[Ui 16.00
0_. 1_,_ 8.3 FU_ FLO_,LB/]_ .13 AI]t FLOW,LB/_I 15.87

LR I]FO]m1'IO_ _ _0_ OTHn
__- - _--

DEG.F ]31.1120 Iii.E_O II.120 I]i._0 DEG.F
82. .60 4.800 10.00 14.00 112.
82. .60 4.800 10.00 14.00 112.
83. .60 4.800 I0.00 14.00 111.

82. .60 4.800 I0.00 14.00 III.

$2. .60 4.800 I0.00 14.00 111.

82. .60 4.800 10.00 14.00 111.

82. .60 4.SO0 10.05 14.00 111.

_[_IG_ 82. .60 4.800 10.05 14.00 111.

LR VOL,S_ 6811.1 LR _/_,L_. 511.8 _ + 4711VOL,S_ 6885.9 BLO_E]_+ 47_ _S_,L3 517.4
LR _ _ 237.90 LR _ U_/K_I17.$$ _ + 4711_ _ 240.51 BLOWn + _-in_i LB/KDi 18.07

F/I D_¥, _ .0056 F/_ rJIC .006_ F/I Pr"/, _J_ -21.2

_'_T_ DkTt

FILT_ _ VOL. AVG._ SYS. _(_ _ RG/SCF

I_;ITIO_ _ STD.C_._I_ _ DEG F RILLIQt_ O_ SA_LE
1 P90-65_66 19.9_4 70. 8.271 .414

2 PgO-67&68 19.964 70. 7.930 .397

PI_ICOLL_ _TS

AVG. _ ZOnETEXP, DEGF 111. DE/TI_ rlCTO]t ******
SPLI_ EI_UST VOL,S:F (SOl), L_/]_]! **** ( ****) , ***

PAErlC[_ CO__TI_ II _T
FILT_]_ cDli_Oli, RG/SC_(RG/S(]) CO_:Dfl']tL_ I_TIPLI_ G/_ G/_P-_t
P90.-65166 ****** (*******) ****** ******* ******
PgO-67&68 ****** (*******) ****** ******* ****** *

_SlO_ _S
---- _-- --_-_----

aC 43.466 5.261 169.
CD 54.393 6.553 105.

I0I 164.835 19.951 195.

_I,CD_ 191.510 23.I$0
032 1074. 1.41

02 18.57PCT

_OX COE_L_TIONFACTOR 1.1618 WET COE_C_qO_FACTOR .9541
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•.. GASEOUSand/orPARTICELETEEHISSIO_
_2

PROJECT03-2681-809 P_ - EHD16B

TESTNO. RUNIlO.7 TESTDATE 2/ 4/91 BAROIIETn29.24IN.HG.
ENGINEKODEL_ 2-567 DIESEL COALLIQU HU]IIDITY73.16_ H20/LB__R
TESTCELLLOCOLAB TUHNELMO.26 LFEII0.15 ENG.LFEII0.0
H_ 1.656 SAl_q_TrJlE20x20 .00_. SI]IPLETI_ 471,,28.20Hill.

" _ _ 44781. B_ TZ]IP.DEG.F 78. ]IEIS.EXII.H._,LB/KIN 21.37
OBS.l_il'n,lglP19.3 FUELIR_,LB/]iIH .20 EIRK_,LB/]_I 21.17

INLETTE]IP _ I_.ESS. DIFF.PRESS. INLETPRESS. DIFF.PRESS. _ TEIIP
DEG.F IN.H20 Ill.H20 IN._ IN.H20 DEG.F
84. .55 4.480 I0.00 14.00 123.
84. .55 4.500 I0.00 14.00 123.
84. .55 4.470 10.00 14.00 123.

,. 83. .55 4.430 i0.00 14.00 123.
83. .55 4.430 I0.00 14.00 123.
84. .55 4.460 I0.00 14.00 123.
83. .55 4.480 I0.00 14.00 123.

AVERAGE84. .55 4.464 I0.00 14.00 123.

LFEVOL,SCF 6232.3 _ I_SS,LB.468.3 BLOWER+ 471 VOL,St_ 6744.0 BLO_E_+ 471I_SS,LB 506.7
LIVEFLO_SL'T_220.98 WE IR_ LB/XI_16.60 BLOI_+ 47u FLOWSCTII239.12 BLOW_ + 47u lq_ LB/]IIN17.97

F/ADRY,_ .0097 FIACALC .0080 FIAI_?,_ -17.6

HLTE_D_A

FILTER S_q_EVOL. AVG._ SYS. WEIGHTGAIN ]IGISCF
_SITION NUMBE_ STD.CU.I_T TE]IPDEl;F _ILLI_IA_ OFS_q_E

1 P90--61&62 20.084 70. 6.978 .347
2 [_)..63&64 20.074 70. 6.768 .337

P_TI_ RESULTS

AVG.SMIPLEZOI_TI_IP,DEGF 123. DILUTIONFACTOR13.181
SPLITEXIt_USTVOL,SCF(SCH), _/MII_ 511.7 ( 14.49) , 1.36

P_HCUIATECON_TIO_ I]II_X_'T
FILTE_ CONC_IO_, _/SCF (NG/SCll) _I'I_ ELTIPLI_ G_ G/_-_

• PgO-61&62 4.580(161.704) .6563 78.154 4.045
PgO-63&64 4.444(156.914) .6566 75.839 3.925

i_I_I_ RESULTS

coc.

HC 52.801 2.733 160.PI_C
CO 64.435 3.335 97. PI_
_X 312.182 16.158 288.
_X,COR_ 308.971 15o991
C02 697. 1.67PLT
02 18.07_'_
_X CORRECTIONFACTOR .9897 WET CORRECTIONFACTOR .9835
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. C,ASF_)OSa,d/orPA]TI_E _I_
_3

PROJECT03-2681-809 _ --E](DI_

TESTNO. RU]INO. 6 TL_ DATE 2/ 4191 _ 29.24Ill.l_.
EIIGIIEIIODELDID2-5673 DIESEL COALLIQU IEIIIDIT/82.18_ II/O/LB.AIR
T&STCZLLL(X_LAB TI_IIIELNO.26 LFEUO.15 ZIIG.LI_nO. 0
II_ 1.656 SAMPLETDIZ20x20 .00M1]I. S_]IPLETII[E471m 30.00lIEN.

OOOIITS47621. _ TDIP.DEG.F 78. ]IB_.ZX]I.FLOII,LB/]_]I27.83
OBS.K)ilDI,BEP46.6 FUELIIOII,LB/I[[ll.35 AIRFLOII,LB/I[131 27.48

LFEII_I_TI_ BIE_ IlITO_tTIOll OTHER .

_ _ I_ZSS. DIFF.FRF_. _ I_S. DIFF.FRF_. _ TI_
D_. F III.1120 III.I]20 IN.I120 III.ID0 DEG.F
85. .65 4.330 II.IX) 15.00 122.
84. .65 4.330 11.00 15.00 122.
84. .65 4.330 Ii.00 15.00 122.
84. .65 4.310 II.00 15.00 122.
85. .65 4.320 11.00 15.00 122.
85. .65 4.330 Ii.00 15.00 122.
85. .65 4.330 ii.00 15.00 122.

AVEIU_GE85. .65 4.326 II.00 15.00 122.

LFZVOL,SCF 6410.6 LI_IRSS,LB.481.7 B_ + 471 VOL,St_ 7133.7 BLOI]_+ 47m IIA_,LB536.0
LF_FLOW_ 213.69 LFZFLUILB/I_I16.06 Bl/lil_+ 471mFLOW_ 237.79 BLOI_ + 47MI_ LB/MIll17.87
F/ADRY,_ .0130 F/A_ .0113 F/AI_T,_ -13.6

FILTZIIDATA

FILTZII _ VOL. AVG._ _S. WEIGHT_ fIG/SCf'
POSITIOII II_B_ STD.CU.FEET TI_ DEGF I(ILLI(III_S OF $AIIPLE

I IXjO-57&58 21.520 71. 4.065 .189
2 _0-59&60 21.550 71. 3.917 .182

P_ICUU_ __

AVG._ ZONETDIP,DEGF 122. DILUTIONFACTOR9.866
$1rl_TEXIIiIUSTUOL,SCF(SCH),LB/MIII 72.1.1( 20.48), 1.81

PAIITICUI_TECONCDITRA_IOIIIllEX_UST
_IA_]_ _NCEIII?_TIOII,MG/_ (_/_) _011 M]LTIPLI_ G/_ G/m_-H]_
IxJO-57&58 1.864( 65.802) .4584 41.419 .8_
PgO-59&60 1.793( 63.320) .4578 39.857 .856 .

E31_IO__ZSULTS

X C.

58.130 1.249 142.
x 55.678 1.196 68.
llOI 557.158 Ii.967 417. PPM
_OI,COER 568.159 12.203
CO2 510. 2.39PCT
02 17.19I_
IIOXCORIECTIOIIFACTOR 1.0197 _ CORI_CTIOIIFACTOR .9772
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: GASEOUSand/orPARTICULATEERISSIONS
_TCH4

PRO_ 03-2681-809 PROGRAR: EIqDI6B
%

TESTNO. II]IIIlO.5 TESTDATE 2/4/91 _ 29.24IM.HG.
][OI)ELEnD2-567B DIESEL COALLIQU HUHIDITY78.45G_ H20/LB.AIR

TEST(ZlLLOCOLAB TUI_ _. 26 LI_. 15 _G. LFEIO. 0
HCR 1.656 $AXPI,VTrite 20x20 .00 KIN. SAIIPLETIIIE471 16.29 ll_.

• BLOf_ CO_ 25849. BLO_ TEI[P.DEG.F 78. IqEAS.EXll.I_,LB_[IN 34.42
OBS.PO[_ER,IglP77.9 FUELIVL_,LB/][IN .55 AIRFLO_,LB/]IIN 33.87

- LYEII_IO_TIO_ BLO_ I][FO_IqATIOH

fILETTEliP INLETPRESS. DIFF.I_. II[LETP_. DIFF.P_. _ TE]_P
DEC.F Iii. H20 III. H20 Iii. I120 IN. 820 DEG.F
85. .67 4.090 II.00 15.00 123.
85. .57 4.090 ii.00 15.00 124.
85. .67 4.100 II.00 15.00 123.
85. .67 4.100 ii.00 15.00 123.
84. .67 4.100 11.00 15.00 123.

AVE]_GZ85. .67 4.096 ii.00 15.00 123.

LYEVOL,SCF 3300.8 LFE_,LB. 248.0 BLO_ + 47smVOL,SCF 3872.7 BLOWEI+ 4711_,LB 291.0
LYEFLOWSCY_202.67 LYEFLOWLB/][IN15.23 BLI_n + 47_mFLO_SClq[237.79 BLOi_E_+ 471IIq_ LB/][II{17.87
F/ADRY, .0165 F/A .0142 F/APCr, -13.7

FILTERDATA

FILTh S_ VOL. AVG._ _S. HEIGHTGAIll I_G/StT

I_ITION I_ STI).CU.FEET TEliPDEGF IqILLIG_ OFSA/[PLE
1 P90-53&54 12.006 71. 2.491 .207
2 PgO-55&66 11.958 71. 2.451 .205

PAEI'ICULLe_BESULTS

AVG.S_ ZO_ TEliP,DEGF 123. DILUFIOHFACTOR6.772
SPLITEX]iAUSTVOL,SCF(S(M),LB/liIN 571.9( 16.20), 2.64

PE]_ICULATECO_CEI_TIONIN EIHIUST
FILTE_ CONCEI_TIOH,_/SCF (P[G/SC_) COI_TIO_ ][ULTIPLIE_G/I_ G/HP'HR
PgO'53&54 1.405( 49.609) .5640 38.617 .496
PgO'55&66 1.388( 49.010) ._663 38.151 .490

G/aZ G/a-sz co.

HC 73.457 .943 145.PI_C
CO 64.526 .$29 64.Plqq
MOX 973.960 12.509 592.P_
NOX,CO_ 984.411 12.644
C02 476. 5.03PCT
02 16.18
IK)XCOR]_ECTIONFACTOR 1.0107 WETCOI_RECTIONFACTOR .9724

E-47



", GASF_)0$and/or PARTICULATE_ISSIONS
NOTCH5

PROJECT03-2681-809 Pl_;_tll -- DI])I_

T_T _. R_ NO.4 TL_rDATE 2/ 4/91 BA_f_ 29.26INJG.
_giNE MODELEM)2-567B DIESEL COALLI_ _IDITY 78.38_ ]_/1_. _R
TLTf C_J,LOCOL_ TI_IELMO.26 LFEE). 15 nlG. LI_ IK). 0
1_ 1.656 SAMPLETII_ 20x20 .00 Hill. SAMPLETIEE47m 24.63EHI.

OXNTS 39095. BL_EItTD. DEG.F 78. _£S. D_. _,LB/ml 39.57 •
OBS.l_Nn,mlP 114.7 FUEL_IO_,U_/K_ .77 AIR_IO_,LB/IIN 38.80

1_ IN1_DI_TIOll BLOWEIINOII_TIOll OT_ -
__- - - __.___ _- _ _-__- _ _

DF_.F IN.H20 IN.H20 IN._0 DI.H20 DEG.F
84. .70 4.110 li.IX) 15.00 122.
83. .70 4.130 11.00 15.00 122.
81. .70 4.100 11.00 15.00 121.
82. .70 4.100 II.00 15.00 122.
84. .70 4.130 II.00 15.00 123.
85. .70 4.180 11.00 15.00 123.

_VE_GE 83. .70 4.125 II.00 15.00 122.

L_ VOL,SCF 5055.7 Ll_I_SS,LB.379.9 _ + 47n VOL,SCF 5862.2 _ + 47n _SS,LB 440.5
LFE_ SO_ 205.25 LFZ_ LB/_I_15.42 BLO_E_+ 47_ _ SC_ 238.00 BLO_ . 47_ _ U_/K[_17.88

F/ADEY,_AS .0201 F/A_ .0182 F/AI_T,_£S -9.8

FILT_DATA

FILT_ SAIIPI_VOL. AVG._ SYS. _I(;HT_ NG/SCF

POSITIO_ NU]_E_ STD.@.FEET TE][PDEGF ][ILLIGLDiS OFSAMPI_
1 PgO-49&50 18.432 66. 4.235 •230
2 PgO-51&52 18.471 66. 4.131 .224

P_fICUI£TE_SULTS

AVG._ ZOl_T_P, DECF 122. DII/TIO_FAC"I'OI_7.269
SPLI_..,_O_VOL,SCF(SOl),I,B/I_IN806.5( 22.84), 2.46

PA_IC'_ O01iC_TIOM Iiil_I_
FILTI_ COMCt3'T_TIOll,AG/SCF(llG/SCll) OOIIC'_TIOII IBFbTIPLIE_ G/_ G/lP-BI
Pgo-49&SO 1.670 ( 58.971) .3944 52.773 •460
PgO-51&52 1.626( 57.400) .3935 51.367 .448 .

E_IS_IO__ESULT$
___-_ _ --_ _ _---

G/Ce G/m,-ee ccd.

HC 94.162 .821 169.
co 1o3.5o7 .902 94.
_OI 1563.241 13.630 870.

_X,CO_ 1583.536 13.807
002 452. 3.88 PET
02 15.05Ptr
_OXCOI_ECTIOMFACTOR 1.0130 WITCOI_ECTIONFACTOR .9656

E-48



' GASEOOSand/0rPARTICULATEEHISSIONS
reTCH6

PROJECT03-2681-809 PROGR_: ENDI6B

TL_ IgO. RUNm. 3 TESTDATE 2/4/91 _E_ 29.28IN.BG.
ENGINENODELEND2-567B DIESEL COALLIQU IIUMIDITY82.46GRAINSH20/ULAIR
TL_ CELLLOCOLAB TUI_ELm. 26 LYEm. 15 ENG.12Em. 0
HCR 1.656 SANIrbETII_20x20 .00MIN. SA]Y_TIKE47m 30.00NIN.
BLOWn _ 47647. BL(}_TENP.DEG.F 78. _AS. EIH.FLOW,LB_ffH47.21
0_. PO_R,BEP 148.6 FUELFLOW,LB/_IN 1.01 AIRIrt_,LB/NIN 46.20

LYEINYODIATION BLOt_ IlffOI_TION
___ _z_z_-__---_------ z:-_-___±___-_-_z_ _-- _--___-_z_z_-_-___------. __--______---__----_--_----_m_o_

INLETTEMP _ PRE_. DIFF.PRF_. INLETPRESS. DII_.PRESS. TUI_ELTI_
DEG.F IN.H20 IN.H20 IN.H20 IN.1120 DEG.F

89. .75 4.200 II.00 15.00 121.
90. .75 4.200 11.00 15.00 122.
$9. .75 4.180 11.00 15.00 122,
89. .75 4.180 II.00 15.00 122.
89. .75 4.200 II.00 15.00 122.
89. .75 4.190 II.00 15.00 122.
89. .75 4.200 Ii.00 15.00 122.

AVERAGE89. .75 4.193 Ii.00 15.00 122.

LFEVOL,SCF 6138.2 LFEIqASS,LB.461.2 BILNER+ 47u VOL,StF 7150.3 BLO_R + 47H IIASS,_537.3
LFE_ St'FM204.61 LFEFL_ LB/NIN15.37 _ + 47_m_ SC_ 238.34 BLO_R+ 47m _ I_/]_N17.91
F/ADRY,_lS .0221 F/ACAIL: .0219 F/AIx_T,_FA5 -I.0

FILTI_DATA

FILTER SMqPLE'VOL. AVG.SAlqPLES¥S. _IGH_ GAIN NG/SCF
POSITIO_ I_Y_BE_ STD.CU.FEET TZl_DF_F _IIIlGIMIS OF SMiPLE

1 PgO-45&46 22.553 77. 4.878 .216
2 Pgo-47&48 22.611 77. 4.762 .211

Pt_TI_ RESULTS
_a __-_- - _-

AVG._ ZOnETE_P,DEGF 122. DILUTIONFACTOR7.065
SPLITE_]IAUSTVOL,SCF(S_),LB/NIN I012.1( 28.66), 2.54

PARTICULATECONCENTRATIONIN EXHAUST
FILTI_ CO_'_fRATI_,NG/SCT(RG/SCM) _TIO_ IqULTIPLIE_G/HR G/EP-_

. PgO-45&46 1.528( 53.955) .3132 57.604 .388
PgO-47&48 1.488( 52.537) .3124 56.090 .377

ENISSIO_RESULTS

11C 120.731 .812 199.PI_C
CO 209.547 1.410 176.l_
mX 2139.056 14.390 1101.PI_

mX,CORR 2209.823 14.866
C02 456. 4.69Pcr
02 14.17PCT
mX CORRECTIONFACTOR 1.0331 _ CORRECTIONFACTOR .9588

E-49



, GASEOUSand/or PkRTICULATEEXlSSIOIS
_T_7

PROJECT03-2681-809 PROGRAM= ERD16B

TESTNO. l_ _. 2 TESTDATE 2/4/91 _ 29.30IN.HG.
IDDELEHD2-567B DIESEL COALLIQU HUI[IDITY76.87GIAIIiSH20/I_.AIR

TESTCELLLOCOL&B TORNELHO.26 LFEIqO.15 ENG.LFERO. 0
HC_ 1.656 $AHPLETI][E20x20 .00NIL SAMPLETI_ 47a 27.53][IN.
BLOUR COORTS43728. BIEWERTERP.DEG.F 78. RE_. EXH.FL_,LB/][IN53.48
OBS.[_II_,BI]P178.8 FUELFI_,I_I][I][ 1.25 AIRIq_X_,_/l[l][ 52.23

IrE IMrOl]_I_ BI_TEII]_O_TI_ OTH_ -

II[LRTTEI[P II[LETI_ZSS. DI_T.PIESS. _ PBESS. DIFF.PRESS. TUIqltELTEMP
DEG.F III.H20 Ill.H20 IN.H20 IN.I]20 DEG.F
89. .75 4.150 11.00 15.00 123.
89. .75 4.180 11.00 15.00 123.
89. .75 4.200 11.00 15.00 123.
89. .75 4.200 11.00 15.00 123.
89. .75 4.200 Ii.00 15.00 123.
89. .75 4.200 11.00 15.00 123.
89. .75 4.200 II.00 15.00 123.

AVDIA(_89. .75 4.190 11.00 15.00 123.

LYEVOL,SCF 5635.6 LFEIUSS,LB.423.5 BLOk]_+ 471 VOL,SCF 6566.3 BLO_R + 47m I[ASS,IJ493.4
LI__OW SCF][204.71 IA__ LS/][Ill15.38 BLOMEI+ 471 I_ SC_ 238.51 BLO_I_+ 47u FLO_LB/I[IN17.92
F/ADRY,_ .0242 F/ACALC .0250 F/AI_T,flEAS 3.2

FILThDATA

FILT_ S_q,E VOL. AVG.SAM_ S¥S. _I(_T GAIN RG/_
POSITIO_ MURBER STD.CU.FEET TENPDF_F _LI_ OF SAMPLE

1 Pgo-41&42 20.356 77. 4.662 .229
2 PgO-43&44 20.385 77. 4.551 .223

PAnICULaTE_SULTS

AVG.S2_E ZOE T_P, D_ F 123. DILOTIO[FACTOI7.055
SPLITEXHAUSTVOL,SCF(SC_),LB[][II[930.7( 26.36), 2.54

PA_TI_TZ COI[CZIIT_ATIONINEIaAUST
FILTE_ COHCEI[TI_TIOI(,][G/SC_(_/SO[) COI[_TI_ ELTIPLIE_ G/I_ G/HP-I_
Pgo-41&42 1.616( 57.053) .3466 69.002 .386
Pgo-43&44 1.575( 55.616) .3461 67.263 .576 "

_qlSSIO_RESULTS

G/mt _/m_-.n COsc.

ac 159.73o .s93 242.pr_
CO 395.598 2.213 307.lq_
HOX 2546.390 14.243 1211.Pl_

I|OX,CO]_ 2585.356 14.461
CO2 468. 5.35 PCT
02 13.04I_T
HOXCORRFCTIOHFACTOR 1.0153 bETCOE_ECTIOI[FACTOR .9539

E-5O



GASEOUSand/orPARTICUIATEEHISSIONS
_H8

PROJECT03-2681-809 PROGRAH= EHD16B

TEST_0. ][UNNO. 1 TESTDATE2/ 4/91 _ 29.29 IN.HG.
ENGINENODELEHD2-567B DIESEL COALLIQU ffUNIDITY87.52 (IRAINSH20/LB.AIR
TESTCELLLOCOMB TOlfl_ MO.26 LFENO.15 ENG.IAEa. 0
H_ 1.656 SAM_ETIME20x20 .00MIN. SAMPLETINE47,, 20.20KIN.

(IXnqTS32104. BLOWnT_P. DEG.F 78. _AS. EXH.Iq_,U3/]iiN60.01
OBS._,NIP 206.3 FUELFLO_,_/RIN 1.51 AIRFL_,LB/][IN 58.50

" LFEII_OPA_TIOW BLOb_ INFO_,ATI_ OTHER
•l---_----- --- - ------------_----__ _ _ _± _ _ _-----------_ _ .......

flEETT_P _ PRE%S. DIFF.I_._S. INLETPEL_. DIFF._. TU]mELTEHP
DEG.F IN.H20 IN.H20 IN.H20 IN.H20 DEG.F

88. .75 4.210 II.00 15.00 123.
89. .75 4.210 ii.00 15.00 122.
89. .75 4.210 II.00 15.00 122.
89. .75 4.220 II.00 15.00 122.
89. .75 4.220 II.00 15.00 122.

AVE_E 89. .75 4.214 II.00 15.00 122.

12EVOL,SCF 4159.7 LFE_S,LB. 312.6 BLO_E_+ 47I VOL,SCF 4819.4 BLOWE_+ 47I _SS,I_ 362.1
I/EYIEW_ 205.89 L]_I",OWLB/_I_15.47 BLO_E_+ 47I FLOWSC_ 238.54 BLO_I+ 47I I"_O#LB/_IN17.92

F/ADRY,_AS .0261 F/ACALC .0300 F/AP_T,_AS 15.0

FILT_DATE

FILT_ SAM_ VOL. AVG.SA_LE SY$. WEIG_GAIN MGISCF
_ITIO_ _BEI STD.CU.FEET TE_ DEGF _ILLI_ OFSAMPLE

1 Ix)O-37&38 15.007 74. 3.124 .208
2 FgO-39&40 15.027 74. 3.104 .207

PAEqC_ATE_._ULTS
_i_-_-_----" - _±_ _-

A_. SA_Pl_ZOI_T_P, DEGF 122. DILIEIOtlFACTOR7.305 ..
SPLITEXHAUSTVOL,St'_(SCll), _/!!_ 659.7(18.68) , 2.45

PArTICUlATECONCENT_TIO_IN EXHAUST
FILTER CONCE_TI_, IG/SCF(][G/SCI[) COI(C_TI_ I_TIPLIE_ G/_ G/BP-I_
m0-37_38 1.5z_(S3.69a) .4868 72.871 ._53
P9o-39_4o 1._ (53.285) .4862 72.311 .3_1

_ISSlO_RESULTS
______-.--_ - ___

G/m_ G/m_-_ co,c.

HC 262.600 1.273 394. PP_C
co 9o6.040 4.393 703.PP_
ROX 2778.177 13.469 1321.

MOX,CORR 2893.962 14.030
CO2 486. 6.41PCT
02 11.78
_OXCO_CTIOI_FACTOR 1.0417 WETCORRECTIONFACTOR .9448

E-51
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•: GASEOUSand/or PARTICU_TEEllISSIOMS
IDLE

PROJECT03-2681-809 PROG]_= EllD16B

TEST10. RUNNO.9 TESTDATE2/26/91 _ 29.41 IN.HG.
IIOIELDID2-567B DIESEL COALLI_ I_31IDITY36.66 _ H20/LB.AIR

TESTCELLL(X_I_B TU_iZL_. 26 LFE_O.15 _iG. IAEIlO, 0
1.656 SAMPLETI]_20x20 .00]III[. SAMPLETIIiE47,,,17.28]fIN.

" _ (IXJlITS26124. BLOt_tTEIIP.DEG.F 63. ]IEa.EIH. IrbOW,_/]IIN17.12
01_. POWER,BHP .0 FUELFLOW,I_/HIN .09 AIRFLO_,LB/IqIN 17.03

INFORRATION _ INFOBRATION OTHER
__ --_ -. _ -_ z_-'_ ...... _z_ _-_---_-----

T_P INLLTI_-_S. DIFF.Ir_. IIiLETI_. DIFF.FU_. _ TEIiP
DEG.F IN.1120 IN.1120 IN.1120 IN.1120 DEG.F
77. .55 4.470 I0.00 14.00 I01.
77. .55 4.470 I0.00 14.00 i01.
76. .55 4.470 i0.00 14.00 i01.
76. .55 4.470 I0.00 14.00 101.
76. .55 4.470 I0.00 14.00 101.

AVERAGE76. .55 4.470 I0.00 14.00 i01.

LFEVOL,SCT 3937.2 LFERA_,LB. 295.8 B_ + 47111VOL,SCT 4068.4 BLOWE_+ 47n _L_S,LB305.7
LYElq_OW_ 227.81 LFEI",0_LB/HIN17.12 BIX)W_+ 47mm_ _ 235.39 B_ + 471 IrbowU_/HIN17.69
F/ADRY,]{E_.0053 F/A _ .0045 F/APET,_ -16.0

FILTDtDET_

FILTE_ SAMPLEVOL. AVG.SAIqPLESYS. WEIGHTGAIN MG/SCT

I_ITIO_ NUIIBE_ SR).CU.FEET TE_PDE(;F MIIIIGE_S OF SAMPLE
i P47-105&lO 15.725 57. 2.811 .179
2 P47-107&IO 15.795 57. 2.766 .175

PAITI_TE _I_LTS
-_-_'_ _ _ _ :7 _-- - _ _ _--_-----

AVG.SAMPLEZO_ TEMP,DEGF I01. DILUTIOHFACTOR31.019..
SPLITEXHAUSTVOL,SCT(SC_),LB/IUII 131.2( 3.71), .57

PAE_ICULATECO_C_TIO_ INEXHAI_ST
FILT_ CONCENT_TIO_,MG/SCF(NG/SCIq) COHCI_fL_IO_ELTIPLI_ G/H_ G/HI_H_
P47-105&lO 5.545(195.801) I.9727 75.808 .000
P47-107&IO 5.432(191.810) I.9639 74.263 .000

E_ISSIO__._ULTS
___--- __- - _--_- _.

HC 35.171 .000 135.PI_
CO 55.477 .000 105. PI_
_X 116.39! .000 135.lq_

_I,CO_ 107.717 .000
002 O. .93Pt"T
02 19o20PCT
NOXCOllECTIONFACTOR .9255 WETCORRECTIONFACTOR .9908

E-53



: G,_B00Sand/orPLR_'IC_,LT£DII_IOI_
mi

P]L'OJECT03-2681-809 _ : UD16B

_0. mi IlO. 8 TE_T_ 2/26/91 _ 29.40 ]].HG.
EIIGIH )10D_ _ 2-567B DIESEL COJU,LIQO ]_ITY 40.83 GLLIIS 1120/1,B.tI]_
T_T (::E_ LOCOLAB TUIlII_ !_. 26 I_E 110.15 EliG. IJ_ !10. 0
H_ 1.656 _ TI]IZ20x20 .00 )!13. _ TIlE 471m 26.98 IU]I.
BLOi_ _ 40797. _ 'I_IP. D_;. F 65. ]i?_. EIH. rbOli,LE/]g] 16.80 .
OeS. FOl_,ImP 8.1 _ P,,O_,I,B/]I]31 .13 _ 1R,OIt,LE/llIll 16.6"/

Lt_ II701_0_ BLO_ I_i_LeIOg OT_ .
--___._-_---_- ±_ z_-_z ...... m-----_z- _---

.=,___.__-_-±_- _z :'_L _z_z _-- ......... --- _z_-

fILETTQIP lJr_?I_ZS_. DI_. _. I]ILETP]LF_. DIFF.P]LESS. TI3NllELTZllP
DEG.F ]].H20 11.H20 Iii.L_O I_.H20 DEG.F

80. .60 4.650 10.00 14.00 108.

79. .60 4.650 10.00 14.00 108.

79. .60 4.650 10.00 14.00 108.

78. .60 4.650 i0.00 14.00 108.

78. .60 4.650 10.00 14.00 107.

78. .60 4.650 10.00 14.00 107.

A_]L_GE 79. .60 4.650 I0.00 14.00 108.

LFZ VOL,SCF 6332.1 LI_][LRS,LE.475.8 _ . 471BVOL,SCF 6322.6 BLOk]_+ 47D ]lASS,LE475.1
_ _ 234.67 [EZ_ LE/)[]]17.63 BLOkI_+ 471_FLOW_ 234.32 BL(XII_+ 471 FLOWLE/I(I_17.61

F/A DI_,_ .0079 F/ACELC .0066 Y/A PCT,)IEUS "16.9

HLT_ DITA
_

FILTER SQIP_VOL. AVG._ _S. k'_IGl_GAIli HG/_
P_SITIO_ IR_ STD.CO.I_IT T_P D_G g I[ILLIQQIS OF S}3PL_

i P47-10I&lO 22.707 59. 6.676 .294

2 P47-103&10 22.747 59. 6.508 .286

pLITICOLL__SOLTS
____

AVG. _ ZOEZT_IP, D_; F 108. DILOTIOllFEel'OR******
SPLIT_OST VOL,S:F(SU), _/11I]1 **** ( ****) , ****

FILT_ _IO_, IIG/SCF(_G/S(]I) Q3tlC]91TI_IOI(IIOLTIPLII_ G/][_ G/I_-_

P47-101&10 ******* (*******) ******* ******** ******
147-103&10 ******* (*******) ******* ******** ******

_I_ _
- _.----._: ..- - .... __

G/_ G/m_-mt cosc.

_c 41.318 _.076 160.mtc
CO 64.696 7.948 124.
liOI 194.113 23.847 228. PPI!

sox,_u 181.4._ 22.292
002 1066. 1.37_:T

02 18.07PCT

NOX COE]LECTIOIIFACTOR .9348 WET C093ECTIONFACTOR .9871

E-54



, GASEOUSand/orPJ_rfI_TE EMISSIONS
_2

PROJECT03-2681-809 PROGRAM= END16B

TESTm. RUNm. 7 TLT?DATE 2/26/91 BARO_T_ 29.40 IB.HG.
ENGINEMODEL_ 2-567B DIESEL COALLIQ0 HUK[DITY 32.58(;_I][SH20/LB.AIR

TESTCELLIZ)COIAB TUI_ELIlO.26 I/EI{O.15 ENG.LFEm. 0

HC_ 1.656 SAJlPLZTI_ 20z20 .O0ll_. SAMPLETL_ 471m 27.58]{IN.

" BI.O_3 (IXJ_S 41690. BLOWER'1']_. DEG.F 68. ]lEtS. EIH. FL_,LB/][I][ 22.13
OBS.K)W_,BHP 19.0 FUELFLOW,LB/]IIN .20 AIR FLOW,LB/RIN 21.93

" L_ _I0_ BIEb_ II_O_TIOI OTHER

_E_._ _._o _._o _._o ii._o _.__. .50 ,.2_o _o.oo _,.oo _o.
_. ._ ,._o _o.oo _,.oo _.
_. ._ ,._o _o.oo _,.oo _.
_. ._ ,.2_o _o.oo _,.oo _.
_. ._ ,._o _o.oo _,.oo _.
_. ._ ,._o _o.oo _,.oo _.
_. ._ ,._o _o.oo _,.oo _.

AVENGE 81. .52 4.267 10.00 14.00 121.

LFEVOL,SCF 5914.5 LFERLRS,LB. 444.4 BLOWE_+ 47111VOL,SC_ 6422.9 B_ + 4711I_ISS,LB482.6
LFE l"g0__ 214.42 I/E IvbO_LB/KIN16.11 BLO_E_+ 47a _ _ 232.85 BI/)W]_+ 47n P,OW LB/K[H17.50

F/A DRY,II?AS.0092 F/A C/LC .0080 F/A I_, ]I?AS -13.6

FILTERDATA

FILTER SMIPLEVOL. AVG.S_IPLE S_S. _IGIE _ IIG/SCF

POSITIO_ I_IBEI STD.C_.FEET TZ_PDEGF _ILLIGL_IS OF,_[PLE
i P47-97&98 23.124 61. 6.306 .273
2 P47-99&lO0 23.263 61. 2.611 .112

PA_TI_'V_TE_,S_TS

AVG.S_IPLEZOR T_IP,DEG F 121. DIIUTIO_FACTOR12.635

SPLITEXHAUSTVOL,SCF(SCM),LB/_IN 508.4( 14.40), 1.38

PE_TICUIATECONCI_ITEtTI_IN EX_ST

FILTER CONC_IOII, RG/SCF(MG/SC_) CON_IOI{ MULTIPLIE_ G/_ G/_-HR

• P47-97&98 3.446(121.662) .5464 60.890 3.205

P47-99&IO0 1.418( 50.072) .5431 25.060 1.319
EKIS_I_ _L_ULTS

G/_ Gm_'_ co,c.

49.792 2.621 152.PlqlC

CO 84.529 4.449 128.PPII

mx 353.457 18.603 328.

mX,CO_ 317.183 16.694
CO2 705. 1.67Pcr

02 17.82

mx CORRECTIONFACTOR .8974 WET CORRECTIONFECTOR .9850

E-55



•, USeS and/or P_IC0L_ 10[ISSI0_S
KYI_3

PROJECT03-2681-809 _ = _168

TEST110. _ MO.6 TESTDATE 2126/91 Et_ 29.40I_.HG.
_GI]IEM01)__ 2-5678 DIESEL COALLIQU I_ITY 27.65GRAINSI_/LB.AIR
TESTCELLLOCOL_ T__. 26 LFE_. 15 ENG.LFE_. 0
HCR 1.656 SA_LETIJ_20x20 .00RIM. SA_ TI_ 47u 13.87Mill.

CO011TS20970. BLO_E_TZIP.D_. F 68. ]lEAS.Ii"I_.Iq_,LB/II]][28.58 .
OBS._,I_ 45.7 FUELIRZ_I,LB/III_ .35 AIRIqZ%I,LBIMIH 28.23

LIE INFO_TION BLOI_ INI_BRETION OTHER
-.

I_ T_ INLETP_. DI}T.PRESS. INLETPRESS. DIFF.PRESS. T_ TE_IP
DEG.F IN. IL?.O Ill. H20 IN. H20 IN. H20 D_. F
80. .55 4.050 I0.00 14.00 124.
81. .55 4.050 I0.00 14.00 124.
81. .55 4.050 I0.00 14.00 124.
81. .55 4.050 I0.00 14.00 124.

AVERAGE81. .55 4.050 I0.00 14.00 124.

L_ VOL,SCF 2834.0 L_ II_,LB. 212.9 BLOWn + 471mVOL,S_ 3231.1 I_ + 471mIIASS,_242.8
L_ FLOWSt'T_204.32 LFE_ LB/K]]I15.35 BLO_E_+ 4_ _ _ 232.96 5LOI_ + 471 _ LB/KI_I17.50

F/ADRY,_ZAS.0125 F/A(/LC .0111 F/AI_T,_ -Ii.7

FILTI_DATA

FILTER SAMI__OL. AVG.S_LE SYS. _IG_TGAIN RG/SC_

POSITION I_EI STD.CU._ZT T_]IPDEGF IILLIG_ OF SA_
1 P47-93&94 Ii.845 65. 2.879 .243
2 P47-95&96 11.815 65. 2.774 .235

PARTICULATElF._L_3
,x____ _ _ _- _ _ _--_-----_---

AVG.SAMPLEZOII_TEIIP,DEGF 124. DIL_TIOII_ACTO_8.136
SPLITEXHAUSTVOL,SC_(SCM),LB/_]]I 397.1( II.25), 2.15

PkeTICTbATECO_TIO_ IllEZ]_
FILTER CONCeit, RG/SU'(_/SCll) _TIO_ _LTIFbI_ G/_ G/HP-I_
P47-93&94 1.978(69.826) .6869 45.133 .988
P47-95&96 i._10( 67.448) .6886 43.596 .954

EMISSIONRESULTS
________ _.___-- _ _ _-__---

G/n a c.

sc 62.0 0 1.358 150.
CO 65.215 1.427 79. PI_
XOX 639.049 13.987 472.

mX,CO_ 572.945 12.540
CO2 516. 2.34
02 17.06
_X CO_ECTIOMFACTOR .8966 WETCO_CTIOMFACTOR .9798

E-56



: GASEOUSand/or PARTICULATEEMISSIONS
NOTCl]4

PROJECT03-2681-809 PK}GRA_: EMD16B

TESTNO. R_ !10. 5 TESTDATE 2/26/91 BAROliEI_29.39 DI.HG.
I_GII_MODEL_ 2o567B DIESEL COALLIQO HI_IDITY 24.39GRAIIISIL_O/_.AIR

TF.STCELLLOCOL_ TOI_I_, _. 26 LFE !10. 15 EIIG. LI_ IlO. 0
H_ 1.656 SA)IPLETIJI_ 20x20 .00 MIll. SMIPLETI]IE 47,,,, 12.33 llIli.

• _ COOF_ 18634. lg/k]E_T_P. DEG.F 68. )IFAS.EXH.IrbOW,U_/)_i34.79

O_S.[_I_R,_IP 76.0 FUELFL_pLB/IIli .54 AIR Irt_],LB;_IIl 34.25

" LFE II_,ITI_ BLOr_ II_]mTIO_ OTH_

TENP _ FRL_. DIFF.PRE_. Ilil_PRE_. DIFF.PRESS. _ TE]IP

DEG.F IIL_0 IlL _0 IlLB20 Iii._0 DEG.F

81. .59 3.900 I0.00 14.00 123.

82. .60 3.900 I0.00 14.00 123.

82. .60 4.000 i0.00 14.00 123.

82. .60 3.980 I0.00 14.O0 123.

AV_AG_ 82. .60 3.945 I0.00 14.00 123.

Ll_ VOL,SCF 2447.9 Ll__,_SS,L_.183.9 _ + 47_ VOL,SCF 2869.9 BLO_ + 47_ )IA_S,[_215.6
LFEFLO__ 198.51 LI_ FLO_[_/)_i14.92 BLOkI_+ 47m [rbO_SCFII232.73 BLOk]_+ 47"'Iq_ _l_l 17.49

F/ADRY,)_LS .0158 F/A CA_ .0140 F/A I_T,IlFAS -ii.3

FILTERDATA

FILT_ 5Alllr_VOL. AVG.SMIPLE SYS. k]EIGE_GA]] RG/SCF

K_ITIO_ I[U_E_ 5TD._.FEET TZ_PDEGF ]IILLIG_ OF SAMPLE
I P47-8%90 I0.422 67. 2.446 .235

2 P47-91&92 I0.540 67. 2.467 .234

• " PA_ICIF_ATZEL_LTS

AVG.SMIPLZZOIIZTI_P,DEG F 123. DILIYI_ FACTOR 6.800

S_LIT EXHAUSTVOL,SCF(SCM), LB/II]I 422.0 ( 11.95), 2.57

_ICmAT£ CO__IO_ 11 zn_os'r
FILTEI CONCEIlTRATIOll,_;/SC_ (_G/SC_) __0_ m,Tm,_n Gin Glm,-_e
P47-8%90 1.596 (56.355) .6525 44.336 .583
P47-91&92 1.592 (56.201) .6452 44.215 .582

EKISSIO_RESULTS

G/_I G/_P-n CO_.

- ,c 72.697 .957 145.mm
CO 64.024 .842 64. PHI

ltOX 925.572 12.179 567.

ItOI,CORR 824.585 10.850
002 _ 476. 2.98PCT

02 16.18PLT

MX CORRECTI_FACTOR .8909 WET CORRECTI_FACTOR .9749

E-57



GASE00Sand/orPARTICULATEEHISSIOHS
_T(]5

PROJECT03-2681-809 PROGRAH= ERDI6B
:

TEST_0. RUN NO. 4 TESTDAn 2/26/91 _ 29.39I].HG.

ENGINE_X)ELIII)2-567B DIESEL COALLIQU BI_IDITY 22.80_ I120/_.AIR

TESTCELLIXX)OIAB TI_IHELMO. 26 LFENO. 15 ENG.LFEHO. 0

HC_ 1.656 SAIY_ TI]_20x20 .00l_i. _FbE TI_ 47m 21.33I[Ill.

OX_TS 32237. BLOWE_TI]P.DZG.F 68. _. Eli.IqX_i,I,B/HIN40.96 .

0_. POiln,B_ 113.0 FUELIlOW,I_/JffIi .76 AIR II_,_/l_Ii 40.20

I_E IIII_PRATIOJ BI/kIElIIIFOI_TI_ OTHER .
'II _--_--_._ _I_;--I4 _ ] _zm___Z: _--- ....

_ _ PRESS. _IIT.PRESS. _ I_._. DIFF.PRESS. _ T_I_

DEG.F IN.1120 Iii._ IN.1120 IN. 1120 DEG.F
84. .65 3.900 10.00 14.00 123.

83. .63 3.920 i0.00 14.00 123.

83. .63 3.900 I0.00 14.00 122.

83. .63 3.900 i0.00 14.00 122.

83. .63 3.900 I0.00 14.00 123.

83. .63 3.900 i0.00 14.00 123.

AVERAGE 83. .63 3.903 I0.00 14.00 123.

LIvEVOL,_ 4172.3 _ _,LB. 313.5 BLOW_ + 47mmVOL,S(_ 4964.3 BLOW'_+ 47m _,AS,_,LB373.0
LFE _ _ 195.58 L_ _ I,B/_IN14.70 BLOWER+ 47uuFIOWSC_ 232.70 BLOWE_+ 471 FLOW_/RII_17.49

F/_DRY,_ .0190 F/A _ .0182 F/A Ix:T,I{E_S -4.3

FILTERDATA

FILTER _I_ VOL. AVG._ SYS. WEIGHTGII]I RG/ST

POSITION HI_BI_ STD.CD.FEET TEll) DE(;F KILLI(;]IM_ OF SAWI_
1 P47-85&86 17.715 67. 3._32 .199

2 P47-87&88 17.764 67. 3.436 .193

--__- __ _ ...... _- _---

AVG._ ZONE_, D_ f 123. DII/TIO_F),CTOII6.269
SPLITEXHAUSTVOL,SCF(S_), _/_II_ 791.9(22.43) , 2.79

PARTICULATECONCEI_TION III EIHAUST
FILTER CONCDIT_TIO_,_ISCF (IGIS_ll) (:O_RTI_TIO_ELTIPLI_ G/_ G/IP-I_

P47-85&86 1.250( 44.132} .3539 40.879 .362

P47-87&88 1.213( 42.814} .3529 39.658 .351
_I_IO_ ]_._ULTS "

==__ __-_ _ _---

_/_ GI_-_ co_c.

lqC 100.717 .891 184.P[_C

co 75._oi .672 70.P_
_Ol 1732.197 15.329 979.PI_

_OX,CO_ 1537.138 13.603
CO2 452. 5.88 PCr
02 14.93PCT

_OX CORRECTIONFACTOR .8874 WET CORRECTIONFACTOR .9678

E-58



: GASEOOSand/orPARTICULATEEMISSIONS
KO_CH6

PROJECT03-2681-809 PROGRAM= ERDI6B

TESTNO. RUN NO. 3 TESTDATE 2/26/91 BA_T_ 29.43IN.HG.

ENGII_MODELE_D 2-567B DIESEL COALLIQU HUMIDITY25.10GRAINSH20/LB.AIR

TESTCE_ LOCOLAB TURUELNO.26 LFENO. 15 ENG.LFENO. 0

HCX 1.656 $A_LE TIME20x20 .00KIN. SAMPLETI_ 47u 30.00NIN.

• BLOk_tCOU_S 45358. BLOWERTW. DEG.F 67. _AS. EX]].FLOW,LB/MIN 48.47

OBS.PO_I,BHP 149.0 FUELFLOW,LB/_ 1.00 AIR FLO_,LB/KIN 47.47

" LFE INFO_L_TION BIEk_ INFOI_ATION OTHER
_=_- = z_- ._._ =_- z_ === =_ z _--== - _ =_---_- ==== _ _--== ======------

INLL_T_P _ I_ESS. DIFF.I_ESS. INLETI_.SS. DIFF.l_.L_. TUb3[ELTENP

DEG.F IN. H20 IN.B20 IN. H20 IN. H20 IEG.F

83. .63 3.900 I0.00 14.00 123.

83. .65 3.930 I0.00 14.00 123.

83. .65 3.950 i0.00 14.00 122.

: 83. .65 3.950 I0.00 14.00 122.

83. .65 4.000 I0.00 14.00 122.

83. .65 4.000 10.00 14.00 122.
83. .65 4.000 I0.00 14.00 122.

Io,14w_m_ _ .......

AVENGE 83. .65 3.961 10.00 14.00 122.

LFEVOL,SCF 5961.8 LFE FASS,LB. 448.0 B_ + 47u VOL,SCF 7009.2 BLO_E_+ 4711_,LB 526.7
LFE _ _ 198.74 LFZ FLOWLB/MIN14.93 B_ + 47_ FLO__ 233.65 BLUJ_ + 47111FLOWLB/EIN17.56

F/A DRY,_ .0212 F/A CA_ .0212 F/A PL'T,lfr,AS .0

FILT_ DAT_

FILTEI SAM_ VOL. AVG._ SYS. WEIGHT_ NG/SCT

POSITION h'U_BE_ STD.CU.FEET T_P DEGF _ILLIG]_qS OFSAHPLE
I P47-81i82 15.102 66. 4.664 •186

2 P47-83&84 25.092 66. 4.569 .182

PARTICU_TE_.,_LT$
-==____== _=== = ==-----

AVG. Sk_PLEZONET_P, DEG F 122. DILUTION_ACTOR 6.692

SPLITEXHAUSTVOL,SCF(SC_),LB/_I_ 1047.4( 29.66), 2.62

PAEHCULETECONCEIfl_TIONIN E_AUST

FILTE_ CONCEIfl_TION,_G/SCF(NG/SC_) CONCEIffP/TI_ELTIPLIE_ G/HI G/HI=-H_

. P47-81&82 1.243( 43.904) .2666 48.128 .323
P47-83&84 1.219( 43.027) .2667 47.166 .317

ENISSIONRESULTS

98.581 .662 159.
CO 141.681 .951 116.PP_

_OX 2584.987 17.349 1297.Pl_

_OX,(DR]{ 2313.237 15.525
C02 453. 4.55 PCr
02 13.92 PCT
NOXCORRECTIONFACTOR .8949 WET COL_tECTIONFACTOR .9625

E-59



'. GtSI_OCSaad/or PAERCULATEEMI_IONS
_7

PROJECT03-2681-809 _ : EHDI_
-

TESTlD. RUNID. 2 TESTD,LTE 2/26/91 _ 29.47 IN.fIG.
IlODELDID2-567B DIESEL COALLIQU HUIqIDITY25.84 (;RAI][S_/LB. tIR

TZSTCZU,UXD LAB TUII]IELlD. 26 LYElD. 15 DIG. LnlD. 0
EC_ 1.656 SAMPLE_ 20x20 .00 II_. SAMPLETINZ47m 30.00 Rill.
BIEME_COIRITS45271. BLOWE_T_P. DEG.Y 70. I@_S.ZXH.Iq_M,LB/I[I_55.23 .
OBS.POM_,IMIP179.0 FUELFLOW,LB/KIN 1.23 AIRIvI_,LB/I_I 54.00

LIEINFO_TION BLOWDIII_iI_TI_ OTHER .

TDIP filLETFILESS. DII_.PIL_. INLETPRESS. DIFF.Ir_._S. TUIINELTEIIP
DEG.F IN.H20 Ill.I120 IN.H20 IN.1120 DEG.F
85. .65 4.030 I0.00 14.50 123.
85. .65 4.030 I0.00 14.50 123.
85. .65 4.030 I0.00 14.50 123.
85. .65 4.030 I0.00 14.50 122. .
85. .65 4.030 I0.00 14.50 121.
85. .65 4.030 i0.00 14.50 121.
85. .65 4.040 I0.00 14.50 121.

AVEBAGZ85. .65 4.031 I0.00 14.50 122.

LYEVOL,St'T6032.0 LFEIlASS,LB.453.2 BLOM_ + 471 VOL,SCF 6953.0 BLOM_+ 471 ILL_S,LB522.4
LYE_/M SCTll201.07 LI__ _/l_]l15.11 BLOM_+ 471BFIOWSClql231.77 BLOM_ + 47,,,lq_ LB_III17.41

_/kDRY,]_ .0230 F/_C/_ .0250 F/AI_, _ 8.7

FILT_DXT_

FILT_ _ VOL. AVG.S_ SYS. k_IGl__ RG/SC_
POSITION NUIIBEI STD.CU.FF/T TI_PDEGF IIILLIGIAIlS OF SAMPLE

1 P47-77&78 24.548 69. 4.060 .165
2 P47-79&$O 24.55g 69. 4.636 .189

PAIT_C_TEIESULTS

AVG.S_L_ ZO_ T_I), DE(;F 122. DII_IO_ FACTO_7.549
SPLITEXHAUSTVOL,S:F(SI), LB/I_i _21.1 ( 26.08) , 2.31

PAEI'ICULATECONCEb'T_TIONIN EXHAUST
FXLTE_ CONC_TIOI[, I{G/S_F(I[G/SCH) COIICDIT_TIONI[OLTIPLIE_ G/I_ G/II_I_
P47-77&78 1.249 ( 44.085) .3075 55.066 .308
P47-79&$O I.425(50.319) .3074 62.853 .351 -

E_ISSION_;ULTS

193.318 1.o8o
CO 234.398 1.309 184.
lDX 2849.965 15.922 1371. Pl_
IDI,CO_ 2553.586 14.266 ..
CO2 462. 5.35
02 12.66
lDXCORRECTIONFACTOR .8960 _ COE_ECTIONFACTOR .9562

E.-60



GASEOUSand/orPARTICULATEEIISSIOKS
HOTCH8

PROJECT03-2681-809 PR(XIRAM= EMDI6B

TESTNO. RUNHO.1 TESTDATE 2/26/91 __t 29.49IH°HG.
_GINEMODELEHD2-567 DIESEL COALLIQU HUHIDITY35.93G'_t_SH20/LB.ATR
TL_TCEllLO(DLAB TU_ZLNO.26 LFENO.15 ENG.LFENO. 0
HCR 1.656 $AKPLETI_ 20x20 .00I(IH. SA_LETINE47u 30.00](IN.

• BLOWE]tCO0_S 45375. BLO%'_TENP.DEG.F 66. I_JLS.EIU.FL_,LB/K[H 62.06
0_. POb_,]_IP206.0 FUELFLO_,LB/KI_ 1.48 AIRFLO_,LB/III_ 60.58

" LI_II_FOE_TIOH BLOQ_IHFO_IATIOI OT_R

II_T T_P INLETI_L_. DIFF.F_._. INLETPRESS. DIFF.I_,_. TU_'ELTE_
DEG.F IN.H20 IN.H20 IN.H20 IN.H20 DEG.F
83. .65 4.100 i0.00 14.50 120.
83. .65 4.100 I0.00 14.50 120.
83. .65 4.100 I0.00 14.50 120.
83. .65 4.i00 I0.O0 14.50 120.
83. .65 4.100 I0.00 14.50 120.
83. .65 4.100 I0.00 14.50 120.
83. .65 4.100 i0.00 14.50 120.

AVERAGE83. .65 4.100 i0.00 14.50 120.

LIVEVOL,SCF 6173.8 LFE_,LB. 463.9 B_ + 47mmVOL,SCF 7029.1 BLOI_E_+ 47mm_SS,LB 528.2
LFEFL_ SC_ 205.81 LIvEFL_ LB/MI/[15.46 BLO%'_+ 47_ FLO_SC_ 234.32 BLO_'_+ 47n HOW LB/_H17.61

F/ADRY,]qEtS.0246 F/ACALC .0294 F/AI_T,_ 19.3

FILTERDATA

FILT_ SAXI_VOL. AVG.SA_LE S¥$. _EIGHTGEll[ HG/SCF
I_ITI_ h_BEI STD.CU.FEET TE_ DEGF _II//_ OFSAXlq,E

1 P47-73&74 24.048 65. 4.703 .196
2 P47-75&76 24.157 65. 5.429 .225

P_ICOLA_ BE_ULTS

AVG.SAMPLEZO_ TENP,DZGF 120. DILUTION?ACTO]t8.218
SPLITEXHAUSTVOL,St'F(S_[),LB/HIH 855.3( 24.22}, 2.14

PA_IOOLA_COH_TIOH IN EX]_,UST
FILTE_ CONCEFI?ATIO_,HG/SCF(NG/SCI_) CO_CEFI_TIOHMULTIPLIEI G/H_ G/_-H_

° P47-73&74 1.607( 56.752) .3418 79.653 .387
P47-?5&7_ 1.847( 65.218) .3402 91.535 .444

EMISSIONRESULTS

GI_ G/_-_ CoHc.

HC 226.359 1.099 339. PP_C
CO 287.697 1.397 222. PPM
_OX 2871.758 13.941 1358.PPH

HOX,CO_ 2642.882 12.830
CO2 483. 6.32PCT
02 7.98PCT
NOXCO]_ECTIO_FACTOR .9203 WETCORRECTIOMFACTOR .9482

E-61



APPENDIX D
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GASEOUSand/orP_RTICULATEEMISSI01S
IDLE

PROJECT03-2681-809 PROGRAM= EMI)16B

TEST_. RUNMO.9 TESTDATE 2/28/91 _ 29.01 IN.HG.
EN,'qNEIODELI_D 2-567B DIESEL DF-2 HU_IDIT_83.92_S H2OILB.AIR

TESTCEILLO(DLAB TUI_ELMO. 26 LFEUO. 15 _G. LFENO. 0

HCR 1.758 SA_LE TI_ 20x20 .00Mill. $A]Y_ TI_ 47D 30.00MIN.

• BLOb_t_ 45069. BLOb_ T_P. DEG.F 71. _. EXH.Iq_J,LB/]IIN16.94

OBS.I_JER,BHP .0 FUELFLOW,LB/IIN .09 AIR FIOW,LB/]IIN 16.85

. LFE INFORMATION BLO_R INFOBHATIOH OTHER

TEIP _ FJ_ESS. DIFF._. INLETPRESS. DIFF.I_ESS. TUMIELTZIP

DEG.F IN.I]20 IN. I]20 Ill.I]20 IN.H20 DEG.F

78. .53 4.400 10.00 14.00 I01.

78. .53 4.400 i0.00 14.00 i01.

78. .53 4.400 10.00 14.00 101.
77. .53 4.400 10.00 14.00 101.

77. .53 4.400 10.00 14o00 101.

77. .53 4.400 I0.00 14.00 I01.

77. .53 4.400 I0.00 14.00 101.

AVERAGE 77. .53 4.400 I0.00 14.00 101.

LFE VOL,SCF 6618.4 LFE _,LB. 497.3 BLO_E_+ 4711VOL,SCF 6796.7 BLO_ + 47_ KASS,LB 510.7
LI_ lq_ SC_ 220.61 LFE FLCklLS/)l]_ 16.58 BLOWn + 4711_ _ 226.56 _ + 47_ FLOWL_/_IN17.02

FIAD_Y,_S .0054 F/ACALC .0046 _/kPCr,GAS -14.1

FILT_ DAT&

FILTER SA]Y_ VOL. AVG.SlIPLE SYS. _EI_ _ RG/SCF
POSITION li_BE_ STD.CU.I_T TE_ DE_ F _ILLI_ OF SAMPLE

1 P47-I42&14 22.090 65. 3.385 •153
2 _¢-144&14 22.081 65. 3.330 •151

P_.EHC0_TEBL_ULTS

AVG.SA_LE ZONETEHP,DEG F I01. DILUTIOHFACTOR38.118

SPLITEXHAUSTVOL,SCF(SOl),LB/XIN 178.3( 5.05), .45

PARTICUI_TE(DNCENT_TIONIN EXHAUST

FILTE_ CONCENT_TION,MG/SCF(_GISC_) COMCEIff_ATIO_M]LTIPLI_ G/HR G/HP-Ii_

P47-142&I4 5.841(206.245) 1.7255 79.009 .000

" ix_.144&14 5.749(202.983) 1.7263 • 77.760 .000
E_ISSIO_RESULTS

__ __-__--___ .....

" G/H_ G/HP-_ C0ilC.

_c 29.ooi .ooo 115.PP_C
m 41.799 .000 82. _
_OX 96.748 .000 117.I_

_OX,CO_ 108.285 .000
C02 O. .96[_T

02 18.95PCr

_OXCO_ECTIONFACTOR 1.1193 WET COE_ECTIO_FACTOR .9882

E-63



_ GASE)0Sand/or PA_I_ _ISSIOJS

03-2681-809 PE,OG]_ = EHD16B

mo. _ mo. ! TZSTDL'_ 2/28/91 _ 28.91IN.HG.
]KX)ELDD 2-567B DIF,qL DF-2 HU][IDITY89.86_ H20/IL. AII

TESTCZLLLO(DI,IB TOHELmo.26 I_. 15 _IG. Lnmo. 0
1.758 Sa3P_ TI_ 20x20 .00 ]iii. _ TI]_ 47mm15.69mrrm.

BLOWR(:Dorrs 23590. BLOWnT_P. DEG.F 72. IKP._.El31.I'LOW,LB/][]] 16.71 .
0_. pOl_,H1) 8.4 _ _XU,I_/I[I]I .13 _ _OW,l_/KI]l 16.58

_011 _ I]il'01nU.vICll

_ _ _. DIII'._. _ _. DIII'._. _
D_. F Ill._ II._ Ill._ II._0 DEG.F

$2. .55 4.700 10.00 14.00 111.
82. .55 4.700 I0.00 14.00 112.
82. .55 4.700 10.00 14.00 111.
SO. .55 4.700 10.00 14.00 110.

AVEIIGZ82. .55 4.700 i0.00 14.00 Iii.

LTEVOL,SCF 3624.2 LTE_L_,LB. 272.3 BLOMEI+ 47""_E, SCF 3538.2 BLOMn+ 47a _,LB 265.9
LFEFLOW_ 230.99 LYEFL_ LB/_I_17.36 _ + 47m FLO_SC_ 225.51 BLOWn+ 47m _ LB/_I_16.94

F/A DIY,_IS .0078 F/A C_C .0070 F/A PC'T,_ -10.0

FILT_ D_T_

YlI,T[]I _ VOL. AVG._ SYS. WEIG_GAI]I I_G/SCI'

POSITION _BZI STI).CO._ 'WIPD_GF KILLIGIA_ OFSA_L_
1 P47-138&D ii.740 68. 4.228 .360
2 PgO-I4Oi14 11.701 68. 4.166 •356

PAErlCULA_
___- ----_ .- _-_-.

aVG._ _0_ T_P, D_ _ 111. DIII_31 YACTOI******
'SPLITL"_I_ VOL,_'F(SOl), L_/I[I] ***** ( *****) , ****

1;'ILT_ COgC]gl"_.k_OU,llG/SC1e (MG/SCH) _TIOll !!_I1:_I1_ G/_ G/_-H3
P47-13$&13 **_*** (*******) ******* ******* *******
PgO-140&I4 ******* (*******) ******* ******* *******

DI_I_

G/n cos.

28.571 3.405 120. PP_
55.3'74 6.600 _6. _

JOX 149.600 17.831 193. I_
_OI,COE_ 159.175 18.972
CO2 1005. 1.46PCT
02 18.69Pt'T
NOXCO_CTIOH FACTOR 1.0_40 kTTCO--ION FACTOR .9835

E-64



-, GASF/O$and/orPAJ_TICULATEDIISSIOMS
_2

PROJECT03-2681-809 PROGRJ_ffiZW)16B

TLT_II0. R_ IlO.7 TZSTDATE 2/28/91 _ 29.07I]I.HG.
ENGINEMODELI_)2-567E DIESEL DF-2 HUMIDITY87.16G]AIESE20/LB.AIR
TESTCELLLIXDLEE T_OIELMO.26 LFEEO.15 _IG.LI_II0.0

, ECR 1.758 SAMPLETIME20x20 .00EIil. SAMPLETI_ 47mm 24.00MIM.
C(EITS36081. BIEWE_TZ_. DEG.F 74. Mg2_.ZXH.FLOW,LE/EIJ22.13

OBS.POk'ER,BI]P19.7 FUELFLOW,LB/I_]I .20 AIRFLO_,LB/MIN 21.93

• LFEII_OI_TION BLOt_ II_f_TIOI OTHn

_,. ._ ,.2_ _o._ 1,.oo _o.
79. .50 4.290 10.00 14.00 120.
7_. .50 ,._,o _o.oo _,.oo _o.
_. ._o ,._o _o.oo _,.oo _o.
_. ._o ,._oo _o.oo _,.oo _,o.
_. .50 ,._o _o._ _,.oo _o.

AVI_AGE79. .50 4.290 I0.00 14.00 120.

LFEVOL,SCF 5153.3 L]__,LB. 387.2 BLOWER+ 47mmVOL,_ 5422.5 BLOW_ + 47n ELC,_,LB407.4
LFEFLOW_ 214.71 LFEFLO_YR/RI]I16.13 _ + 47n FLOW_ 225.92 BLOWER+ 47mmFLOWLB/E_N16.98
F/ADRY,EE_ .0092 F/ACA_ .0080 F/APCT,EEAS -13.4

FILT_DATA

FILTZ_ SAMPLEVOL. AVG.SA_LE SYS. WEIGHTGAIN MG/SCF

POSITION HUEBZ_ STD.CU.FZET TZ_ DEGF IIILLIGEAE_ OF&_HPLE
1 P47-134&13 18.016 67. 5.051 .280
2 PgO-136&13 18.045 67. 4.976 .276

PAEfICULATEIESULTS

AVG.$A_LZ ZOMETZEP,DEGF 120. DILIEIOIIFACK)R20.140
SPLITEXHAUSTVOL,SC._(SC_I,LBI_IN269.2( 7.631, ._4

PAETICULATECOMCi_IT_TIONIM EX]_UST
FILTEI_ CONCi_I_CTION,MG/H(:I'(IfG/SC_) CONCEI_T_RATIONHULTIPLIZ_ G/I[I_ G/I[I'-ER
P47-134&13 5.646(199.3"/'/) I.1179 99.750 5.065

• _0-136&13 5.554(196.098) 1.1161 98.139 4.982
E_I_ION_ESULTS

=__==_=_-- - _- - _-- __--_----

HC 40.811 2.072 125.PPIqC
CO 73.537 3.733 113. P_
_X 285.514 14.493 268.P_

_X,(X)_ 318.$95 16.188
CO2 672. 1.67
02 18.07_'T
NOXCOI_RECTI_FACTOR 1.1169 WETCOP,.I_ECTIONFACTOR .9819
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, GASD_USand/or PAETICUI£TEERISSIO_
_Yf_3

PROJECT03-2681-809 PROGRAI= EXD16B
s'

TESTNO. R_ lqOs6 TLTfDATE2/28191 _ 29.07 IN.HG.
EIEq][ENODELEND2-567B DIESEL DF-2 HU]iIDITY82.07GRAINSH20/LB.AI][
TESTCELLLOCOLEB TUHEL_. 26 LFE_. 15 ENG.LFERO. 0
HC][ 1.758 _ TINE20x20 .00][IN. SA]iPLETI][E47l 30.00]II][.

O00WI'S45099. BI_ TEIIP.DEG.F 74. liEAS.EIB. [vL,OW,LB/)IIN28.22 ,
0_. POffER,I_P46.0 I_JELFLOW,LB_IN .35 AIRFLOW,LB/RIN 27.87

IAE D_HkTI01 BLOWEIII_OD_ATI_ OTHn
.___-_ _±_ - -- zz_ z_=± _ ---_

IN_ TDIP _ P_SS. DIFF. _ZSS. _ Ir_. DIFF. PIZSS. TUM_ TDIP
DEG.F _. I]20 IN.]]20 IN.H20 II.H20 DEG.f
81. .55 4.100 I0.00 14.00 122.
81. .55 4.100 10.00 14.00 122.
81. .55 4.100 10.00 14.00 122.
81. .55 4.100 I0.00 14.00 122.
81. .55 4.100 10.00 14.00 122.
81. .55 4.100 10.00 14._ 122.
81. .55 4.100 10.00 14,00 122.

AVENGE81. .55 4.100 10.00 14.00 122.

LeEVOL,SCF 6128.1 LI_E_S,LB. 460.5 BLOc'El+ 47l VOL,SCF 6776.1 _ + 47m ]iASS,LB509.2
_ _ 204.25 LI__ U_/]iiN15.35 BLOWER+ 47u [q_O__ 225.84 BLOb_+ 47n _ LB/lqI]{16.97

F/ADRY,_EAS.0127 F/A_LC .0116 F/AIET,_ -8.4

IqLTEILDET_

_ILT_ _ VOL. AVG.SAM_ SYS. _EIGHT_ NG/SC_

I_)SITIO_ I_B_ STD._.I_ T_P DEGF ]IIILIGE_IS OFSAIIPLE
i P47-129&I3 21.678 68. 3.295 .152
2 F90-13l&13 21.701 69. 4.027 .186

PAErlC_L_ _SULTS
• •

AVG.SA]_L_ZONETZ_P,DEGF 122. D_O_ _ACTO_10.457
SPLITEXHAUSTVOL,S_(SC_),LS_IN 648.0(18.35) , 1.62

Pk_TI_ (DIEEFI_ATIOI{INEXHAUST

P47-129&13 1.589 (56.120) .4824 35.813 .779
Pgo-131&I3 1.940(68.514) .4818 43.722 .950 .

D_ISSI_ RESULTS
=- ____ _ __-_--_--

51.213 1.3.13 13o.
eo 64.460 i.oI 82.
_OX 527.061 11.458 412.PI_

]]OX,CO_ 568.413 12.357
C02 504. 2.44
02 17.19_T
HOXCO_CTION FACTOR 1.0785 frETCOR_CTIOHFACTOR .9755
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. GASEOOSand/orPARTICULATEEMISSIONS

PI_JECT03-2681-809 P_ --ENDI6B

TESTNO. ROKNO.5 TESTDATE 2/28/91 BAROIEI_29.08IN.HG.
IqODELEM)2-567B DIESEL DF-2 RUIIDITY85.57_ H20/LB.AIR

TESTCELLLO_ LAB TURNELIK).26 LFENO.15 ENG.LFEIK).0
HCf 1.758 SAMPLETII_20x20 .00lfl_. SAXPLETIlqE47u 18.72NIH.

• BLO@_COOIffS28131. BIEk'E_TENP.DZG.F 75. ]ff£S.EXH.FLOW,I£/IUN33.87
OI_.POW_HP 78.0 FUELFLO_,LB/KIN .54 AIRFIX_,LB/MIN 33.33

T_P IN/f Fff._. DIFF._. INLETFIfeS. DIFF.PRESS. TUI[I[ELTE_
DEG.F IN.H20 _. H20 III.H20 IN.H20 DEG.F
83. .59 3.920 10.00 14.00 122.
83. .59 3.920 i0.00 14.00 124.
83. .59 3.920 10.00 14.00 124.
83. .59 3.920 I0.00 14.00 124.
83. .59 3.930 i0.00 14.00 124.

AVENGE 83. .59 3.922 i0.00 14.00 124.

LFEVOL,_ 3640.5 LFE_,I,B. 273.5 BL(N_+ 4711VOL,SCT 4220.2 BLffe'n+ 47mmMAS_,LB317.1
LFEFLO@_ 194.52 LFEPLOWLB/IUN14.b2 _ + 47mR_ _ 225.50 BLOW_ + 47n FIOWI_/]_16.94

F/ADRY,_ .0165 F/ACALC .0149 F/AFrf,_ -9.8

FILTERD_T_

FILT_ SAMPLEVOL. AVG.SAMPLESYS. WEIGHT_ NG/SCF
_$1TIO_ NU_BE_ STD.C_.FEET TE]_DEGF IIILLIG_S OFSAMPLE

1 P47-125&12 13.673 69. 2.529 •185
2 Pgo-127&I2 13.605 69. 3.295 .242

p_rlCUIITE_NLTS
• a= '-- __ _ _---___ z----

AVG. S_[PLEZONETENP,DEGF 124. DILOTIONFACTOR7.280 ;
SPLITEXHAUSTVOL,S_F(SU),LB/KII[ 579.7( 16.42), 2.33

PAE_ICUL_TECO__TIO_ IN EXHAUST
FILTER CONCEFI_TIO_,KG/SC_(llG/SC_I) _TIO_ IIULTIPLIE_G/H_ G/HI_'_
P47-125&I2 1.346( 47.544) .5324 36.420 .467
Pgo-127&I2 1.763( 62.254) .5351 47.687 .611

_ISSIO_ _,SULTS

HC 68.298 .876 142.
CO 63.935 .820 68.Pl_
_OX 950.598 12.187 615.Pl_
NOI,COI_ 1021.883 13.101
CO2 464. 3.15PCT
02 15.93PCT
_X COBRECTIOHFACTOR 1.0750 bETCORI_CTIONFACTOR .9695
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, GASEOUSand/orPtRTI_ EKL_IOBS
N01_5

PROJECT03-2681-809 _ = ERD16B

TESTI0. ROll!10.4 TESTDATE2/28/91 ELROIE_T_29.10 I]I.HG.
llODEL_ID 2-567_ DIESEL DF-2 IK3IDl_f 80.42_ I]20/[,B.tl/

?L,_ CELLLOCOL_ TIRi]ELNO.26 LFE_0o 15 ENG.LFEIlO. 0
H_ 1.758 SJJiF_TIE 20X20 .00ll_. SII_LET13Z47" 17.40l[I]l.

O00]ITS26164. _ T_IP.DEG.F 72. ][EIS.E_. FLOil,U_/]II]i40.38 ,
OES.POi_,_ 114.0 FUELFLOII,LB/][13 .76 AIR_,LB/)[13 39.62

L_ I]RO]_LTIOll _ I_O]UlETIOI _ .
-- . -_ ---___ .... _ _ _---z_z --- _z _ _-_ _--

_ INLETPRESS. DIFF._. _ F_SS. DI_. F_._. _ T_IP
DEG.F 13.H20 13.I]20 13.H20 IN._ DEG.F
84. .60 3.950 I0.00 14.00 122.
84. ,60 3.950 10.00 14.00 124.
84. .60 3.950 I0.00 14.00 124.
84. .60 3.950 I0.00 14.00 123.
84. .62 3.950 I0.00 14.00 123.

AV_IGE 84. .60 3.950 10.00 14.00 123.

LF_VOL,SCF 3398.7 LI_I_L_,LB.255.4 BLOk]E_+ 47" VOL,_ 3951.1 BLOIIEI+ 47" III_,LB2%.9
LFZ_ _ 195.35 L_ FLOWLB/]E_14.68 _ + 47" _ SC_ 227.10 _ + 47" _ LB/]IIN17.06

F/ADRY,)lEAS.0194 F/A_ .0189 F/AFT, I_ -2.5

FILTERDATA
__________-_ ___ ------

FILT_ 5J_Y__L. AVG.SNIF_ SIS. kTEIG_GE]] RG/SCF
K)SlTIOII I_IB_ STD.C_._IT TUP DEGF IIILLI(;_ OFSA_L_

1 P47-121U2 12.712 69. 2.269 .178
2 Pgo-123&12 12.693 69. 2.236 .176

P_IC_

AVG.SAMPLEZOl_TE)_,D_GF 123. DILOTIOllFACTOI7.153
SPLITEX_US_VOL,S:F(SCR),L_/)[I]I552.4( 15.64), 2.39

PI_ICOLLTZOOII_TIO_ 13EI]_UST
FILT_ OONCE)IT_TIO]I,][G/SC_(_G/S_) _Oll I_TIF,/_I G/_ G/]P-_
P47-121&I2 1.277( 45.083) .5627 41.166 .361
PgO-123&I2 1.260( 44.495) .5636 40.629 .356

_ISSIO__Y.SULTS
e__.L-- __ _--_ .....

HC 84.711 .743 160.PRnC
_0 101.045 .886 97.?Rf
)fOX 1494.226 13.107 882.FP]I

_O][,CO_ 1567.139 13.747
C02 443. 4.01 PCT
02 14.39 Ptr
_OXC_CTIO{( FACTO]_ 1.0488 WETCO_CTIOI(FACTOR .9623
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, GA_$ and/orPARTICULATEZEISSIONS
MOT_6

PROJECT03-2681-809 PRO(;R_= ENDI6B

TEST_. R_ _. 3 TESTDATE 2/28/91 _ 29.14IR._.
ENGINE][ODELZED2-567B DIZSZL DF-2 HUEIDITY75.20GLtIHSIL_O/LB.AIR
TESTCELLLOCOLAB TURNELIK).26 LI_ ![0. 15 ENG.LFZRO. 0

. H_ 1.758 S_LE TIEE20z20 .00EIN. SAEPLZTI_Z47u 30.00EIH.
BLOWERCO[_ITS45115. BLO_ TENP.D_. F 71. EZAS.E]_.Iq/X_,LBfl[I]I47.63
OBS.PO_,IRIP 148.0 FUELFLOW,_/NIN .98 AIRgLOW,_IEDI 46.65

I_ II_O_TI_ BI_3_ I_D_TIO_ OT_
o_.a.-.a.-.-__._--_'"-------_---- ------- ------_------ --- _----: ---- - -_-----_-----------

.._ - ..... _z_ --''_ _----_--" ......

,. ._ ,.o_o _o.oo _,_oo _.86. ._ ,.o_o _o.oo _,.oo _,1.,. ._ ,oO_O _o.oo _,.oo _.
86. ._ ,.o_o _o.oo _,.oo _,2.,. ._ ,.o_o _o._ _,.oo _,.
86. .65 4.030 lO.O0 14.00 121.

AVEEAGE86. .65 4.044 I0.00 14.00 121.

LFEVOL,SCF 5962°9 LFE_,LB. 448.0 BLOEE_+ 47n VOL,SCF 6837.2 B_ + 47u EASS,LB513.7
LFEFLOWSCUll19_.77 LFZFLOWLB/I[I]I14.94 BI_W_ + 47n FLOWSCF][227.92 BLOETZ_+ 47u gLOWLB/EIH17.13

F/ADRY,_ .0213 FIA_ .0227 FIA[_"T,NZAS 6.4

FILT_DATA

FIL_ SAHPLE_L. AVG.SA_I:_E$¥5. _I_ GAD{ KG/SCI_

_;ITIOll I_B_ STD.CU.FEET TEHPD_ F _ILLIGE_ OFSAMPLE
1 P47-117&II 22.388 68. 3.392 .152
2 Ix_)-llg&12 22.388 68. 3.323 •148

PARTICULtTE_g_LTS

AVG.SARPLEZONETE_P,DEGF 121. DILIT_IOllFACTOZ7.820
SPLITEXHAUSTVOL,SCF(SC_),L_/]ff_ 874.3( 24.76), 2.19

P_TI_ COHCZNTE_I_INEXHAUST
FILT_ C__IO_, MG/SCI:'(IIG/SUI) CO__TIOM ELTIPLI_ G/I_ G/I_-H1

-- P47-117&ll 1.185( 41.836) .3493 45.065 .304
PgO-II9&I2 1.161( 40.985) .3493 44.149 .298

E_ISSI_RZSULT$
_____ - _ _-_ _ _ - _ _ _ ---

_/_ G/_ co_c.

HC 99.012 .669 172.
CO 178.535 1.206 160.PP]{
_X 2096.816 14.168 1150.PPH
IlOX,CO_ 2146.632 14.504
(302 443. 4.83 PCI'
02 14.42PCr
NOXCO_CTIOM FACTOR 1.0238 WETCOW, lO{{FACTOR .9556
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GASI_Sand/orPAI_ICULATEE_ISSIOIIS
m7

PROJECT03-2681-809 P_D(;_= EIIDI6B

TESTNO. RUNNO.2 TESTDATE2/28/91 _ 29,18 II.HG.
IK)DELEHD2-567B DIESEL DF-2 HUIlIDIT/59.78_ H20/LB._/R

TESTC_L L0(DL_ T_II_ NO,26 L.-_NO,15 EfG, _NO, 0
HCR 1.758 SAIPIZTI_ 20x20 .00 I[[I. SAMPLETI_ 471 26.44 NIli.

(XXJIlTS39775. BLOk_TZHP.DEG.F 71. I_S. Elll.?LOW,LB/E_ 54.42 .
OBS.POWER,BlIP179.0 FUELFL(R,LB/HIN 1.22 AI_Iq_d,LB/KI]I 53.20

LYEII[FOIL_ION BLO_ I_O_t_TION OT_
_..__._ _ -_--_z_ --_--"-'_-± _ _- ---_-_----_--_

TZIIP _ P_.qS. DII_.P_qS. INLETP_/_S. DII_._Y_. _ TI_
DEG.F IN. H20 IN. H20 IN. 1120 IN. 1120 DEG.F

88. .65 4.100 10.00 14.00 123.
88. .65 4.100 10.00 14.00 123.
88. .65 4.100 10.00 14.00 124.
88. .65 4.100 I0.00 14.00 124. .
88. .65 4.100 i0.00 14.00 124.
88. .65 4.100 I0.00 14.00 124.
880 .65 4.100 10.00 14.00 124.

AVE]AGE88. ,65 4.100 i0.00 14.00 124.

LFEVOL,SCF 5297.2 LFE_,LB. 398.0 BLO_E_. 47m_VOL,SC? 6035.7 _ + 471II_S,LB 455.5
LI_YLO__ 200.37 LYE?LONLB_IN 15.06 BLO_E_+ 47sm_ SC_ 228.31 BM + 47n YL_ _/MIN 17.16

F/ADRY,_ .0231 F/ACAIE .0255 F/AI_, _ I0.I

IqLT_DATA

FILTI_ SA_PIZVOL. AVG.S_ru_ S¥S. _IGI_ GkIli I_G/SCI_
POSITION II_Bn SI'D,_,F_T T_P DE(;Y NILLIGRtlIS OFS_PU

1 P47-nml 19.1 71, 3.m .163
2 -115 11 19.197 71. 3.252 .169

AVG.S_LE ZOI_TEKP,DEGF 124. DILIEI_FACTOR8.172
SPLITEX_USTVOL,SC_(SC_),U_/_IN 7_8.6(20.92) , 2.10

P_TICULATECONCEIfI_TIONIllEXI_UST
FILTh COII_IOII, HG/SCY(NG/SCN) CON_IOII I_,TIPLIn G/I_ G/HP-I_
P47-113&ll 1.331(46,986) ,4264 57.825 .323
PgO-II5&II 1.384(48.884) .4257 60.161 .336 "_

_IIISSION_.qULT$

eouc.

HC 150.811 ._43 237. PP_C
316.210 1.767 257.PI_

NOX 2456.928 13.726 1223.Pl_

NOX,COI_ 2405.404 13.438
C02 453. 5.43PCT
02 13.16
NO]{_OI_E_IONFACTOR .9790 h_ COE_ZCTIONFACTOR .9514
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: GASEOUSand/orPARTICULATEEHISSIONS
NOTCH8

PROJECT03-2681-809 PROGR_ = EMDI6B

TESTIR). RUN NO. 1 TESTDATE 2/28/91 BAROKETER29.00IH.HG.

ENGINEHODELEHD 2-567B DIESEL DF-2 HUNIDITY 68.95GRAINSH20/LB.AIR
TESTCELLILEOIAB TUNI[ELHO. 26 LFENO. 15 _G. LFE NO. 0

HCR 1.758 SAJ[PLETIME20x20 .00NIN. SAJ_LETIME47mm 20.10]_ll.

BLOWERCOUlf_S30246. BLOW_ TEXP.DEG.F 70. _lS. EXH.FLOW,LBfl_IN60.20

OBS.IK_ER,BHP 206.0 FUELFLOW,LB/I_N 1.47 AIR FLOW,LB/Hc[N 58.73

- LFE II_RFATIOH BLOWERINFORHATIOI{ O_HER
m_m._=--- _==_ zm_-== =___I==_

INIA'T_ INLETPRESS. DIFF.PRESS. INLETPRESS. DIFF.PRESS. TUN'_WELTDiP

DEG.F IN.H20 IN. H20 IN.H20 IH.H20 DEG.F

86. .65, 4.120 i0.00 14.00 122.

86. .65 4.120 i0.00 14.00 122.

86. .65 4.120 I0.00 14.00 122.

87. .65 4.120 I0.00 14.00 122.

87. .65 4.120 i0.00 14.00 122.

AVERAGE 86. .65 4.120 I0.00 14.00 122.

LFE VOL,SCF 4042.1 LFE]_SS,LB. 303.7 B_ + 47u VOL,SCF 4570.7 BLOWER. 47mmMASS,LB 343.4
Ll_ IvIL)W_ 201.10 Ll__ LB/]{I){15.11 B_ + 471 [rtOW_ 227.40 B_ + 47mmFLOWLB/KIM17.09

F/A DRY,I{ZAS.0253 F/A CALC .0296 F/A PCT, HZAS 17.2

FILTERDATA
o_Imm_m1_m,m_NND_

FILTER SA_LZ VOL. AVG.SAMPLESYS. _IGEr GAIN MG/SCF

POSITION NUMBER STD.CU.FEET TZM_DEG F NILLIGRAHS OF SANPLE
1 P47-109&ll 15.555 66. 2.889 .186

2 PgO-II1&I1 15.604 66. 2.853 .183

PARTICULATERESULTS

AVG.SANPLEZO_ TEKP,DEG F 122. DILUTIONFACTOR 8.647

SPLITEXHAUSTVOL,SCF(SC_),LB/_IH 528.6( 14.97), 1.98

PARTIC_ATECON_TIOR IN EXHAUST
FILTER CONCENTRATION,MG/SCF(NG/SCH) CONCERTRATIONMULTIPLIER G/H_ G/_-HI

P47-109&ll 1.606( 56.708) .5559 77.199 .375

Pgo-III&II 1.581( 55.826) .5542 76.000 .369
EMISSIONRESULTS

G/ZR G/ItP-HR Colic.

HC 140.373 .6_I 212.PP_C

(30 668.319 3.244 526.PI_

NOX 2892.032 14.039 1395.PPM

l_OX,(3ORR 2879.349 13.977
(302 473. 6.32PCT

02 11.90PCr

NOX COERECTIONFACTOR .9956 WET CORRECTIONFACTOR .9435
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APPENDIX E
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Dimension Sheet 26

EMD TEST NO.

TEST PART WEIGHTS, GRAMS

Camshaft Be arin_s
Date Right Front Left Front Right Rear Left Rear.... ,

0 hours
, , , ,,

300 hours
,,,,

Pin Bearings
Date Right t Left

/)-hours /l- I_/-90 _'0_. *_0 5"09, 4 5-
300 hours 3 °/9-9/ ,9"07. %t7 . 5"D_. b0

Thrust Washers

Date Right Left
0 hours //-/_.-"]o ,. 7/5", A_-_ .'7 1 5_. _

_300hours fi"/_ -_/ 7/_/'/7-,. 7/Z" _'Z.
,_ -,

TEST PART DIMENSIONS, INCHES

Piston Pin Diameter (Parallel to Threaded Holes)

Date Pee Hole End Center Opposite End

O-hour, /_-/¢-_ ...._._. <- _.__¢-_- 3._.__--.......
Right 5"00 hours 3- tq- g} 3,{o_,g'O 3.__ 3,_?_/_

, ,,

0- ho_, j/-,_-?o _.<_z_o 3.<.g4o 3._?,7]
Left _[oohours Z-)q- q/ 3,bel-3 3 __ _,_'_-_....

Pin Bearing Cle ).rance in Carrier
Date Pee Hole End! Center Opposite End,,=,,

• D -hours /I "lr-go ._/o ._/2 .0('(

Right 5"00 hours _--/?- q/ ,_99 .o/$ ,D('6

O-hours /1- rV-- '70 ,00_ ,Ol 0 ,L?I._

Left _T)O hours -_-]_.""7/ •my .¢_. .,9/3
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